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Sketch recognition as developed by the CSAIL Design Rationale Group allows a de-
signer to sketch out and test design ideas without the need for complicated CAD
programs. An electronic drafting table is required to capture large designs. The
design of the electronic drafting table in this thesis uses linear image sensors located
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of the sensors in the corner and the required electronics are explored in detail. We
developed, built and tested electronics, proving the feasibility of the design.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
In today's world, as designs become more and more complicated, it is increasingly
more difficult to capture the design rationale, even with advanced design tools. This
means that, in the end, the design of a product is known, but not what design decisions
have been made on the way and why. This information is the design rationale. In
software engineering, as in any other engineering field, it is vital that the design be
carefully documented in order to be able to make changes to it. For the designer,
this is time-consuming overhead and it is not the original designer, but succeeding
ones, who benefit from good documentation in order to make changes. Therefore,
documenting the rationale is often more trouble than it is worth for the original
designer.
This is the motivation behind the Design Rationale Group. The main idea is to
create new low overhead ways for designers to capture their rationale while in the
design process. The capture process should be less trouble than it is worth. Engin-
eers and designers, in general, are very enthusiastic about describing their designs,
especially to a fellow designer. It is the tedious process of writing everything down
that kills the excitement. If it were possible for a machine to capture the natural
human way of describing a rationale, the problem would be solved as the designer
would have more time to devote to explaining the design.
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The g.al "f +h- TheDCesig Patirrnlet (rnip is t bhiiill n system in which the designer
can sketch, talk and gesture with the computer as if he were talking to another
designer. The designer works in a design environment with embedded intelligence,
allowing designers to work in familiar ways in familiar media (e.g., white boards),
yet give those media new and powerful capabilities (e.g., the ability to understand a
sketch, ask intelligent questions about a design, etc.). This offers the possibility of
making rationale capturing an almost effortless and incidental byproduct of design.
1.2 The Electronic Drafting Table
The Design Rationale Group currently uses Acer tablet PCs and Mimio whiteboards
for sketch recognition. Unfortunately, these devices are insufficient. The tablet PCs,
meant as an alternative to conventional paper notebooks, allow the user to draw with
a pen-like stylus directly on the screen. But compared to the drafting tables used
by professional designers (the target group of the DRG's project), the tablet PC is
simply too small.
Mimio white boards are one alternative. The Mimio white-board system consists
of a base station and a marker equipped with ultrasound and infrared (IR) electronics.
When the user starts to draw a stroke, the pen sends an IR signal to the base station.
The pen then emits an ultrasound signal which is picked up by two sensors on the
base station. By measuring both, the time difference between the IR signal and the
ultrasound signal and the delay of the ultrasound signal reaching each of the sensors,
the base station can triangulate the position of the pen. Using this technology, Mimio
whiteboards overcome the problem of size. However, the Mimio is also insufficient as
it does not offer high resolution. It is an electronic replacement for marker pens used
on typical, large white-boards. What we were looking for, however, is the electronic
equivalent of a pencil and a large sheet of paper.
14
1.3 Design and Implementation
My project was to first design and then build an alternative to the tablet PC and
the Mimio white-board, combining the best of both worlds: the high resolution of the
tablet PC and the large size of a drafting table.
After considering and testing different designs, it became apparent that this task
was much more difficult and complex than I had anticipated. The initial design used
a material called Indium Titanium Oxide (ITO), which is often used for touch screens
(e.g. the Palm Pilot). The disadvantages of ITO are the low resolution, limited size
and slow response, while the main advantage is the relatively simple implementation.
My initial design was based on the assumption that I would be using ITO, but
initial testing showed it to be insufficient for the task: the noise levels were much too
high, causing inaccuracies if it were used as an interface. The pointer would jump
around, independent of stylus movements.
The next idea was to place a digital camera underneath the table. The pen
would glow and all the camera had to do was to track the light as it moved. This
idea, too, proved unsuitable. The main problem here was that a camera fitting the
requirements (high speed and high resolution) does not yet exist. Even if it did exist,
the signal processing of camera output would require extremely fast processors, which
are unavailable. So either way, this approach proved infeasible.
The final design approach involved using four cameras, one in each of the four
corners of the screen (Figure 1-1). The advantage here is that each camera needs to
scan only one dimension. While we require four cameras, each one has to process
only a fraction of what the camera underneath the table would have had to process.
But reducing the amount of data to be processed also adds to the complexity. New
problems, such as blurring, appeared: placing the camera in the corner meant that
the pen could be very close or very far away.
With the goal of completing the whole table, I tried to address these issues and
outline solutions as I began the implementation. Unfortunately it was not possible
to complete a working prototype in the time available in part because of signific-
15
Pen with bright glowing tip
Projector
Figure 1-1: The final design of the drafting table
ant errors in the data sheets of chips in the camera design. The final result of my
implementation is a working model of the corner camera and its electronics, which
are capable of tracking the pen moving left and right. I used this camera to test a
fundamental question: is this approach, as I had envisioned it, feasible? The answer
is yes. This thesis covers the design approach, design decisions, implementation of
the first camera, and discusses problems encountered.
On a personal note, the whole process has been an incredible learning experience
for me. I started off thinking I knew more than enough about hardware since I had
taken MIT's digital laboratory class and microcontroller laboratory class and done
very well in them. I was wrong. My initial implementations were poor. One time,
it took me one and a half months to find a single bug. The design mistake was
very subtle and I will never make this mistake again. Many more problems revealed
themselves, each of which were very frustrating. Finally (sometimes after weeks), I
would find the source and fix it. And then the next problem would occur. Overall,
however, the project was a great learning experience. I had to tackle problems from
a broad range of engineering fields, such as optics (for the corner camera), mechanics
(for the physical table itself), analog and digital hardware (for the camera circuit
16
and simulations). It was an incredible challenge. I loved it.
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Chapter 2
Designing the Table
This chapter covers the design of the drafting table, explaining the design goals,
industrial alternatives, the initial design attempts and the final approach.
2.1 Design Goals
"Just like pencil and paper on a real drafting table." That was the motto of the
project. The drafting table was supposed to convey the feeling of real paper, while
really drawing on a computer. The pen should allow the user to draw very thin lines,
just like a pencil. The designers are supposed to use the drafting table as a real tool
to express their ideas. If possible, the pen should also be pressure sensitive, giving
the user the capability to draw thin or thick lines. The table - once it is designed,
built and working - should also be relatively cheap to reproduce.
To reach this goal we had to satisfy a number of criteria.
Size. The designer should not be limited to a notepad size surface. We would like
to give designers a real-world drafting table similar to those they would encounter
at their own office, which means the table would be about the same size as the non-
electric version. We set the target size of surface of the table to 1.0 x 0.75m. This
is large enough for designers to work on and it reflects the 4:3 ratio between width
and height. This ratio is also found on computer screens and would allow us to use
generic computer displays, such as a projector or large LCD screen.
18
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project the computer screen onto the drafting table, so the designer feels like he is
drawing directly on the table. As we try to imitate a real drafting table as much as
possible, we have to take into account that any line drawn has to be visible at all
times. If we were to place the projector somewhere on the ceiling for example, the
shadow of the user's arm would hide parts of the drawing. Therefore, the display
device had to be placed underneath the table.
Line width. When drawing with a pencil the line can be very thin. The drafting
table should reflect this, so we need high resolution. The initial target resolution was
about 2,000 x 1,500 pixels. Using the size of the table of 1.0 x 0.75m the size of one
pixel would then be 0.5mm. This is equivalent to saying that the thinnest line possible
will be 0.5mm wide, which is very close to pencil resolution. This would be the ideal
goal. It might turn out, however, that for technical reasons it is not possible to reach
this resolution. In this case the minimal resolution acceptable would be the resolution
of the projector - typically 1024 x 786. If our tracking resolution was smaller than
this, the size of the pen point would cover several pixels on the screen, which is
unacceptable. Once again we would have a marker, not a pencil. At a minimum
resolution of 1024 x 786 pixels moving one pixel on the surface would correspond
directly to moving one pixel on the computer screen. In this case, on a 1.0 x 0.75m
drafting table surface, one pixel will correspond to the size of about 1mm. This is
relatively large, but it would still be acceptable.
Small, cordless pen. A wire running from the pen is not very desirable, as it
limits the way the designer can draw. Similarly, a pen packed with electronics of the
size of a cell phone would also be limiting.
Transparent surface. If the display is to be underneath the surface, the surface
must be transparent. This significantly limits the technologies that can be used to
locate the pen. In the past four decades many technologies for pointer interfaces
have been developed, but most of them are separate from the computer screen. In a
graphic tablet, for example, the user draws on one surface, and sees the motions of
the pen on a separate computer screen. In our case we want to track the pen's motion
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this idea (e.g. tablet PC, Mimio). As the current technologies seem to be inadequate
for our task, we had to come up with some technology of our own. Thus the main
question of this project turned out to be "how do you track the pen?"
One option is a touch sensitive surface, as for example used in graphic tablets.
However, the particular touch sensitive surfaces used in these graphic tablets are not
transparent and therefore not suited for the project.
PDAs and ATM machines offer examples of transparent touch sensitive surfaces,
using indium titanium oxide (ITO) technology to detect the touch on the screen.
However, ITO turned out to be too noisy and usable only with small surfaces.
The alternative is some kind of wireless communication. There are a range of
different options here. The Mimio whiteboards use ultrasound to locate the position
of their pen, with receiver stations located at different corners measuring the time it
takes for the signal to reach the sensor. Tablet PCs work in a similar fashion. Tiny
antennas send out an RF signal and the stylus has a spring inside, which is compressed
when the stylus touches the drawing surface. Depending on the compression of the
spring the signal is distorted differently. Sensor pick up that distorted signal and can
figure out where the pen is located and how hard it is being pressed on the surface.
Finally, very simple, low resolution touch screens have light emitting diodes (LED)
placed along one side of the screen and photo sensors on the opposite side. Touching
the screen interrupts the beam of light. The position of the contact can be determined
on one axis, by looking at which photo sensor has lost contact with its partnering
LED. The exact position of the touch can be located, by placing the same setup of
LEDs and photo sensors along the other two edges of the screen.
Each of these solutions comes with limitations. The goal of the project was to use
one or more of these technologies or develop a novel approach to track the pen. This
turned out to be the most difficult part.
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2.2 Initial Design Approaches
This section covers initial attempts to solve the problem of pen tracking and shows a
few dead ends I encountered before coming up with my final design. The dead ends
show how I came to the final design approach.
2.2.1 Indium Titanium Oxide
Previous work on this project had focused on using indium titanium oxide (ITO),
making it a natural starting point.
Indium titanium oxide is a clear substance, which can be coated on a plastic sheet
and provide constant resistivity over the area. If you place a voltage source along one
side of the sheet and a ground on the other, current will flow uniformly from one side
to the other. It is the only clear substance to have that property, leading us to try
using it for tracking the pen.
One scenario is easy to envision: if the pen emitted 5V constantly and you place
voltage sensors along the sides of the sheet you should be able to detect the pen's
position. The voltages measured on each side would correspond to the distance of the
pen to the sensor. This sounded very straightforward.
However, some simple testing indicated that ITO had several fundamental flaws
that were not apparent initially.
" ITO is coated onto plastic: ITO sheets are plastic with only a thin layer of
ITO coated onto it. This turned out to be problematic, because moving a pen
across the sheet scratched the thin ITO layer, changing the electric properties
of the ITO dramatically. Current would flow unpredictably across the sheet.
* ITO is a complicated network: The original plan was to use the pen as
a 5V source and then measure the voltages at the corners. This, too, proved
more complicated than expected. Current would not flow equally from the pen's
point to the corners as expected. The explanation is clear when visualizing ITO
as a complex network of resistors. The current flow is very hard to predict in
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Figure 2-2: Testing ITO
this complicated network, especially since we know very little about the current
flow inside the material. Scratches and material flaws complicate this even
more. Figure 2-1 illustrates this problem.
ITO is noisy: To avoid the complex network problem, I applied a high voltage
on one side of the sheet and a ground at the opposite side. Current, in this
case, should flow equally across the sheet. All the pen would have to do is to
measure the voltage at any given point. The distance from the side with the
applied voltage should be linearly related to the voltage measured at the pen's
position. A series of tests produced very inconsistent results. The measured
voltages differed from the predicted voltage by up to 0.3V (Figure 2-2) . This
would translate to an error of 30 pixels, or almost 3 cm on the drafting table,
and was unacceptable.
In addition, a wire would have to be run from the pen to the drafting table, limiting
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Despite all these problems, ITO is still successfully used for touch screen applica-
tions in industrial environments. The most commonly used touch screen technology
using ITO are so called resistive touch screens. I did some research on the topic to
figure out how the industry overcomes these problems.
" ITO is coated onto plastic: Industrial uses of ITO involve two sheets of
plastic with ITO on the inside, separated by spacer dots (Figure 2-3), which are
tiny plastic dots covering the whole sheet. When a user touches the screen, the
dots get compressed at that point, the two sheets connect and current flows.
From the flow of the current the position of the pen can be determined.
" ITO is a complicated network: The commercial solution to this problem is
the same I used: instead of placing a single point voltage source on the ITO
sheet, the whole side of one sheet is connected to power, while the other is
connected to ground. This way current flows uniformly across the sheet.
" ITO is noisy: There is no real solution to this problem. Using complicated
signal processing, the noise is cancelled out as much as possible. However, the
use of ITO remains limited. Currently the maximum screen size of industrial
touchscreen is 19" diagonally with a maximum resolution of 1000x1000 pixels.
Considering the fact that companies have spent a lot of resources to reach this size and
resolution, it appears that current size of ITO touch screens (up to 19") is the physical
limit. Moreover both the size and the resolution are insufficient for the drafting table.
Plastic
ITO
Glass/Plastic
Figure 2-3: Two sheets of coated with ITO, separated by spacer dots
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There are two mr pp h 1 for tcTih screens, also iing ITO, which are
worth mentioning: capacitive touch screens and surface acoustic wave touch screens.
However, it should be noted that neither improves on the resolution or size of the
resistive touch screen.
* Capacitive touch screens: In this case, glass is fused with an ITO coating
and the coating is connected to four electrodes in the corners. These electrodes
produce an oscillating wave signal. When touching the screen, the person's
body changes the impedance of the system. This change in impedance can be
measured and the location of the touch determined. The maximum resolution
achieved using this approach is 1000x1000 pixels.
e Surface Acoustic Wave touch screens (SAW): In this case acoustic wave
signals are transmitted across the surface of the sheet and reflected at the op-
posite side. When the user touches the screen some of the energy of the wave is
absorbed and the position of the pen can be located by measuring the delay of
the wave. The approach is limited, however, to a resolution of 900x900 pixels.
2.2.2 2-D Camera Triacking
After the idea of using ITO failed a new design had to be developed. One idea
was to have the pen emit some signal to a base station. When the pen moves, the
signal would shift and the change could be measured and turned into coordinates.
This approach, however, had been implemented by the Mimio white-board system
and provided insufficient resolution. Because my experience in the field of signal
processing was limited, I did not try to improve on the Mimio design and instead
looked for a simpler alternative.
The next design used a camera placed underneath the table. This required a
camera with high resolution (2,000 x 2,000 pixels) and a frame rate of at least 133Hz
(the sampling speed of an ordinary computer mouse). The color depth was not as
1A good summary of the different touch screen technologies can be found at [11] (http: //www.
norteng. com/tchselgd 
.html)
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screen
camera
Figure 2-4: The 2-D camera tracking the movement of the pen
important, because all we needed to do was find a bright spot (the pen) moving across
the surface (Figure 2-4). Four bits or fewer would be sufficient for the task.
I spent several weeks trying to find this kind of high resolution, high speed, low
depth camera, but I did not find one. Basic mathematics indicated why - the data
rate was too high!
(2000 x 2000pixels) x 200Hz = 800,000, 000 pixel
second
Assuming that such a camera existed and if my digital signal processor (DSP)
required only a single instruction to analyze a pixel, the processor would have to run
at 800MHz - a speed that the fastest DSPs barely reach. In reality, evaluating each
pixel would cost more than one instruction, even in the simplest case, as reading the
pixel's value is one instruction by itself. You would also have to find an analog-to-
digital converter that can sample at 800MHz. Currently the fastest analog-to-digital
converters can sample at 70MHz. Finally, on most DSPs the time to execute an
instruction varies with the type of instruction. Many instructions take several clock
cycles. And even if we were to reduce requirements by setting the resolution to
1024x786 pixels and the sampling rate the 133Hz, we would still have to sample at
around 110MHz.
The bottom line is that this was simply not possible with today's technology. A
different solution had to be found.
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Figure 2-5: Two sensors locate the pen using triangulation
2.3 Linear Image Sensor Tracking
2.3.1 Motivation
Inspired by the idea of using a camera for tracking the pen, I decided to keep working
in that direction. The goal was to reduce the amount of data that had to be processed.
Placing a 1-D camera in each of the four corners of the screen was the solution. A 1-D
camera is simply a row of photosensitive pixels. These so called linear image sensors
are commonly used in scanners and fax machines. Image sensors would be placed in
the corners, scanning just above the surface of the table, detecting a pen that would
glow brightly. The image sensor can then locate the angle between the pen and the
image sensor. By taking two sensor's angles we could triangulate to locate the pen's
position (Figure 2-5).
The advantage is that instead of having to process 2, 000 x 2, 000 = 4, 000, 000
pixels, we would have to process only one row of data, e.g. 2, 000 pixels. Since this
is three orders of magnitude less, we can even increase the resolution to 10,000 pixels
without coming anywhere near the technical limitations we found when using the 2-D
camera. This approach is, from the technical point of view, feasible using today's
technology.
Using two cameras (linear image sensors) and triangulation to find the position,
however, also adds another layer of complexity. When using the 2-D camera we could
read the location of the pen right from the position of the bright spot on the camera.
When doing triangulation we need to compute the findings of two image sensors to
find the pen's location. We need to be able to do these computations relatively fast
- at least 200 times per second.
Further complexity is added by the fact that the pen could be at any distance
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always be at almost the same distance from the camera. This is important, because
ideally, for maximum performance, we should have the pen in focus. To do this, using
the linear image sensor, the lenses would have to adjust depending on how far the
pen is away - identical to the auto-focus function in a regular camera. As it turns
out, auto-focus is not an option as it is too slow.
After careful consideration and looking at similar industrial solutions based on
the same idea, we determined this approach to be the most promising one.
2.3.2 General Approach
The problem can be broken down into several functional blocks.
" Image Capture: The first component is the camera. Here the 1-D image is
captured and the raw data transmitted to the next component. The camera
itself consists of the lenses, the linear image sensor, the electronics controlling
the image sensor and an interface section allowing us to transmit the raw data
to the next stage.
* Image Data Conversion: The output of the linear image sensor is an analog
signal corresponding to the brightness of the current pixel. A low voltage means
a lot of light, while the high voltage corresponds to darkness. In order to process
this data it needs to be digitized. This is the function of the image data converter
does.
" Image Data Analysis: Once the signal has been digitized the image can be
analyzed. In practice, this means we have to find the angle of the pen to the
image sensor.
" Triangulation: The angle of two cameras is combined to find the pen's absolute
location on the table.
" Mouse Movement: The absolute surface location of the pen is then translated
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pointer should be located right underneath the pen.
Based on these functional blocks we have different possibilities for implementation.
There are only two constants. First, the image capturing has to be done on the draft-
ing table itself, since this is where the sensors need to be located. Second, the mouse
movement needs to be done with a driver on the client computer, since the computer
is connected to the display device and only the computer can do the transformation
between absolute surface position and relative screen position. Otherwise there is a
lot of flexibility in how to implement the remaining blocks. The following list gives
an overview over the most feasible possibilities.
1. Place an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) card into a PCI slot of the client
computer. This card will do the data conversion for all four corner cameras,
then the client computer will do the image data analysis and the triangulation.
Advantage: Besides the camera, there is no need for additional customized
hardware. The ADC card can be purchased off-the-shelf.
Disadvantage: Assuming 10,000 pixels per image sensor, the PC has to analyze
40,000 pixel per sample (40, 000 x 200 = 8, 000, 000pixels / second) and do the
triangulation while running the operating system and client software. This is a
lot of overhead just to move the mouse.
2. Instead of placing a simple ADC card, we could place an ADC card with built-in
high speed digital signal processors (DSP) in the client computer.
Advantage: The DSP can do the conversion and analysis of the data, maybe
even compute the absolute location of the pen. The overhead would therefore
be removed from the client's CPU to the DSP card. Also, the DSP card would
be off the shelf, which would reduce the amount of effort spent on designing
hardware.
Disadvantage: By using a special card located in the client computer, only that
computer can be used for sketch recognition. Ideally, however, anyone should
be able to bring in their computer, install a driver and connect to the table over
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them are expensive (at least $5,000-$6,000 each).
3. Place a high speed DSP card in a dedicated host computer. This computer
and the DSP card would do everything up to the computation of the absolute
surface position. The client computer can then connect to the host computer
over e.g. USB to use the table.
Advantage: A separate client computer can be used. Only little customized
hardware is required (camera).
Disadvantage: Extra computer required in addition to the expensive DSP
board.
4. The camera also does the analog-to-digital conversion and the image analysis
and the result is sent to the client computer over USB, which then does the
triangulation and moves the mouse.
Advantage: All the high speed data processing is happening at one place (the
camera). The client only needs to do triangulation 200 times / second.
Disadvantage: Camera electronics are more complex, since the task is more
complicated. Furthermore, the client computer needs to be connected to all
four cameras separately. This would require four free USB connections to drive
the mouse. Even with a USB hub, the software would still have to deal with four
separate ports. Finally, calibration of the camera sensors would have to be done
on every single client computer, which might be complicated and aggravating.
5. The camera does the analog-to-digital conversion and the image analysis and
the result is sent to a computing station, which collects the input from all
four cameras and computes the absolute surface location of the pen. This
information is then transmitted over USB or serial connection to the client
computer.
Advantage: The computing station can do the calibration and triangulation.
The client computer could therefore just plug in and work. In addition this
would cause minimal overhead on the client's side to move the mouse.
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Capture Conversion Analysis Triangulation Movement
1. camera ADC PCI card client computer
2. camera DSP PCI card client computer
3. camera DSP PCI card + host computer client computer
4. camera client computer
5. camera computing station client computer
Table 2.1: Summary of the different implementation possibilities.
Disadvantage: In addition to the complex electronics of the camera a second
piece of customized hardware (computing station) would have to be designed.
An overview of the different possibilities is summarized in Table 2.1. After considering
all the options, I decided to go for the last option. Choosing this option would allow us
to test the general design approach of placing cameras in the corners without having
to spend $12,000 (e.g. DSP card and software) on equipment. Secondly, having
all the complex electronics for the camera at one place, at the camera, minimizes
the number of components while keeping the high speed components together. This
also eliminates problems that high speed communication might cause. Finally, the
drafting table would be one complete piece of equipment that could be connected to
any PC over the USB or serial port.
2.3.3 The Camera
As mentioned before, the camera takes over several functions. Not only does it capture
the picture itself, but it also analyzes it and tries to find the pen's angle. All this
needs to happen at a very high speed, since each picture consists of 10,000 or more
pixels and 200 pictures have to be taken per second. Keeping this in mind, the camera
consists of the following subcomponents:
* Lens system: The goal of the lens system is to keep a relatively sharp image of
the pen, at all distances. The lens system has to be fixed focal length, since any
auto-focus mechanics would be too slow (the auto-focus would have to adjust
the lenses within I of a second).200
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" Linear image S s Th. s is the actual chip that takes the picture. The
chip receives a set of control signals and sends out the pixel values of the image
one after the other.
" Control Electronics: The component receives a "start" signal and sends out
the control signals through the input buffer to the image sensor to take one
complete picture.
" Input Buffer: The output of the control electronics is buffered and passed on
to the linear image sensor.
" Output Buffer: This section takes the raw, analog pixel values as they come
from the linear image sensor and sets them up for the analog-to-digital conver-
sion.
" Output Converter: The buffered analog value of the current pixel is converted
to a digital value.
" Analyzer: The analyzer takes in the digital value of the pixel and tries to
figure out what the angle to the pen is.
" I/O Port: The I/O port communicates between the computing station, the
analyzer and the control electronics.
The lens system is separate from the other parts, as it is the only non-electronic
component. The lens is used to focus the light emitted by the pen at one location on
the image sensor. Since we read in only one dimension, we should use a cylindrical
lens. The focused light of the pen is then, ideally, only a bright, fine line on the image
sensor. Figure 2-6 illustrates this idea. The location of that bright spot on the image
sensor then corresponds to the angle at which the pen is located. As we move the
pen, the line moves along the image sensor.
The mapping of pixel number to angle is not linear, because the image sensor is
flat. The pixel-to-angle mapping needs to be created at run time using some kind of
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Figure 2-6: A cylindrical lens focusing the light of the pen on the image sensor
calibration tool. The analyzer can then use the stored conversion map to analyze the
picture.
In operation the drafting table would have to take the following steps roughly 200
times per second (Figure 2-7):
1. The computing station sends a "start" signal to each of the four cameras. This
signal tells the camera to take a picture now.
2. The "start" signal goes through the I/O port on the camera to the analyzer.
3. After checking whether the previous picture run has been completed, the ana-
lyzer sends the "start" signal to the control electronics.
4. The control electronics start sending signals through the input buffer to the
linear image sensors and the output converter.
5. The linear image sensor takes the pictures and sends the value pixel by pixel to
the output buffer.
6. The output buffer passes the pixel values on to the output converter.
7. The pixel value is converted to a digital format by the output converter and
passed back to the analyzer.
8. The analyzer collects the incoming pixels and tries to find the pen in the image.
9. The location of the pen is sent back to the computing station.
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Figure 2-7: Logic diagram of the camera components
2.3.4 The Computing Station
The computing station is relatively simple in design. All it has to do is to collect the
angle at which the pen was located on each of the cameras, triangulate and send the
information on to the client PC. Since the position of the pen is updated at 200Hz,
the triangulation needs to be done only at 200Hz, which is relatively slow.
Triangulation requires the computing station to take the tangent of the angles.
Taking the tangent, however, is a complicated mathematical function and not easily
implemented. It is therefore easier to pre-compute these values and store them as a
lookup table in the memory of the computing station. Pre-computing these values
also reduces a significant amount of overhead and increases significantly the speed
at which triangulation can be done. Overall, the processing unit on the computing
station can be run at relatively low speed to fulfill its purpose.
Taking this into account, the computing station then consists of the following
subcomponents (Figure 2-8) :
* I/O Ports: The computing station needs four I/O ports to communicate with
each of the four cameras.
" Computational Unit: Here the returned values from the cameras are evalu-
ated and the absolute surface location of the pen calculated.
" Mathematical Look-up Memory: Complicated mathematical functions are
precomputed and stored in this memory.
" USB/Serial Port: Once the location of the pen has been determined, it is
sent over the USB or serial port to the client computer.
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Figure 2-8: Logic diagram of the computational station
2.3.5 The Display Device
Since high quality display devices, such as LCD screens and projectors, are readily
available in many different size with different features, it is much more economical
and feasible to buy one than to build one. The display device should be located
conveniently underneath the screen. The initial design uses projectors, since these
are relatively cheap and can be connected quickly to any client computer.
The main problem with using projectors is that they require, of course, space
between the projector itself and the surface they display upon. This projecting dis-
tance depends on the projector and the lenses it uses. However, it is rare to find
a projector where this projecting distance is less than 1.5m. In this case this would
mean that the drafting table is at least 1.5 m high, which is unacceptable. The simple
solution is to place a mirror underneath the table and place the projector behind the
table. If a projector can be found where the projecting distance is small enough, the
projector could be placed underneath the table, otherwise a mirror would reflect the
image from the projector behind the table. Figure 2-9 illustrates these two options.
An LCD screen, of course, would not require this set up. However, these screens,
especially in the given size, are currently very expensive.
Option 1 Option 2
surface surface
-.. .
prjet fioor level
mirror
projector
floor level
Figure 2-9: Two possible placements for the projector
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No matter which d 0 1is A ie is st will simply connet tn the video
output of the client computer. The client therefore sends its screen image to be
displayed on the drafting table and the drafting table is then simply an extension of
the client. This allows for maximum flexibility, as any user can bring in their own
PC running their own software and use the drafting table for their purpose.
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Chapter 3
The Camera Implementation
Once the design of the drafting table had been established, I started implementing the
camera to test the feasibility of the approach. This chapter covers the implementation
of the camera and the related test results.
3.1 The Linear Image Sensor
The first step was to select a linear image sensor, as all other requirements depend on
the selection of this sensor. The optics relied on the physical size of the sensor and
its capabilities; the control electronics had to be designed to send the right control
signals to the image sensor; the buffers, converters and analyzer had to match the
speed of the image sensor.
3.1.1 Sensor Requirements
There are two main requirements for the image sensor: speed and resolution. Speed
is important because we would like to sample at 200Hz. This means if the sensor has
1,000 pixels it needs to be able to run at 200 x 1, 000 = 200KHz minimum data rate.
Resolution is important since we want to track the pen with pencil accuracy and even
slight movements of the pen make a difference. The image sensor should be able to
detect these differences. I decided that 2,000 pixels would be the absolute minimum
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and ",uuu pixels an' above would be desirab'e.
Color would also be useful, as it would allow us to assign different functions of
the pen (drawing vs. erasing) to different colors. But this is a feature that can be
ignored if the image sensor satisfying the first two requirements is a gray-scale image
sensors.
3.1.2 Picking the Image Sensor
There are two types of image sensor technologies: CMOS and CCD. CCD (charge-
coupled devices) image sensors were the first to be developed and are slightly older.
Later, CMOS (complementary metal oxide semiconductors) technology, such as used
in integrated circuits, was applied to the field of image sensors. The advantages of
CMOS over CCD are mainly the reduced power consumption and lower production
costs. Currently, only expensive linear image sensors based on CCD technology are
available ($700-1,000 per sensor). However, in the future, it might be possible to
switch to cheaper CMOS sensors.
The main companies involved in linear image sensor development are NEC, Kodak
and Atmel. Research on each of the chips and discussions with company represent-
atives provided the following conclusions:
" NEC: At the time, it was hard to find information about the NEC's chips.
They seemed expensive (> $1,000) and had a low resolution (< 5,000 pixels).
This may have changed as I now find1 sensor chips with a resolution of up to
7,000 pixels in gray-scale and up to 10,000 pixels for color.
" Atmel: The main chip that looked like an option was the TH7834C, a gray-
scale linear image sensor with 12,000 pixels (2.4MHz minimum data rate). The
chip has four outputs pins. This means the values of four pixels are passed out
at the same time. The analyzer would have to grab all four pixels at the same
time. This is possible, but not the most desirable option, as reading sequentially
is easier. Getting a quote on the chips for small quantities (4-5 chips) turned
lhttp: //www.necel. com/partic/display/english/ccdlinear/ccdlinearlist .html
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out to be very difficult. The final price, after talking to several different people
at Atmel, was $890 for each chip.
o Kodak: Kodak seemed to have a wide variety on color linear image sensors2
The KLI series (Kodak Linear Image) ranges from 2,000 pixels to 14,000 pixels
(2.8MHz data rate). Interestingly enough all the chips had the same price, $780,
independent of speed or resolution.
The final choice was the Kodak KLI-14403. It has the highest resolution, the required
speed, comes in RGB colors (red-green-blue) and costs less than NEC and Atmel's
alternatives.
As the project continued it turned out that, although the chip itself was working
perfectly and suitable for the project, the documentation was insufficient and full of
errors. Several times I came across both obvious and subtle mistakes in the chip's data
sheet and emailed the Kodak representative with questions regarding these errors. I
received an email a few hours later telling me that I indeed had found an error and
that I would be contacted soon about corrections. A few days later I would get an
email answering my question in detail and a little while later an updated version of
the data-sheet would appear on Kodak's website. I am very glad that I double and
triple checked everything, because if I had blindly followed the data-sheet, I would
have burned the $800 image sensor chip on more than one occasion.
3.2 The Lens System
Having selected a linear image sensor, I started designing the lens system. Being the
only non-electronic component of the camera, the design of the lens system required
some knowledge of optics, which I did not have. I acquired the necessary basics and
developed MATLAB scripts to test my ideas. I came to the conclusion that a single
lens is sufficient and used the scripts to pick a lens that would fit the requirements.
2http://www.kodak.com/global/en/digital/ccd/products/linear/linearMain.jhtml
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a. Without lens b. With lens
Figure 3-1: How the lens focuses the light
3.2.1 Fundamental Optics
Why do we need a lens at all? A lamp or LED emits light in every direction. This
means if we were to place a light source in front of the image sensor, the whole sensor
would be covered almost equally with the same amount of light. If we moved the
light source, the light would still cover the whole sensor. We therefore need some way
to focus the light back on to the sensor. Figure 3-1 illustrates this point.
Focal Length
When picking a lens the most important factor is the focal length. When rays of light
hit a convex lens, they are focused at some point behind the lens. The distance of
the focal point to the lens is directly related to the distance of the light source to the
lens and the lens properties. The further away the light source, the closer the focal
point to the lens. The closest a focal point can be to the lens is when the light source
is infinitely far away and the incoming rays are therefore parallel. The distance of
this closest possible focal point is the focal length (Figure 3-2).
The focal length depends on the properties of the lens, such as radius of curvature
focal length
Figure 3-2: The focal length of a lens
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is the lens maker's formula:
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where f is the focal length, n the index of refraction and R1 and R 2 are the radii
of curvature of the two sides of the lens. The focal length therefore combines all the
properties of the lens into one variable. This is very convenient and makes picking
the right lens easier.
Once the focal length has been determined all other focal points can be calculated.
If a light source is at a distance x, from the lens, then the focal point (xi) of this
source can be found at
1 1 1
Xi f X8
This is the Gaussian lens formula. If several light sources are placed in front of
a lens, at the same distance with different angles, all the focal points of each of the
light sources will be at the same distance.
3.2.2 Blurring
The focal length by itself, however, is not information enough to pick a lens. Unfor-
tunately our light source (the pen) is moving and therefore the corresponding focal
point is moving. An auto-focus function as used in regular cameras could adjust for
this. The auto-focus first measures the distance of the object (in this case the light
source) and mechanically moves the lens, so that the film is at the focal point distance
from lens. For an auto-focus to be useful in our case, the mechanics would have to
adjust the lens very fast, at the rate of 1 of a second. An auto-focus this fast does
not yet exist. Therefore, we have to use a fixed focal length, meaning the lens does
not change distance to the virtual image plane where our sensor is located.
When moving the pen, the focal point will move back and forth through the plane
of the image sensor. This means the image of the pen will be blurred when the focal
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Figure 3-3: The two causes of blurring
point is either before or behind the sensor plane. This is illustrated in Figure 3-3,
where the first blurring corresponds to case in which the sensor plane is in front of
the focal point (Figure 3-3a) and the second blurring to the case where the sensor
plane is behind (Figure 3-3b). The sensor plane will almost never be at the distance
of the focal point and blurring will therefore always occur to some degree.
Solving the Blur Problem
Though blurring is unavoidable, it needs to be shown that it will not cause a major
problem, because if our approach can only work if the image is in focus, then using
the camera to track the pen is impossible.
The reason we use a camera at all is to find the angle between the camera and
the pen (as in Figure 2-5). For this we can use the ray that goes through the center
of the lens; call this the center ray. For our purposes, the crucial property of the
center ray is that it is not redirected by the lens. This means, that when moving the
pen back and forth, while not changing the angle, the center ray will keep hitting the
same spot on the sensor plane (Figure 3-4). The focal point therefore moves back
and forth along the center ray, at a constant angle. If we want to to find the angle,
which is the overall goal, then we need to find the spot where the center ray hits the
sensor plane.
It is easy to find this spot when the image is in focus, because then the focal point,
moving along the center ray, is on the sensor plane. The image taken by the linear
image sensor would therefore be a bright sharp point. When we are out of focus,
however, this bright spot blurs in both directions and all we will see is a blurred
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Figure 3-4: Different focal points moving along the center ray
area of light. We will only be able to detect the beginning and the end of the blur,
which corresponds to two outer-most rays (Figure 3-3). The question now is: can we
determine the spot where the center ray hits from the location of the two outer-most
rays? Because these outer spots move as we move the pen along the center ray, we
hope that the center ray is located half way between the two rays. If this can be
proven, then we only have to find the beginning and the end of each blur and we
know the center ray is located half way in between.
The problem can be tackled by using the geometry in Figure 3-5. The diagram
shows the two outer rays and the center ray as they leave the lens and run toward
the focal point. The distance u2 is the width of the lens. The center ray leaves, by
definition, half way between the two out most rays, therefore at ju 2 . We would then
like to prove that it hits the sensor plane at jY2 where Y2 is the width of the blur.
Using the setup in Figure 3-5 and the theorem of intersecting lines, we can see
that for the first outer ray:
X1  2
and therefore
:1 _U I_ Ui+
_ u1 +u 2
22 Y1 y 1 +k Y1+Y2
(I)
where k, currently unknown, is the distance from the lower ray (beginning of the
blur) to the center ray. We would like to prove that k = !. Using the equations forg2h qain o
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Figure 3-5: Geometric diagram of the blur problem
the bottom ray and the center ray in (I) we determine k:
-i U1 + af
Y1 yj + k
1
ul yi + u1k = u1y1 + 1U2Y1
2
k = -y1
2 ui
(II)
Now we consider the two outer rays:
U1 U1 +U 2
Y1 Y1 + Y2
u 1y 1 + u1y2 = u1Y1 + U2 y1
U 2
2 Y1U1
Substituting this back into (II) we find
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k = 
-Y22
which is what we hoped it to be. We can therefore say that the blurring occurs
evenly on both sides and we only need to find the center of the blur. This is also true
for the case where the focus point is located in front of the sensor plane, due to the
symmetric geometry.
Sources of Error
The results above are based on a few ideal assumptions. In practice lenses are more
complicated:
" The lens is not first order only: In reality 3rd and 5th order terms, which
we ignored, come into play. These affect the way the outer rays behave and
may bend these rays more than we assumed.
" The blur has no clear end: When blurring a light source through a lens,
the edges of the blur are not clean cut, but in fact smooth. It is therefore hard
to locate the edge of a blur exactly. In reality this might not be much of a
problem, because usually the blur has the shape of Gaussian distribution and a
Gaussian should be symmetrical around the center, which means we can define
an offset value and get a clean edge by turning the image into a binary image
(above offset or not).
" The lens is not ideal: The lens, just as everything else, has material flaws.
These flaws might introduce additional errors. Using high quality lenses should
limit this problem, though.
New Considerations
When looking at blurring it becomes obvious that the focal length is not the only
factor influencing the decision of which lens to pick. Although it was shown that
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avoid 3rd order problems and to get a sharper edge on the Gaussian blur. At this
point, I decided to use ray tracing to find out which parameters are important.
3.2.3 Ray Tracing
Ray tracing is the act of following one specific ray from a source, through a set of
lenses to its final destination, the virtual image plane. This is necessary to simulate
the behaviour of lenses and picking a suitable lens. The Matlab scripts I developed use
ray tracing for this purpose. The following section goes into the basic mathematics
of simple ray tracing. No detailed explanations are given, as several books contain
the details.
Ray tracing consists of the three property matrices for every lens (R1 , R 2, Si 1), a
translation matrix from the source point (T1 ), a source vector (Mi,) and a translation
matrix to the final destination (T2). For every additional lens a new set of property
matrices and an additional translation matrix, translating from the previous lens to
the current one, has to be added.
The following two property variables were used to determine the property matrices:
(n - 1)
radi
(1 -n)
D2- =I n
rad2
where n is the index of refraction of the lens, rad is the radius of curvature of the
ray's incoming side of the lens and rad2 the radius of curvature of the outgoing side
of the lens. D1 and D2 are simply the two parts of the lens maker's formula, where
adding D1 and D 2 will give the inverse of the focal length.
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The three property matrices can be combined to one (A) as
A = R 2S 1R1
A is now the property matrix for the lens, containing all the relevant information.
The two necessary translation matrices are defined as follows
T =[ xs]
0 1
T2 =
0 1
where x, is the distance along the principal axis from the source point to the lens
and Xd is the distance from the lens to the screen it hits. The source vector defining
the individual ray is given by
Min[ Y s I
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Figure 3-6: Raytracing - The basic variables
where y, is the height of the source point from the principal axis and a is the
incident angle of the source to the lens. Using these matrices the contact point on
the screen behind the lens can be computed as
C = A'nT1A1 T2
With an additional lens the formula would be
C = AIT 1 A1T2A 2T
where A 2 is the property matrix for the second lens and T2 the translation matrix
from lens one to lens two. A visual example for the basic variables (x,, y,, Xd, t, radl, a)
is shown in Figure 3-6. C now holds the coordinates of where the ray hits the screen.
By using many rays from many different points I simulated different possible lens
options.
The Virtual Image Plane Calculations
To solidify my confidence in the ray tracing formulas I separately calculated the
virtual image plane for each source point. If the formulas were correct, the focal
point intersection of the rays should also intersect with the virtual image plane.
The calculations of a source point's virtual image plane depends upon its distance
from the lens (x,) and the focal length f. The focal length can be calculated with the
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following formula:
f (n-1). (I - -I+- (n 1);t) 1 1
rad1 rad2 n -rad1 -rad2
This formula is similar to the lens maker's formula. However, we now also account
for the thickness t of the lens.
The virtual image plane is then at
=vip h 2 + - -f x, -h,
where hi and h2 are the principal planes defined as
h f (a - 1) t
n - rad2
h f (n -1) t
n - radi
If several lenses are used then the virtual image plane is the input to the next
lens' virtual image plane calculation (note that in this case x, might be negative).
3.2.4 Lens Simulation
Once my confidence in the ray tracing formulas was established, I started running
simulations. I placed four light sources on a 1.5 x 1.5 m screen, one in each corner
and traced the rays of light as they hit the lens, go through it and exit it on the other
side. For each of the four corner points the virtual image plane is calculated. Then
all distances of the virtual image planes are averaged to a final image plane. This
is the average virtual image plane (a.v.i.p.). It represents the best guess on where
the image sensor should be located (longer blue line). Finally the intersections of the
individual rays with this a.v.i.p. are calculated and given in an extra graph (Figure
3-7).
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Figure 3-7: Raytracing Simulations
The motivation here is to minimize the blurring. To achieve this we place the
linear sensor at a virtual image plane where the error is, presumably, the smallest
(the a.v.i.p.). We can then look at the spread of the rays. Ideally we would like them
as close together as possible (no blurring). The design of the lenses should be guided
by that goal. In addition the distance between the two furthest points hitting our
a.v.i.p. should be very close to the length of the actual sensor we are using. For every
tested setup the distance of the a.v.i.p. and the length are given at the top of the
spread graph. To actually get a feel for the spread behavior, I usually used 16 source
points on the table, set up in a 4 by 4 grid with each 20 rays traced through the lens
system. When using that many rays, only the spread graph remained useful (Figure
3-7c), as the actual set up plots (Figure 3-7 a+b) became a large colorful blur.
3.2.5 Lens Selection
Cylindrical Lenses
Since we scan the surface of the screen for the pen, we would like to avoid any addi-
tional light coming in from other light sources than the pen. An easy way to reduce
this ambient light noise is by using cylindrical lenses. Cylindrical lenses redirect the
light in only one dimension. This means that the light travelling parallel to the sur-
face remains parallel and is redirected only "left or right". Light coming from above
also hitting the lens is also redirected left or right, but keeps its downward angle and
therefore misses the image sensor.
However, cylindrical lenses come with a few disadvantages:
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a. regular lens b. cylindrical lens
Figure 3-8: Regular lens vs. cylindrical Lens
" Expensive: Because they are not as common as regular lenses and maybe
also more difficult to manufacture, they tend to be between five to ten times
more expensive. Searching a variety of lens makers 3 the standard price for a
single cylindrical lens is on the order of $1004200. Extra, anti-glare coating,
make them even more expensive. Their 'regular' counterpart usually only costs
$30-$40.
" Only plano-convex available: The only cylindrical lenses I could find were
plano-convex (as in Figure 3-8). This means they are flat on one side and round
on the other side. Their focal length is therefore longer than it would be with
a bi-convex lens. To achieve a similar focal length to a bi-convex lens, two
plano-convex lenses have to be placed behind each other, doubling the expense.
" Less variety: Because cylindrical lenses are less common, they have less of
a variety. The maximum width I could find was 9.5 cm, which might not be
enough. Also, only lenses up to 5cm are reasonably priced (around $150).
In the long run it might be worthwhile to experiment with the different types of
lenses (cylindrical and regular) and see whether a regular lens suffices. At this point,
however, all the developing and testing has been done with a cylindrical plano-convex
lens.
3Lens Vendors:
OptoSigma http: //www. optosigma. com
Esco Products http: //www. escoproducts. com
Ross Optical Lenses http://www.rossoptical.com
Newport http://www.newport .com
Thorlabs http: //www. thorlabs. com
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Lens Parameters
As mentioned before there are a number of important parameters that have to be
kept in mind when picking the lens.
" Focal Length: We would like to select the focal length so that distance between
the focal points of the rays from the two outer-most corners is the length of the
sensor. I will keep calling this the sensor length. The Kodak KLI-14403, a very
high resolution linear image sensor (14,000 pixels x 3 colors) has a length of
only 72mm, requiring a relatively short focal length. On the other hand, the
longer the focal length, the smaller the blurring. We therefore have to find a
trade-off between these two.
" Width: If the lens is relatively small (3cm in width), according to the MATLAB
simulations, the blurring reduces. This makes sense since an ideal pin hole
camera has no blurring. However, a small lens also means that it collects less
light. When placing the pen on the other end of the screen it might be too far
away and not enough light hits the image sensor. A bigger (wider) lens collects
more light and would be able to see the pen.
" Radius of Curvature: Directly related to the focal length is the radius of
curvature. It becomes a factor when the lens turns from being relatively flat
to spherical (short focal length, fish-eye, spherical lens). Spherical lenses are
problematic, because they introduce aberrations, which are 3rd order effects
blurring the image. All calculations and simulations were done using only 1st
order equations, which means using very round lenses will change the results.
" Corner Distance: The last parameter is the distance from the first lens to
the closest corner point (corner distance). Light sources far away from the lens
will have a focal point close to the focal length. However, close points will have
a focal point far away. Ideally we would like to keep all the focal points close
together to minimize blurring. This can be achieved easily if the closest point
is still relatively far away, so that its focal point is close to the focal point of
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biC)
bC)
c-td 30 50 250 40.6 72.1
e+f 30/30 60/60 250 36.2 74.6
g+h 50.8 50 700 48.4 75.5
Table 3.1: Lens properties and simulated results
[All quantities given in mm]
the far away points. However, it is unreasonable to place the lens more than
30cm away from the closest corner of the screen. If we pick a lens satisfying
the other parameters, but the lens needs to be at least 1 meter away from the
screen, than that is not an option.
Figure 3-9 illustrates the different parameters, using first one thin lens and therefore
long focal length (Figure 3-9 a+b), then a thick one (Figure 3-9 c+d), two thin ones
in series (Figure 3-9 e+f) and finally an almost spherical one (Figure 3-9 g+h). All
lenses are taken from the Thorlabs product line. Table 3.1 summarizes the properties
of the lenses used and their effects.
One note on the figures is that the result of the larger lens in Figure 3-9 g+h
might not be as bad as shown in the spread graph. It can be seen that the a.v.i.p.
is not where we expect it from the ray tracing (average position between the focal
points), but closer to the lens. This is one of the cases where the ray-tracing and the
virtual image plane calculations actually did not match perfectly and slightly better
results might be possible using that lens.
It appears that the best results are given by a single relatively thick 30mm plano-
convex lens (Figure 3-9 c+d). However, since all simulations were based only on 1st
order equations, this thick lens, being the one with the shortest focal length in the
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Figure 3-9: Different Lens Simulations
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this point, I concluded that this is the most I could get out of the Matlab simulations.
The simulations gave an intuition for what is going on and which parameters are of
importance. Now physical experiments should be done to test the simulations. For
this, the next step was to design and build the electronics of the camera.
3.3 The Analyzer Board
The analyzer board is the first part of the electronics used to control the camera. The
main purpose of the analyzer board is to receive the values of the individual pixels
and analyze them, trying to find the pen. It implements several of the logic blocks
from in Section 2.3.3 and Figure 2-7 on page 33: the analyzer, the I/O port and the
output converter.
3.3.1 Motivation
Once I had decided on using the 1-D camera approach and picked a lens to use, it was
time to design the electronics. Initially, I did not need a computing station, since, for
testing purposes, I wanted to build only one camera. Therefore I could use the serial
port to communicate with the computer. This also meant that I could skip the I/O
port connecting to the computing station on the camera. Secondly, the input and
output buffers were in essence analog circuits, which could be initially realized on a
breadboard. Furthermore, controlling the image sensor is a linear process: at every
scanning cycle the exact same control signals have to be sent to the image sensor.
The implementation for the control electronics would therefore not be difficult, the
signals could simply be programmed into a memory chip (ROM) and then accessed
sequentially. All of this could be done on a breadboard, too. The analyzer, however,
is more complicated. It needs to read in the values from the image sensor and make
decisions based on these values. It is therefore not a simple linear process and required
more sophisticated technology than any of the other parts. Starting with the analyzer
as the most complicated component was the logical consequence.
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to be, I started off trying to design the analyzer as flexible as possible. I established
the following design goals for the analyzer:
" Easy to develop and maintain: As the project might evolve very differently
from what I had imagined I did not want to spent too much effort into the first
generation of the analyzer. There is no point in having a very advanced analyzer,
if it turned out that the approach would not work or another technology would
be necessary.
" Expandable: If it seemed necessary, the analyzer should be able to interface
easily with other technologies.
" Easy to change behaviour: Because it was not obvious what problems might
be encountered, it should be easy to change the behaviour of the analyzer. In
practice this would mean we should be able to upload new code or equivalent
to the analyzer without having to re-design the hardware.
" Fast: The minimum requirements, dictated by the KLI 14403 image sensor,
(Section 3.1.2 on page 37) require a data processing rate of almost 3MHz. This
means the analyzer needs to run significantly faster than this, because it needs
to read the values and process them.
CPUs, Microcontrollers and Digital Signal Processors
The available technologies satisfying these constraints are microcontrollers and digital
signal processors (DSP). A microcontroller is like a microprocessor in a PC: it reads
instruction from memory and executes them. Even though a CPU and microcontrol-
ler are very similar, they have very different objectives. A CPU is a general purpose
processor, meant to run a variety of programs at very high speeds. A microcontroller,
by contrast, is meant to control other equipment. Microcontrollers are everywhere in
today's environment. In cars, for example they control the gas flow to the engine,
the cruise control, and anti-lock brakes, while at home they can be found in TVs,
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ation about a real-world event (food is hot) and react (turn off microwave). Once
programmed for a purpose, such as controlling a microwave oven, the microcontroller
will most likely never do anything else again.
What makes microcontrollers so useful for controlling applications are the I/O
pins which are dedicated to controlling other equipment and receiving information.
They can be programmed individually for different purposes. A feature that the
general purpose CPU does not have. The other main difference between microcon-
trollers and a CPU is that the microcontroller is simpler in design. A controller for
microwaves does not need to be able to perform complex tasks nor be able to run
the latest video game. Simpler design for a microcontroller means that it has a less
complicated instruction set, does not necessarily include an internal cache memory
or mathematical co-processor, runs usually at a slower speed and has only 8 or 16-bit
registers. Because of this microcontrollers are much cheaper than CPUs, which is
an important factor in the industry. A state-of-the-art CPU costs around $100-200,
while microcontrollers cost around $2-10.
Microcontrollers have been around for several decades now and additional features
have been added, as for example, a support for USB communication. One field where
microcontrollers, however, have not improved is speed. The fastest microcontroller I
could find (Intel 8XC196NU) runs at 50MHz. This is in contrast to current CPUs,
which are running as fast as 4GHz. The reason for this difference is that real world
events, such as the food being heated in a microwave do not require the microcontroller
to run very fast. Running at 50MHz means that the microcontroller could check the
temperature of the food 50 million times per second. This is obviously overkill.
Checking 50 times per second would be more than sufficient. Microcontrollers simply
do not need to run that fast. A faster chip requires more sophisticated technology,
which makes the chip more expensive and this is undesirable for the producers of
microwave ovens.
A third type of processor chips exists: the digital signal processor (DSP). With
the evolution of the computer it became necessary to simply read and analyze large
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card or the graphic card inside a computer. DSPs are a hybrid between the CPU and
the microcontroller. They have the basic functionality of a microcontroller - they
can interface with other equipment - while they also have a powerful computational
unit that allows them to process data. Typical applications for DSPs are cellphones,
optical mice and MP3 players. DSPs are significantly faster than microcontrollers
(40-800 Mhz), but also more complicated to program and more expensive. Further,
unlike the microcontroller, their market has not yet settled. New DSPs are developed
and released all the time and standards keep changing.
3.3.2 The Intel 80C196NU
When building the analyzer I decided to use a microcontroller rather than a DSP. The
microcontroller is currently a very stable and reliable technology. Furthermore, I had
not used DSPs while I programmed microcontrollers in one of my MIT laboratory
classes. I understood the working of the chip and how it could be connected and
programmed to talk to other chips. Even though I knew DSPs are very similar in
design, I did not want to spend a lot of time on figuring out how to use them. When
building the analyzer my primary concern was not to build a perfect prototype, but
to test the idea. Because DSPs are a relatively new development, programming tools
and other required software are much more expensive, usually around $5,000. By
contrast, the programming software for many microcontrollers comes for free. All of
these factors suggested that I should pick a microcontroller for the first generation
analyzer. If it became necessary at some point later, I could still switch to a DSP.
I picked the Intel 80C196NU, the fastest 16-bit microcontroller I could find (50MHz
clock). The speed is important as we have data coming in at 3MHz from the image
sensor. By picking a processor that runs more then 10 times as fast, we should have
enough time to process the data as it comes in. In addition, the 80C196NU is a 16-bit
processor, which means it uses 16-bit registers (most microcontrollers only have 8-bit
registers). 16 bits give us more accuracy when handling data, which might turn out
to be important. Other features made the chip a good choice as well, like a serial port
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interface to talk easily to a computer and three external interrupt pins, which might
become useful when getting the data from the image sensor - one for each color.
Another advantage of this microcontroller is that it is produced by Intel. Intel
not only is a well established company in the processor chip business, but our lab has
also some connection with Intel as they fund parts of our research. It would therefore
be easier to talk to them about support.
Finally, the chip is available at an inexpensive price from Digikey 4 , an online chip
supplier. This makes re-ordering the chips easier, especially since more advanced
chips would otherwise have to be requested from the manufacturer and are usually
hard to obtain.
3.3.3 Abstract Block Design
A microcontroller does not magically work by itself. In the simplest setup, the CPU
is supported in a PC by a hard-drive, RAM, graphic card and the motherboard. The
hard drive delivers the instructions, the RAM is a scratch memory where data can
be saved temporarily, the graphic card is the connection to the outside world and the
motherboard connects all of them. These are the most fundamental building blocks.
The microcontroller is similar. Most importantly, it needs an external memory to read
instructions from. Even if nothing else is connected, the instruction memory is vital.
This is usually a read-only-memory (ROM), which means its content is preserved
when the power supply is turned off. However, to make the microcontroller useful as
the analyzer, a few more components are required:
" Data RAM: The 80C196NU comes with a small internal RAM memory (1KB).
However, the memory is too small to process 14,400 pixels, which we might want
to store temporarily. We therefore need an additional external memory.
* Additional Data ROM: A second ROM might be useful. This ROM could
store lookup tables permanently to make complicated mathematical computa-
tions easier.
4 http: //www . digikey. com
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Figure 3-10: The microcontroller building blocks
* Analog-to-digital Converter: The pixel data comes as an analog signal from
the image sensor. The signal has to be digitized to be useful for the microcon-
troller. Since analog-to-digital (ADC) converters cannot operate by themselves,
but have to be controlled by e.g. a microcontroller, it makes sense to place them
close to the microcontroller.
* Serial Port: In order to use the microcontroller's serial port feature a few ad-
ditional chips are necessary. Adding these allows the microcontroller to directly
talk to a computer.
* Extension Communication Port: To allow debugging and adding additional
peripherals to the board an additional communication port should be added. In
order to allow programming and debugging of the on-board instruction memory,
it should be possible to connect an external memory to this port and have the
microcontroller read from this memory instead.
Figure 3-10 illustrates how these building blocks are connected. The microcontroller
is here at the center, as it controls all the other components and can talk to each of
them individually.
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_..4 Detailed Implementation
Printed Circuit Board
A microcontroller is a complicated chip. The Intel 80C196NU has 100 pins, which
means it would be too large to be placed on a breadboard, even if it was available
as a DIP package5 . The microcontroller chip only exists as 100-QFP (100pin, Quad-
Flat-Package) and 100-SQFP (100pin, Small Quad Flat Package). Both versions are
surface mount, which means the pins have to be soldered onto a printed circuit board
(PCB). Since the microcontroller has to be soldered to a circuit board, it made sense
to also place the other components onto the same circuit board. This has several
advantages:
1. Other components can be purchased in a surface mount version. Surface mount
chips are smaller, and therefore the whole circuit board would take up less space.
2. The components are soldered onto the board, which means they will not move
or shift. It would be much easier to carry the board around.
3. All wires are on the printed circuit board. A breadboard, on the other hand,
would require many wires and if one came loose it would take a long time to
figure out which one caused the problem.
The alternative would be to create a small circuit board as a surface-mount-to-DIP
adapter for the microcontroller. All the other components would then be placed on a
breadboard and connected through some special wires to the microcontroller's circuit
board. The main advantage here is that a breadboard is easier to debug. One can
simply move any bad wires to the right place or take off whole chips until a problem
is found. This would also be the cheaper option as the required printed circuit board
would be smaller and simpler and therefore cheaper.
Even though using a breadboard makes prototyping and debugging easier, I de-
cided to design and build a complete printed circuit board with all the components
5More info about package types can be found at [91
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on it. As it turned out, the ADCs and the RAM chip I was interested in
were also available only as surface mount, which encouraged my choice in making one
circuit board for all analyzer components.
This was the first time I designed a circuit board and I completely underestimated
the complexity that had to be dealt with. I spent almost a month developing this
analyzer board using Protel DXP, a professional circuit design program. The hard
part about circuit design is that you have to find a set of chips that work with each
other. Every time you change one chip you have to re-check the whole design to see
whether the remaining components are affected. In addition you cannot test any of
the chips beforehand. You can only read the data sheets (a documentation of how
the chip is supposed to work), hope you understand it correctly - assuming that the
data sheet is correct in the first place - and put it in context with the other chips.
In the end you solder the untested chips onto a circuit board - which you designed
and hope you developed well - turn it on and hope it works. More of this will be
discussed later.
16-bit Bus
Each of the components named in section 3.3.3 and shown in Figure 3-10 consists of
one or more chips and will be discussed in more detail in the following section. Except
for the serial port, however, all components are accessed through a data-bus. The
data-bus has 16 address lines, 16 data lines, a "read" line, a "write" line and several
chip select lines. Each component is connected to the same data and address wires.
The microcontroller makes sure only one chip can use the bus at a time.
The 80C196NU comes with the option of using an 8-bit data bus or a 16-bit data-
bus. The advantage of using an 8-bit bus is that it uses fewer wires, while the 16-bit
bus allows the microcontroller to fetch twice as much data. I decided to use the 16-bit
option, even though that brought with it a number of minor problems, some of which
I did not anticipate:
16-bit parallel memory. All memory chips (RAM or ROM) need to have 16-bit
words for every memory address. 8-bit parallel memory is by far more common, but
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Table 3.2: Example of 16-bit instruction memory
there is still a big variety of 16-bit chips, so that this is not a major problem.
16-bit instruction fetching with 8-bit addressing. When fetching instruc-
tions in the 16-bit mode the 80C196NU still uses 8-bit addressing. Saving four in-
struction bytes on a 16-bit memory chip at location 2000h, for example, would usually
mean the first two bytes are stored at 2000h and the other two at 2001h. However,
this does not apply to the 80C196NU. Internally, it treats the memory as 8-bit, which
means that only one 8-bit byte can be at any given address. When fetching instruc-
tions starting at 2000h, the microcontroller reads two bytes as one 16-bit word from
2000h, internally stores the lower byte at 2000h and the upper byte at 2001h, then
reads the next two bytes at 2002h, and stores the lower byte at 2002h and the up-
per byte at 2003h. When running like this, the microcontroller therefore does not
read from 2001h and 2003h. These are currently unused holes in the physical 16-bit
memory.
To make things more complicated, when the microcontroller wants to fetch the
second byte, which should be located at 2001h, but is in the 16-bit memory, the upper
byte of 2000h, it does not read from 2000h and then only considers the upper byte,
but reads from 2001h and then only uses the upper byte. This means the hole at
2001h needs to be filled with the same 16-bit data as stored at 2000h. Table 3.2 shows
what this memory setup looks like. This is, in fact, how the instruction memory is
currently implemented. When downloading code to the instruction memory every
word is saved twice - once for the even location and once for the odd.
It should be noted that this problem of double-storing every instruction can be
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Table 3.3: Using address shifting to use the full 16-bit memory
avoided by shifting the address lines on the memory chip. This means the lowest
significant bit (bit 0, odd or even), coming from the microcontroller is ignored and
the next bit (bit 1) is connected to the memory's bit 0. Then bit 2 is connected to bit
1 and so on. This means when the microcontroller wants to read 2000h, it actually
reads 1000h. Then when reading the next two bytes at 2002h, it really reads 1001h.
This also works when it only tries to fetch the upper byte at 2001h, since this would
also resolve to 1000h (the lowest bit is ignored) and the same word as at 2000h is read
(Table 3.3). I decided against this approach, and in favour of the double-writing, to
make handling the memory easier. When programming the memory on an external
programmer, for example, this shifting problem would have to be considered. We
would have to keep in mind that we do not assign instructions to their position in
memory - the assembler and the linker does. Without shifting, the instruction that
the assembler places at 2000h will also be located in the memory at 2000h. If we were
to shift the address lines by one bit, the raw byte code from the assembler would have
to be moved around too. This can be very complicated. Therefore, storing everything
twice is the cleaner implementation overall.
To make things more inconsistent, the 8-bit addressing problem is only true for
instruction fetching. When reading or writing data to or from memory, the microcon-
troller actually does 16-bit fetching with 16-bit addressing. This means if there are
two different 16-bit words at location 2000h and 2001h, reading from 2000h would
return one and reading from 2001h would return the other. The 8-bit addressing is
therefore only an instruction fetching related problem.
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There are two types of memory chips used on the analyzer board: RAM and ROMs.
The RAM chip is a 32Kx16 Cypress CY7C1O20. Its main feature is an access time of
iOns. This is important, as an instruction on the microcontroller executes at 50MHZ
20ns. We do not want the RAM to be a bottleneck. It further stores 16-bit words
for each address and has 15 address bits (215 = 32K storage). Theoretically we could
use a RAM chip with 16 bit addressing, which means twice the memory, but this
would not be as useful as it initially seems. In order to use the RAM effectively we
would like to place it in the so called "near memory" section of the microcontroller's
address space.
The 80C196NU uses 16-bit external addressing. More bits would make things
very complicated, because every register can hold only 16 bits. The microcontroller
comes with 32K of internal RAM memory, which is used for registers, stack and other
internal functions. This means the addresses 000000h to 007FFFh are assigned to
the internal RAM. Placing the external RAM memory into the "near memory" means
that we place it in the remaining 32K slot 008000h to OOFFFFh. "Near", in this case,
means it can be accessed using only one register (16-bit).
Besides the 16-bit external addressing, the 80C196NU internally has 20-bit ad-
dressing, where the lower 16 bits are stored in one register and the top 4 bits in another
one. Since we need two registers to access this memory, thi is the "far memory". To
complete the information on the microcontroller's memory partitioning system, the
top 4 bits make up the so called page number. Because we have only 16-bit external
addressing, these top 4 bits cannot be connected to a device. Instead a certain page
number can be assigned to a chip select pin. For the external ROM, for example, the
page number 0003h is connected to the CS2 pin. This means that when reading from
030000h to 03FFFFh, only the lower 16 bits (0000h to FFFFh) are on the address
bus, while the upper four bits enable the chip select pin CS2. There is one oddity
with the page number system. The numbers are 4 bits and go from 0000h to OOOEh,
making 15 possible pages that can be selected. The 16th page is not located at the
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expected location UOFh, but at WFFh and is the initial position of the instruction
memory, initially connected to CSO. This has two implications: when using this chip
all instructions must be placed in a memory chip that is enabled using CSO. Secondly,
when assembling and linking, all addresses need to be in this address space (FF0000h
to FFFFFFh).
This was initially a problem: the assembler and linker I used did the assignment
automatically, so all my code would be located in the section FF0000h to FFFFFFh.
However, the ROM chip I used for the instructions only has 16-bit addresses and can
therefore store data only from 0000h to FFFFh. I tried to program my code onto the
memory chip and every time the chip was simply blank. I finally realized why and
had to write a Perl script that shifts my code from FF0000h to 000000h.
For the instruction ROM I used the Atmel 49F1025 flash memories. At the time I
designed the board, I picked these chips because they were relatively fast (55ns access
time), and had 16-bit words and 16 address lines (64Kx16 memory). In addition they
are flash memory chips, which, unlike EPROMs and EEPROMs, do not require a
high voltage or ultraviolet light to be erased and reprogrammed.
They turned out to be a perfect match. For one thing, they had a protected
section from 0000h to 1FFFh. One could choose to erase either the whole chip or
the upper section only (2000h to FFFFh). This meant I could download functions in
the lower section and the general execution code in the upper section. Then, when
wanting to download new code I would run in the lower section, erasing only the
upper section of the memory, and download the new code. This was especially useful,
because the 80C196NU starts initializing by reading code above 2000h. Therefore
the initialization of the chip would be rewritten, without having to erase the useful
functions in the lower section.
A second advantage is that unlike most other flash memory this one is word-by-
word writable. Most flash memories require the writing of whole sections at once.
This could have been problematic, since the code I downloaded into the memory used
the Intel hex format and by definition of the format the code does not necessarily
come in order (more information about Intel Hex format at [4]). This flash memory,
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however, allows us to write to particular words in any order and makes parsing and
storing the code from the Intel hex file straightforward to implement.
One minor problem with the Atmel 49F1025 flash memory is the fact that it is
available from Digikey only as J-lead PLCC package. This means the pins of the chip
are bent inwards (like a "J"), which is useful for placing them into sockets - if they
were not bent like, this they would quickly break. The disadvantage is that J-lead
components are harder to solder onto and take off from a printed circuit board. I
learned this from experience, as I accidentally made a solder bridge (connecting two
separate pads with excess solder) when placing the flash memory on the board - the
microcontroller, as a result, malfunctioned. It took a while to find and fix that short,
because due to the nature of the J-lead components, the solder and the solder bridge
were hidden underneath the chip. Overall this is a minor, more practical issue, but
the next generation analyzer board should use a different packaging like VSOP for
the on-board flash memory.
Analog-to-Digital Converter
The analog-to-digital converter (ADC) takes in the analog signal of the image sensor
and converts it to a digital signal, which can be analyzed by the microcontroller. The
main concern when selecting the ADC in our case is speed. The ADC receives data
at a rate of 3MHz, which means it needs to be able to sample at this speed. A second
concern is resolution. We would like to have at least 8-bit resolution. This would give
us 28 = 256 possible brightness values. More might be useful, but not necessary. I
picked the Texas Instruments (TI) THS12082. It is a 12-bit ADC, which can sample
at speeds up to 8MSPS (8 million samples per second). It comes with several very
useful features:
e Microcontroller compatible: Programming and running the ADC can be
done by simply connecting it to the parallel address/data-bus of a microcon-
troller or DSP. It can then be read or programmed using memory mapped I/O.
No additional chips are required.
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or any DSP is variable at either 3.3V or 5V. Switching to a different technology
(different microcontroller or DSP) does not mean we have to find another ADC.
* 16 word FIFO circular buffer: This is a unique feature to the THS12082.
Ordinary analog-to-digital converters usually sample whenever a sample control
signal becomes active, and once they are done converting, send a trigger signal
to the microcontroller or DSP. This would mean the microcontroller has to
listen constantly to the ADC and wait for this signal. Using the THS12082 the
microcontroller can program the ADC to store up to 14 values in the buffer
and sends a trigger to the microcontroller only when the buffer is full, in which
case the microcontroller can read out all 14 values at once. This means the
microcontroller gets one signal only every 14 samples, which means it can do
something else in between. While the 14 values are being read out from the
ADC, it still continues to sample and store the next values in the remaining
two buffer spots. It then wraps around and starts filling the memory locations
that have just been read out. The ADC can be configured to send out a trigger
signal after each conversion or after every two, four, eight or 14 conversions.
The THS12082 has one minor disadvantage: it can sample voltages only between
1.5V and 3.5V, which means the output voltages from the image sensor have to be
adjusted to fit the ADC. This, however, can be done by the analog output buffers of
the image sensor and is not a big problem.
The THS12083 has a very simple data/address bus interface. It needs to be
connected to the lower 12 bits of the data-bus in order to allow the microcontroller to
read back the full 12-bit value of the conversion. By connecting the read and the write
signal of the bus to the ADC controlling is made simple. Writing to the converter
means writing into one of the two 12-bit control registers. Reading from the ADC
means reading values out of the circular buffer.
The control registers (CRO and CR1) are used to program the ADC's different
modes of operation. After running a series of tests and encountering a few initial
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CR1 = 4AEh. This means for the ADC:
" Bits CRO.3-7 = 00000b: Read the voltage from the AINP input (there are
two analog inputs: AINM and AINP).
" Bits CRO.2 Ob: ADC is active.
" Bits CR0.1 Ob: Run in single conversion mode. This means on every falling
edge on the /CONVST input pin the analog input is sampled.
* Bits CRO.0 = Ob: Use the internal reference voltages of 1.5V and 3.5V. In
order to reduce noise, it is possible to connect outside reference voltages instead.
It did not seem necessary to add the external references as slight noise should
not be a dominating factor. We do not need a high resolution image to find the
pen.
* Bits CR1.8-9 _ 00b: Run in normal conversion mode (debugging mode and
offset calibration disabled).
* Bits CR1.7 = 1b: The output is simple binary format, where 000h corres-
ponds to 1.5V and FFFh to 3.5V.
" Bits CR1.6 = Ob: The ADC runs with the microcontroller compatible inter-
face using two separate signals for read and write.
" Bits CR1.4-5 = 10b: The trigger signal to the microcontroller is an active
high signal, which remains high until the first value is read from the ADC.
" Bits CR1.2-3 11b: The trigger to the microcontroller is set to fire every
14 conversions.
" Bits CR1.0-1 10b: Reset the FIFO circular buffer now.
Although the THS12082 ADC is 100% microcontroller compatible, it does not re-
quire any address-bus lines, only a chip select signal from the microcontroller. The
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Figure 3-11: Using a demultiplexer to save Chip Select lines
80C196NU has six chip select lines (CSO-CS5), where each of them can be assigned
to a whole memory page. In my initial design I planned on using all three colors (red,
green and blue) and therefore I would need three ADCs, requiring three chip select
signals. This is wasteful. So instead, I used the fact that the ADCs do not need the
address lines and added an 8:1 demultiplexer (demux). The demux is connected to
one chip select signal and the lowest three address lines. It has eight outputs, three
of which are connected to the chip select signals of the three ADCs. When the chip
select to the demux is disabled, all the outputs are disabled. When the chip select is
enabled, only the particular output is enabled which is selected by the three address
lines. This common memory mapped I/O trick allows us to talk to each of the ADCs
and possibly five other components using only one of the precious chip select lines
(Figure 3-11) . The memory address 020000h was assigned to the ADC responsible
for converting the output of the blue pixels, 020001h to the ADC for the green ones
and 020002h to the ADC for red ones.
One draw back that became apparent after I had designed and built the analyzer
board was the fact that the THS12082 is not ideal for CCD image sensors, because
it does not have a feature called "correlated double sampling". The output signal
of CCD image sensors in digital cameras looks like the VIDn signal in Figure 3-12.
The voltage first peaks when receiving a reset signal (not shown), then settles to an
offset value. When the H1/H2 signal (not shown) switches, the output switches to
the actual output voltage of the individual pixel. An example is given at positions
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Figure 3-12: Timing diagram for sampling the output for the linear image sensor
Position 1 shows the voltage difference for a bright pixel,
Position 2 shows the voltage difference for a dark pixel.
1 and 2. In the case of position 1 the difference between the offset and the pixel
voltage is large, corresponding to a bright pixel. At position 2, the difference is small,
which means that particular pixel did not receive a lot of light. Ideally, when trying
to measure the output of the pixel accurately, we would have to sample two things
consecutively: the offset value using the "clamp" signal, and then the actual pixel
value using the "sample" signal. This means our ADC needs to sample twice as many
points and therefore run at a rate of 6MHz. The microcontroller needs to read in
both signals and then subtract one from the other to get the final value, resulting in
14,400 subtractions for each frame.
To reduce the amount of computation, special analog-to-digital converters exist.
These converters have two sample signal inputs ("clamp" and "sample"). When the
clamp signal becomes active the analog input is stored. Then, when the sample
signal is asserted, the analog signal is stored a second time. Then the second sample
is subtracted from the first sample and send out to the microcontroller or DSP. The
ADC therefore saves the microcontroller / DSP a significant amount of work by taking
care of the subtraction. This is called "correlated double sampling". A typical ADC
with this feature is Analog Device's AD9823.
Initially I did not realize that double sampling was required and I was therefore not
looking for ADCs with this feature. Later on, as the project developed and I started
taking pictures with the linear image sensor I began to understand the electronics
on the image sensor much better. I realized that using an ADC with the double
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Figure 3-13: Testing the THS12082 using a square wave as input
sampling feature would give better results. In addition, ADCs with the correlated
double sampling feature are usually designed for CCD image sensors and therefore
accept a larger voltage range, while the THS12082 needs to get the voltage range
scaled and shifted. The disadvantage of all the ADCs with double sampling is that
none of them had the useful circular buffer feature of the THS12082. Every sample has
to be read out right away as the ADC completes the sampling process. Furthermore,
when looking at the actual output from the image sensor on the oscilloscope I noticed
that all the offset voltages had about the same voltage level. Since we are not looking
for high quality pictures, it might not be necessary to use the offset voltage at all and
simply accept the input pixel voltage as an absolute value.
After placing the THS12082 on the circuit board I tested it by sending a square
wave as input. I then wrote some code on the microcontroller that would simply read
all the values and save them in the RAM memory. Over the serial port the user could
download the 14,400 samples as hexadecimal ASCII values (0000h to OFFFh) and
store them in a text file. I wrote a Perl script converting this text file into a Matlab
file and a Matlab script which would read in the Matlab file and print a few graphs
on the screen. Figure 3-13 shows the result of the Matlab script from the square wave
input. The top graph shows the value of the 14,400 pixels, where the line connects
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value and the maximum value of every hundred pixels. The last graph is a histogram
of the values (0 to 212 - 1= 4095) and the number of their appearance.
Also, for future reference, much care needs to be put into the design of the circuit
board using the ADC. I did not have the electrical knowledge required and simply
placed the ADC and microcontroller on the board as I seemed fit. As it turns out
the design of circuit boards, especially with ADCs, is considered black magic even
by experienced circuit design engineers. First of all you are supposed to use separate
power planes for the analog and digital sections, secondly the split between the ground
planes should be underneath the ADC itself, as one half of the chip has a connection
to the analog section, while the other side is connected to the digital circuits. Finally,
the analog and the digital ground plane are supposed to be connected in one place
and one place only. I did not know any of this, so I did not use power planes and
placed the power and ground traces too thin and very poorly. As a result I burned
several ADCs before adding an emergency fix by connecting the analog ground and
the digital ground in several places. I am not even sure why it worked, but all of a
sudden the ceramic of the ADC stopped melting and the ADC started working.
Serial Port
Connecting the microcontroller to a PC over the serial port was fortunately a very
easy task. The 80C196NU comes with with a serial port interface for standard RS232
communication. This means it has two special pins (TXD for sending data, RXD
for receiving data) which can be configured to connect to the PC. Internally the
microcontroller has the following status registers which control the serial port com-
munication:
" P2_MODE: The lowest two bits on this register need to be set to "1" to
enable the special function mode for the P2.0 and P2.1 pins (TXD and RXD
respectively).
" P2_DIR: The bit corresponding to TXD (P2_DIR.0) needs to be set to "0"
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"1" (high impedance input).
" SPBAUD: This register selects the BAUD rate for the serial communication.
The most significant bit corresponds the clock source selected (I use "1" for
internal clocking). The lower 15 bits hold the baud value, computed as follows:
Baudvalue = -fudatx- - 1, where f is the frequency of the internal clock. In
our case the baud-value would be 25x 106 1 = 161.75 162= 0OA2h, as I ran
the microcontroller at 25MHz and wanted to talk to the PC at 9600 BAUD.
The value of the register is therefore 80A2h.
" SPCON: This 8-bit register sets up the serial port control. The serial port
is run in mode 3 (asynchronous), with even parity. The resulting value of the
register is OFh.
* SPSTATUS: This register holds information on the status of the serial port
communication. The most important bits are bit 6 (RI) and bit 5 (TI). RI is set
when a byte has been received over the serial port. Reading the status register
clears the bit. TI is set when a byte has been sent. It is cleared when the status
register is read.
" SBUFRX: Once a byte has been received the value is stored in this register
and the SPSTATUS.6 bit (RI) is set.
" SBUF __TX: Writing a byte to this register starts the process of sending it.
Once the byte has been sent the SPSTATUS.5 bit (TI) is set signalling that
the transmission has been successful and another byte can be sent.
Once the P2_MODE, P2_DIR, SPCON and SPSTATUS registers have been
programmed, sending and receiving bytes is easy. All one has to do to send a byte
over the serial port is to write the byte to the SBUFTX register. The microcon-
troller will then send this byte. When a byte has been received it can be read out
from the SBUF_RX register. Of course, to send two bytes we have to wait until
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Algorithm ( Sending a byte stored in the AL rrLstnr
?SIDSENDCHAR:
push BX ; save BX
push CX ; save CX
ld BX, #SBUFTX ; get the buffer register address
stb AL, [BXI ; write byte to SBUFTX = send byte
ld BX, #SBUF_STAT ; get the status register address
siosendcwait:
ldb CL, [BXI ; read status register
jbc CL, 5, sio-sendc-wait ; Loop until the byte has been sent
pop CX ; restore CX
pop BX ; restore BX
ret
Algorithm 2 Receiving a byte and saving it in the AL register
?SIOGETCHAR:
push BX ; save BX
ld BX, #SBUFSTAT ; get the status register address
sio-getcwait:
ldb AL, [BX] ; read the status register
jbc AL, 6, siogetc-wait ; loop until byte has been received
ld BX, #SBUFRX ; get the status register address
ldb AL, [BXI ; read the incoming byte
and AX, #007Fh ; mask off the highest bit
pop BX ; restore BX
ret
the first byte has been sent, before we can send the second one. We can use the
SPSTATUS register to wait until the first byte has been sent, before sending the
second one. Algorithm 1 shows an implementation. In this case, the byte is passed
to the ?SIOSENDCHAR function in the register AL. The byte is copied into the
SBUFTX register and the code loops until the byte has been sent. Similarly, in
Algorithm 2, the SPSTATUS register is read repeatedly until a byte has been re-
ceived. This byte is then stored in the AL register. Both algorithms are the actual
implementation used on the analyzer board. More complicated functions sending
whole text strings are based on these two basic functions.
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Figure 3-14: Connect TXD and RXD to the serial port with MAX232
It should be noted that the algorithm reading from the serial port will stall the
microcontroller until a byte has been received. This is therefore not the most eleg-
ant implementation. Instead one could program an interrupt handler to receive the
incoming data. The microcontroller would be able to execute other code while wait-
ing for an incoming byte. Then, when the byte has been received, it traps into an
interrupt handler routine, evaluates the use of the byte and returns to the previously
run code. As this makes things more complicated, however, I stayed with the simple
implementation, which stalls the microcontroller while waiting for incoming data, and
have not experienced any drawbacks from it.
It would be nice if we could simply connect the microcontroller's TXD and the
RXD pins with two wires to the PC. The hardware, however, is not that simple. The
main problem is that the microcontroller runs at a voltage range from Ground to 5V,
whereas serial communications is based on voltages from -15V to +15V. We therefore
need to convert the voltage levels. Fortunately, since the standard RS232 serial con-
nection is widely used, chips exists that are designed for this task alone. The chip I
picked is the Maxim MAX232ACSE. This chip uses the standard 5V power supply of
the circuit board and a set of external capacitors to generate the voltage range from
-15V to +15V. It then connects on one side with the pins from the microcontroller
and can be connected directly to the PC on the other side using a standard RS232
connector. Figure 3-14 shows how the MAX232 connects the microcontroller's TXD
and RXD outputs to the computer. This setup worked flawlessly and it was one of
the greatest moments when the microcontroller finally started working and talking
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to the PC.
On the PC I used a program called SecureCRT to talk to the serial port. I pro-
grammed the microcontroller initially as a terminal. Later this terminal program
became the BIOS, an important maintenance and debugging tool. It sends a prompt
over the serial port to the user. The user can then run commands by pressing keys
on the SecureCRT terminal window. The keys pressed are sent back to the micro-
controller, which in return evaluates the key stroke and acts appropriately. Figure
3-15 gives an example of the serial communication. The BIOS and its functionality
is covered later in detail (Section 3.6.2 on page 116).
The Extension Communication Port
Since this was the first printed circuit board I have ever designed, I wanted to add an
extension port. This port should allow me both to tap in on the "conversation" on
the data, to address bus for debugging purposes, and to add further peripherals to
the board, if needed. I implemented the port in the easiest way possible, by simply
placing a 2x20 pin connector on the board. Figure 3-16 shows the connections. The
40 pin connector taps directly into the 16-bit data-bus and in the lower 15 bits of
the 16-bit address-bus. In addition the read and write signals, control signals of the
data/address-bus are given. By connecting a logic analyzer we can listen in on the
conversation on the bus. Figure 3-17 shows a screen shot from the logic analyzer
at the microcontroller's boot-up. It shows the value on the address-bus ("A"), the
data-bus ("D") and the read and write signals. The first instruction bytes are located
at FF2080h and thereafter. They can be read off the screen of the logic analyzer (e.g.
"BIOS>,
Read at BIOS> Read at FF2018 value: 20CF
Fogre 3FF2018 BIOS
0
"value: 20CF* (1
"BIOS>"
a. The raw serial communication b. The computer screen output
Figure 3-15: Example of the BIOS serial communication
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Figure 3-16: The 40 pin connector of the extension port
the instruction word at location FF2082h is 1800h).
On the extension port, in addition to the address and data bus, further control
signals are given. CS5 is connected to the CS5 output of the microcontroller, while
Y3-5 are the outputs of the ADC demux (Figure 3-11 on page 69). These control
signals allow us to simply connect e.g. another memory chip to the bus and access it
from the microcontroller using CS5.
In order to be able to boot from an external instruction memory, the CSO signal
needs to be re-routed. For this purpose, a jumper (JP3) exists on the circuit board,
which lets the user select the memory chip the microcontroller is supposed to boot
from. There are two possible settings for the jumper: in the first setting CSO is
connected to an on-board memory and CS2 is connected to the CSout pin on the
extension port. In this case, the microcontroller boots from the on-board memory
and may use the external memory for additional data storage. In the second setting
r raveform M ACHINE I ) (Acq. Control)
Ac Cumuate Current Sample Period - 4 000 ns
Next Sample Period - 4.000 no
sec Ti7 De~ lay Acquisition Time
1802.2L ns .406h eus Off. 22 Apr 2004 330111
201A 2080 2082 2004 2086 2088 200A 200C 208E[-]O 0000 00AI 1800 1DCA1 241B FEB1 C622 12220 +-Al
READ
WRITE
Figure 3-17: Logic analyzer snapshot of the addr./data-bus
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CSO is connected to CSout and CS2 is connected to the on-Duaru memrUly. Here the
microcontroller fetches instructions from the external memory and can read or write
separately to the on-board memory. Initially, this was very useful, as I did not have a
Flash memory programmer. I programmed some EEPROMs with the BIOS software,
connected them to the extension port, booted the microcontroller from these external
EEPROMs and downloaded the new software over the serial port onto the on-board
memory. Then I could disconnect the external EEPROMs and the microcontroller
could boot and run from the on-board memory.
The "clock" pin on the extension port was initially supposed to be used for starting
the clock counter on the camera ("camera clock") and therefore starts the process of
taking one picture. As the project developed I came to realize that this would have to
be done differently as I needed to send a signal back to the microcontroller when the
picture was taken. Since this clock connection was my only connection to an I/0 pin
on the microcontroller I used it later as an input to the microcontroller, and started
the camera clock by writing a signal to a certain address.
As this was my first design for an I/O port, it was sufficient for debugging purposes.
However, for future implementations it should be said that simply connecting the I/O
pins to the address/data-bus is a bad idea for several reasons:
* Microcontrollers cannot provide sufficient current. Wires have resist-
ance. The longer the wire the more resistance they have, and the more current
is required to maintain the same voltage level across the whole wire. The out-
put pins on the microcontroller are made to provide enough current for all
printed circuit board components connected to it. However, I/O ports and
wires, like ribbon cables, need a lot more current, which the microcontroller
cannot provide. It worked just well enough when the wires were short, but I did
measure voltage drops on the external memory chips. The solution is to place
buffers in between the address/data-bus and the port pins. Further, one should
keep in mind that the data bus can send data in two directions, and the buffers
for the data-bus therefore need a special control logic. This must be taken into
account when designing the buffer circuits.
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" Long wires are noisy. Wires, especially long wires, can act as antennas.
Radio signals might be picked up and introduce glitches and noise into the I/0
lines. The solution here is the same as on the previous point. If one adds buffers
they can also clean the signal. Chips with so called Schmitt-triggers should be
selected, as they are more resistant to glitches introduced by noise.
" Wires next to each other may cross-talk. When two cables are right next
to each other and one switches the voltage level from e.g. OV to 5V, it causes a
change in current. Changes in current produce magnetic fields and these fields
can induce a new current in the neighboring cables. When this happens the
neighboring cable might have a glitch in the otherwise steady signal. This effect
is called crosstalk. Buffers will not help as the glitch is usually big enough to
be mistaken as a change in signal by the buffer. The solution is to place ground
signals in between every signal cable. In this case, the induced current will flow
back into the ground and not effect other signals.
* Sufficient current back-flow required. For every signal line leaving the
board, a ground line should be added to allow the current leaving the board to
return. This can be combined with the previous point so that the ground line
between two signals fulfills two functions: first, it limits crosstalk and secondly,
it adds current back-flow. My initial expansion port lacked this feature as I did
not know about this requirement. I had one ground line for 39 signal lines.
* Need to terminate the signal at the end. When sending a signal through
a long wire, which then hits the input of a chip, or worse, simply the end of
the wire without anything being connected to it, it reflects back in the oppos-
ite direction. This can cause ringing when the signal changes. It is therefore
important to give the I/O component a termination resistor and a capacitor.
The resistor offers a current drain causing less reflection, while the capacitor
can reduce the remaining ringing. A typical value for the capacitor is 100pF.
The value of the resistor varies depending on the I/O connection. The standard
implementation is a series termination, where the resistor is on one end connec-
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100pF
Figure 3-18: Correct implementation of an I/O port circuit
ted to the I/O pin, on the other end to the buffer, while the capacitor connects
from the I/O pin to the ground.
* I/O sections should have their own ground plane. When using power
and ground planes, the I/O section should have a separate ground plane, so
the digital noise on the ground plane of the remaining board effects the I/O
connection less. The I/O ground plane and the digital ground plane should
only connect at one point forming a bridge and all data lines should run on this
bridge.
* A 5V power pin should be added. The extension port is also meant to
allow the adding of additional external daughter cards. Small cards might not
need much power and so it would be a good idea to add a power supply pin.
This way the daughter card can simply be connected to the extension port and
would not need an additional power supply wire.
All of these issues are electrical problems. From a digital logic point of view there is
nothing wrong with connecting the microcontroller to the I/O pin. I did not know
about the electrical issues involved with I/O and I am just glad the port worked at
all. I had to keep the ribbon cables very short (about one inch) and add capacitors
on to the cables to make it function. The next generation analyzer board should
implement all the recommendations given above (Figure 3-18).
3.3.5 The Complete Analyzer Circuit
At this point we have seen all the individual components of the analyzer board. Fig-
ure 3-19 shows the complete circuit schematics. For orientation, Figure 3-20 shows
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Figure 3-19: Complete circuit diagram of the analyzer
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ponents.
It should be noted that in the circuit diagram the address/data-bus (component
11) is split into three separate buses: an address-bus with the address lines AO to
A15, a data-bus with the data lines DO to D15 and a bus-control-bus with the lines
/RD (read), /WR (write), CSO-5 (the six chip select lines), CSflash (chip select to
the on-board instruction memory), ADReset (microcontroller's ADC reset signal),
Clock (microcontroller I/O pin P1.6 to the extension port) and DBlue, DRed and
D_green (the data-available triggers of the three ADCs). The address-bus and the
data-bus are shown in bold as they represent the main bus with 16 lines each.
Lessons Learned
One thing I learned from making the schematic for the analyzer board was that it is
very hard to understand the diagram and edit it if it is as tightly packed as it is here.
In later circuit schematics, like the ones for the image sensor board, I organized it by
spreading it over several sheets (Appendix A.2 has the complete circuit diagrams). I
based the layout of these nicer schematics on diagrams that I received from Kodak
for the image sensor evaluation board.
ID Component [Details
1 40-pin header Extension port
2 Jumper JP3 Connects CSO with either on-board or external memory
3 80C196NU Microcontroller with reset button and BIOS select jumper
4 MAX232 Connects microcontroller to serial port
5 2-pin header 5V power supply
6 7-pin header Analog input from image sensor board
7 ADCs 3 ADCs and chip select demux
8 Flash memory On-board instruction memory
9 Flash memory Additional memory for look-up tables
10 RAM Additional "near memory" RAM
11 A/D-bus Address/data-bus
Table 3.4: Section labels for Figure 3-20
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3.3.6 Analyzer Design Flaws
The first generation analyzer was the first printed circuit board I had ever designed.
As a result, I did not expect it to be perfect. When I first soldered everything together
I was simply hoping it would work. It did not. As it turned out, the schematic circuit
design was well done, but the circuit implementation had one major flaw.
The Main Problem
After a few minor initial problems with the circuit, I finally got it to run. I could
watch the conversation on the address/data-bus using a logic analyzer. But there was
something odd happening: the microcontroller would start, run for a few instructions
and then reset. This turned out the be the symptom of the major flaw of the circuit
and it took over a month to find the source of it.
My initial thought was that it should be a logical problem. If the microcontroller
would have an electrical problem, i.e. insufficient power supply, it should not run at
all. However, in this case it did run, only it kept resetting itself. There could be
several causes for this behavior:
1. The code from the instruction memory is not correctly transmitted to the mi-
crocontroller. Possible sources could be:
(a) The instructions in the memory are incorrect.
i. Either the assembler or the linker or both are misconfigured resulting
in bad code.
ii. The programmer might have stored them incorrectly.
(b) The connection from the memory to the microcontroller has a flaw
i. The address/data-bus is not connected to the right pins on the micro-
controller or the memory chip.
ii. Bus contention (more than one chip is trying to access the bus at a
time) could cause additional data to be placed on the bus, mixing up
the original instruction code.
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the microcontroller misinterprets the instructions.
2. Microcontroller is malfunctioning. The reason for this could be:
(a) Some pin, not related to the address/data-bus, is misconfigured and the
fault here propagates through the internal logic of the microcontroller to
cause the reset.
(b) The microcontroller is broken.
I tackled each of these possibilities one by one. Looking at the conversation on
the address/data-bus it seemed like the correct instructions were sent to the micro-
controller. The microcontroller, in return, seemed to access the right addresses for
initialization, as specified in the controller's manual. I changed the instructions, and
still the problem would remain. The resetting therefore happened independent of
which instructions were fetched. I reduced noise by making wires to the external
memory chips shorter and adding capacitors to each signal line. Still the problem
remained.
I then checked the behavior of all the other chips and whether one of them might
cause the microcontroller. I tested and read their data-sheets carefully many times.
Every chip seemed to be working normally. I finally came to the conclusion that
everything else was working as it should be, so it had to be the microcontroller itself.
I built a second board and to my disappointment it had the exact same malfunctioning
behavior. So why was the board malfunctioning when everything was working as it
was supposed to?
At some point, I started testing pins on the microcontroller that were not con-
nected to anything. These pins were mostly additional I/O pins and according to
the manual they did not need to be connected to anything. And then, by accident, I
connected two pins with the logic probe (the pen-like input stylus for the oscilloscope)
and noted that the controller would run a few instructions longer before resetting. I
was onto something. It took another week of randomly testing different pins before
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ground traces very poorly and they could not supply the microcontroller with the
required power and current drain. This backfired so the microcontroller would run
and reset. When I connected pins with my logic probe I added an additional ground
line as current drain and the microcontroller would run a little better and therefore
longer. In the end all it took was soldering a few extra wires to the bottom of the
circuit board to provide the board with a more even power supply. So the problem,
after all, was not logical nature, but purely electrical.
Lessons Learned
There are several lessons I learned from the design of the analyzer board and all of
them are electrical in nature:
1. Use power and ground planes: If possible, always use power and ground
planes. These planes provide all chips with an even amount of power and
drain the current well. In addition the power and ground planes act as one big
decoupling capacitor.
2. Make power and ground traces thick: If you have to use power or ground
traces for some reason (vs. planes) make them thick. 7mil is not enough for a
power or ground trace. It is barely enough for a digital signal trace. Personally I
would make analog signal traces (including power and ground) at least 15-25mil
wide.
3. Add decoupling capacitor: Decoupling capacitors help reducing digital noise
introduced by the individual chips. On my whole board, I had only one decoup-
ling capacitor. In retrospect, I am surprised my board works so well. Only
afterwards I learned that one should have at least one decoupling capacitor per
chip. Decoupling capacitors connect the power with the ground plane close to
the chip and usually have a value of 0.1uF.
61mil = 1inch, common unit used in circuit design
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also red or blue) protective plastic layer on top of the circuit board. It protects
the traces, while not covering the pads to which the chips are soldered to.
The solder-mask is helpful in avoiding so called solder-bridges (accidentally
connecting traces by excess use of solder). The silk-screen is an additional
white layer. It is usually used to label components. In most cases solder-mask
and silk-screen cost at least an extra $100. It did not seem necessary for the first
generation analyzer board and it worked fine without, but they are necessary,
especially as circuits become more complicated and have more components.
3.3.7 Why the 80C196NU Turned out to be Insufficient
Having built the analyzer and the image sensor board (Section 3.4 on page 91), I star-
ted taking pictures. As I tested the camera it became apparent that the 80C196NU
would be insufficient, at least in the current implementation, for the camera purpose.
Problem Statement
As I ran the camera, I quickly noticed that the microcontroller - the fastest one I could
find - was too slow. As it turns out, even though the internal clock runs at 50MHz,
each instructions takes at least 2 cycles, cutting the speed in half. In addition, as
I watched the address/data-bus, it turned out that the pure fetching of instructions
from the memory is slower. I would have expected the microcontroller to fetch the
instruction bytes at least at the speed of the clock, but this did not seem to be the
case. To make things worse, most instructions are more than just one word (two bytes)
long, so the microcontroller needs to do several fetches before being able to execute
a single instruction. A final problem is that, whenever the microcontroller reads
the values from the ADC, it needs to do this through the address/data-bus, which
means the bus is occupied and the microcontroller cannot fetch the next instruction
simultaneously. It has to wait for the data from the ADC before fetching the next
instruction.
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troller running at 50MHz, if it fetches and executes instructions much slower? This
would also not be a problem if the microcontroller had a cache memory, temporar-
ily storing the most recently used instructions. Unfortunately, it does not have a
cache. The only feature it has that goes in this direction is the pre-fetch queue. The
80C196NU has a 8 byte pre-fetch queue, which means the microcontroller, if busy
executing one instruction, will start fetching the next 8 bytes from the instruction
memory. However, this does not replace a cache, as in e.g. a small loop, the instruc-
tions in the loop have to be fetched again and again, while a chip with a cache would
only fetch them once.
Possible Solutions
The fastest speed at which the microcontroller ran stable and took pictures was at a
rate of 0.125 seconds (8Hz) per picture, running with a 25MHz clock. Using the full
50MHz clock it would be able to run at 16Hz. This is nowhere near the 200Hz we
were initially aiming for. There are a few possible ways to tackle this problem:
9 Code optimization: Optimizing the assembly code could yield a performance
improvement. The following tricks might be useful:
- No stack or external memory access: Accessing the stack or any other
external memory results in additional usage of the address/data-bus and
slow the fetching instructions.
- Effective use of registers: If possible no variables should be stored in the
RAM, only in the registers, since only the register locations can be accessed
directly. Any other location needs to be accessed indirectly and requires
additional instructions.
- Small Code: Try to reduce the size of the instruction code, i.e. using "1db
AL, #00h" instead of "lb AX, #00OOh" saves one byte. Even smaller would
be "clrb AL".
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- Loop "unroling: Whenever possible loop unrolling should be done. This
is useful, because in this case the pre-fetch queue can keep reading the
next instructions. Otherwise, every time a conditional jump is taken, it
dismisses the already fetched bytes and reads from the new location.
" Parallelization: Because code optimization improves only the effectiveness
of the code, it might be necessary to also parallelize the code onto several
microcontrollers. I started working on a basic circuit layout using one main
board and up to seven daughter boards. These seven daughter boards sample
the analog signal and then send the evaluation of their section the the main
board.
" Use 80C196NP instead: The 80C196NP has an additional internal 4KB
ROM memory for instructions. In this case the instructions would be fetched
internally, which might be faster than fetching them over the address/data-bus.
Each of these solutions could improve the performance. I actually tested the code
optimization option and minimized my code to read the ADC values and then store
them in the RAM (one additional bus access). Using loop unrolling, I achieved a
read out rate of 20-30Hz using a 25MHz clock rate. It would therefore be possible to
sample at a speed of up to 180Hz, using three parallel boards, each running at the
full 50MHz. However, as the data has to be evaluated, too, taking up more time,
more parallel board would be necessary.
Using the 80C196NP instead might buy some additional speed, but brings addi-
tional problems. Most importantly the code on the microcontroller would be fixed
and unchangeable, making future software updates impossible. Secondly, using this
chip might not actually improve performance, as the ROM might be connected in-
ternally to the address/data-bus and therefore the advantage of using this chip would
be lost.
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I came to the conclusion that it is not feasible to use the 80C196NU microcontroller
for the camera purpose. The amount of data and the necessary speed simply requires
a high speed DSP instead. DSPs are designed for this purpose and usually include
features like an instruction cache. At this point the analyzer needs to be re-designed
using DSP technology. I see two possible design approaches for the second generation
analyzer:
1. Designing a new circuit board using a high speed DSP instead of the micro-
controller. This second generation board would also benefit from the practical
electrical experiences of the first board.
2. Purchase an off-the-shelf DSP board.
Personally, I favour option two. Having made many mistakes in the circuit design
of the analyzer, I came to realize that developing a good circuit board, especially
one that uses analog circuits, is a very complicated matter. Even though many
lessons have been learned in designing the analyzer, making a new board using a new
technology will bring new challenges and problems. This means that, most likely, we
will go through several more generations of analyzer boards. Because DSP technology
is significantly more expensive this approach might end up being very expensive.
On the other hand, we could purchase a professionally designed DSP board and
focus on the larger implementation of the drafting table, instead of again tackling
problems on the low circuit design level. Professional high speed DSP boards are
available with several built-in ADCs and standard connector to the Peripheral Com-
ponent Interconnect (PCI) bus. This would allow us to place the board in a computer,
with each of the four cameras connecting to the same DSP board. The DSP board
can then evaluate the different images, triangulate the pen's location and send this
information over the PCI bus to the PC. In this case we would only need one DSP
board for all four camera sensors and completely skip the compute station. The disad-
vantage is the high price of an individual board ($5,000 and more) and the expensive
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ter cards and 4 main boards will be expensive, too, and will be a lot more complicated
to control and maintain.
3.4 The Image Sensor Board
The second electronic component is the image sensor board. It connects directly to
the analyzer board. The purpose of the board is to wait for a start signal from the
analyzer board, then start the process of sampling on image and sending the final
image as analog signal back to the analyzer board. The image sensor board includes
the following components as explained in Section 2.3.3 and Figure 2-7 on page 33:
the (image sensor) control electronic, the input buffer, the image sensor itself and the
output buffer.
3.4.1 Abstract Block Design
Together with the analyzer, the image sensor board makes up one 1-D camera. It
consists of the previously mentioned four subcomponents: control logic, input buffer,
image sensor and output buffer. The input and the output buffers are basic ana-
log circuits. They take in a signal and shift its voltage range and supply additional
current. The image sensor is the KLI14403 as ordered from Kodak. All of these com-
ponents are analog circuit components and relatively straight forward to implement.
The only complicated component is the digital control logic for the image sensor.
The Control Logic
The image sensor, just like most other chips, has input and output pins. The input
pins take in control signals, while the output sends out the pixel values one after the
other. The pixels are sent out consecutively at the red, green and blue output pins
as analog signals, where the voltage corresponds to the brightness of the pixel. For
every pixel that is sent out, a set of control signals have to be sent in. These control
signals are identical for each pixel. This means the same set of signals has to be sent
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downloaded the signals change to indicate the end of the image and to reset the image
sensor.
The incoming control signals are static and linear in nature, which means they
are completely predictable and at every picture cycle the exact same set of signals is
sent to the image sensor. The first task is to send these signals to the image sensor.
The microcontroller on the analyzer board could use its I/O pins for this purpose,
but this would be a bad idea. There are several cycles of control signals for each pixel
that need to be executed. In fact the control signals need to change four times for
every pixel. If we have a data rate of 3MHz for the pixels, the control signals need to
change at 12MHz. If we used the microcontroller to set these signals, it would keep it
very busy and would not be able to analyze the outgoing pixels. It is therefore better
to implement the control logic for the image sensor separately. There are several
technologies which could be used for the purpose of the controller.
Microcontroller. We could use the same type of microcontroller for the control
logic of the camera as for the analyzer. The microcontroller needs some additional
components, such as an instruction memory. In order to be able to program and
debug it we also have to add the serial port from the analyzer to talk with a PC.
This seemed to be overkill for the task. A microcontroller is not really necessary as
no decisions have to be made. The execution of the control signals is a very simple,
linear process. Secondly, I was unsure about the analog circuits and so I wanted to
test them on a circuit board first. Since we cannot place the microcontroller on the
breadboard I would have to build a new circuit board connecting the microcontroller
with the breadboard. This seemed to be too much effort to be worth it.
FPGA. The second option is using an FPGA (Field Programmable Gate Array).
An FPGA is a chip which can be programmed to be any kind of digital circuit. In
fact, the evaluation board for the Kodak image sensor uses an FPGA to control the
image sensor. I decided against the FPGA because, for one, I had no experience using
FPGAs. This would mean I would first have to learn about them and how to use them
and then create an FPGA circuit board. Most likely, designing the circuit board and
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Figure 3-21: Simple digital control logic
then debugging it would have taken very long. A second reason to decide against the
use of FPGAs is that a special programming hardware and software would be required
to program the FPGA. These components are usually expensive, too, and I did not
want to invest into equipment which might turn out useless if the whole approach
failed. Finally, we have the same problem with FPGAs as with microcontrollers: they
cannot be placed on a breadboard and would need a separate circuit board.
Digital Logic. My final solution was using basic digital logic circuits, such as
counters and memory chips. Slightly more complicated circuit logic can be implemen-
ted on PALs (Programmable Logic Arrays), which are similar to FPGAs as they can
be programmed to be any circuit, but they are far more limited in their capabilities.
The advantages of PALs are that they are small and can be placed on a breadboard.
The disadvantage of using a logic circuit is that almost everything is designed in hard-
ware. If changes had to be made later on, a new circuit would have to be developed.
An FPGA or a microcontroller could simply be reprogrammed. However, this did not
seem to be a big problem, because the image sensor always needs the same signals,
so that there is a low chance that anything would change. Even if we were to switch
to a different image sensor chip, the whole circuit would then have to be redesigned,
too. Further, I wanted to implement the circuit on a breadboard first, which makes
it relatively easy to change the hardware. Therefore the limitation of not being able
to change the hardware would only apply to the final printed circuit board version.
And that circuit should be working as we tested it before on the breadboard.
Figure 3-21 shows the logic circuit in the simplest design. The final version used
later is in essence the same circuit with some more advanced features. In this simple
design a clock running at 12MHz is the input to a binary counter. The counter's out-
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of the counter is connected to the address input of a memory chip (EEPROM, Flash,
or similar). Every location in memory is accessed in sequence. The output of the
memory chip, the data it holds, are the control signals, each data-bit corresponding
to a signal. When the input address on a memory chip changes, the output data
is invalid for a short period of time. This means when walking consecutively from
one address to the next the output does not switch cleanly, but might have glitches.
We therefore need a digital buffer (latch) sampling the output of the memory chip
whenever it is valid and then holding it until the next valid output is available. As
the counter, and therefore the output, changes with every edge of the clock, it makes
sense to use the clock also to trigger the latch, so that at every rising edge of the
clock, the counter and the output changes and at every falling edge the output is
sampled and held by the latch.
The counter is disabled by a latched control bit from the memory chip ("stop").
The memory chip can therefore store all the signals for one complete cycle of the
image sensor. While the sampling is in process the "stop" signal is disabled. Then,
at a certain address, when the cycle is complete the data-bit corresponding to the
"stop" is set and disables and freezes the counter at the current address. As the
counter does not change, neither does the output of the memory chip. When the
next picture is supposed to be taken, the analyzer board sends a "start" signal to the
counter to reset it. Since now the output of the counter is zero again, the output of
the memory chip is the data stored at this location. Here the "stop" data-bit is not
set and therefore the counter is enabled again, running once more through the whole
cycle. Using this simple digital logic approach allows the analyzer to send one single
signal at the beginning of the cycle and spend all of the remaining time analyzing
the image sensor's output. It should be noted that a single control signal goes from
the control logic also back to the analyzer. This signal is connected on the analyzer
board to the analog-to-digital converters and tells them when to sample the analog
output.
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Input Buffer
The input buffer serves two purposes: it takes in the control signals from the digital
control logic and converts the signal to the appropriate voltage levels. Secondly it
provides the converted signals with sufficient power. The image sensor data-sheet
specifies that the input buffers should be able to provide currents up to 2A. Even
though it seems unlikely that the image sensor would use this much current, the
buffer should be able to deliver it.
The image sensor's data-sheet has a suggested circuit schematic recommending
specific standard line driver chips to be used as input buffers. These chips supply
the necessary current as well as shift the signal voltages to the required levels. As a
result the input buffer is a single chip for each of the control signals.
Output Buffer
The output buffer receives the analog output signals of the image sensor and makes
it suitable for the analog-to-digital converter. In addition the output buffer needs
to provide a sufficient current drain for the image sensor. If current is not drained
quickly enough from the output pins of the image sensor, left-overs could affect the
values of the remaining pixels. Similar to the input buffer, the image sensor data-sheet
provides a suggested current drain buffer circuit. As this circuit does not convert the
voltage level I had to add a second circuit consisting of an Op-Amp (Operational
Amplifier) and several resistors.
3.4.2 Breadboard Implementation
The first version of the image sensor circuit was implemented on a breadboard. This
allowed me to make changes easily to the circuit until the final working version was
developed. Once the circuit was working I created a printed circuit board version.
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The image sensor runs as a two-step process. The first step is exposing the photo-
sensitive pixels to light. Corresponding to the amount of light, each pixel is loaded
with a certain electric charge. Then, after exposure, all these charges are transfered
into buffers. In the second step, all the buffers of all the pixels are read out consecut-
ively. While the reading is in progress, the pixels are exposed again to the light and
charge accumulated. When the reading is finished, the charge is moved to the buffers
again and then the buffers are read out again. Therefore both steps happen separ-
ately from each other in parallel. This also means if we want to get a single image
we have to run the cycle twice: once to accumulate the charge and once to read out
them out. When the camera is actually implemented, it will run continuously and
the accumulation for each picture happens while the previous picture is read.
Furthermore, it should be said that the KLI14403 does not have exactly 14,400
pixels per image. In reality it has 14,432 pixels: the first four are blanks, the next
16 are test pixels, then follow 14,404 active pixels, 16 pixels which are active, but
covered from light (dark pixels) and another set of 4 blanks. We have to send the
control signals for each of these pixels, but we only want to read and analyze the
14,404 active pixels. It might be useful to read the 16 dark pixels, too, as they act as
a dark reference and voltage read from these pixels should correspond to black.
Control Signal Timing
The image sensor's control signals are generated by the control logic. Each control
signal has a different purpose. For the image sensor to function the control logic needs
to generate the following signals:
e H1 and H2: This is the main clock signal for the image sensor. HI and H2
are complementary signals: as one goes high, the other goes low. At each edge
a single pixel is read out. Therefore during one period of H1/H2 two pixels
are being read consecutively. In compliance with the data-sheet I will call one
period of H1/H2 "e". As one e corresponds to two pixels, the control logic needs
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" PHiR: This is the "Phi Reset" signal. Its purpose is to empty the chip's internal
output buffer from the previous pixel voltage and load the next pixel. This signal
is asserted twice during one e period, once for each pixel.
" Sample: This signal does not go to the image sensor, but to the ADCs on the
analyzer board. It is set when a pixel is available for sampling on the analog
output of the image sensor. This signal needs to be set twice per e period, once
for each pixel.
" TG: Unlike the previous signals TG (Transfer Gate Clock) is not set during the
pixel sampling period, but in between two sampling cycles. Setting TG drains
the charge from the photo-sensitive pixels to the buffers.
" LOGn: The three LOGn signals (LOGR, LOGG, LOGB) control the exposure
of the pixels to the light for each color (red, green and blue). While the LOG
signal is asserted no charge accumulates at the photo-sensitive pixels. This
means we can electronically control how long the image is exposed, similar
to the shutter in an mechanical camera. In practice this means LOG goes
high (active) after the TG signal and the charge from the previous image has
drained to the buffer. While LOG is high no charge is accumulated. Then at
some point later, LOG goes low and charge accumulates until the TG signal is
asserted again. The time of exposure is therefore the time between the LOG
signal going low and the TG signal going high. The LOG signal is the only
non-static signal as the user might want to vary the time of exposure depending
on how much light is available. I will explain later how this non-static signal
was implemented with all the static hardware.
Figure 3-22 shows the timing of these signals. The "clock" signal is the input to the
counter for the control logic, while "VIDn" is the analog output of the image sensor
as produced by the control signals. "Texp", the time between the falling edge of the
LOG signal and the rising edge of the TG signal is the exposure time.
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Figure 3-22: Control signal timing diagrams
I should further mention that parts of the timing diagram and tables related to it
in the image sensor's data-sheet were initially incorrect. Fortunately, I noticed some
inconsistencies and emailed Kodak with relating questions. Kodak replied saying I
had found some errors in the data-sheet and that they would fix them as soon as
possible. A few days later I received an email answering my questions and another
few weeks later a new version of the data-sheet was available on Kodak's website.
Control Logic
The first implementation of the control logic followed the idea shown in Figure 3-21 on
page 93. The first task was to select the right memory, because depending on the
memory type and the width of its input addresses (how many bits) the appropriate
counter is selected. Because we have four different signals per pixel we need a total
of log 2 (14, 432 x 4) = 16 address bits. We therefore need a counter counting from
0 up to 216. Unfortunately a counter like this does not exist, but instead we can
simply daisy-chain two counters together. As no two 8-bit counters were immediately
available to me, I simply implemented them on two PALs using VHDL (programming
language for programmable circuit chips). I also programmed the latch on a separate
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I initially ran the controller board with a 1MHz clock instead of a 12MHz clock.
Since the analyzer board therefore ran at a significantly faster speed than the logic
controller the incoming signal might occur between two rising edges of the controller
clock and the controller would "miss" the start signal of the analyzer. The solution to
this problem was a chip called a re-triggerable monostable multivibrator (74LV123).
This chip is connected to a small circuit of capacitors and resistors and has an input
and two output pins, where the outputs are complementary of each other. A negative
or positive edge, depending on configuration, triggers the chip to raise the output.
The output then remains high for a certain period of time, where the length of this
period can be controlled by using different size capacitors and resistors. The exact
formula of which capacitor and resistor pair results in which time length can be found
in the chip's data-sheet. The bottom line is that this chip allows us to catch a short
signal and send out the same signal, but for a longer period of time. The output of
this chip went into the counter. By setting the period significantly longer than the
clock speed, the controller would never miss the signal.
Another problem was that I was initially not aware of the fact that the LOG signal
should be variable. I assumed it to be static, just like the other control signals. As a
result my first images were over-exposed. It took a while to find this problem. I fixed
it by once again using the monostable multivibrator chip. In this case I programmed
the memory to send a short signal after the falling edge of the TG signal to the
multivibrator chip. I then connected a potentiometer (variable resistor) to the chip
allowing me to manually change the length for which the LOG signal remained high.
Since I was only using one color (the analyzer was too slow to read more than one) I
used the one LOG signal for all three colors.
Input Buffer
The input buffer turned out to be more problematic than it was supposed to. As I
implemented it I came across several problems:
1. The suggested schematics in the image sensor's data-sheet were partly incorrect.
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Figure 3-23: The final schematics of the input buffers
In particular the buffer circuit for the PHiR signal was wrong. I first imple-
mented the circuit on the breadboard and as it did not behave as expected I
emailed Kodak. They confirmed the circuit to be incorrect. Instead of updating
the data-sheet I received the circuit diagrams of the image sensor's evaluation
board. From these circuit diagrams I had to figure out the right circuit.
2. The line driver chips recommended (EL7202 and 74ACT11244) were both avail-
able from Digikey, but only as surface mount version. This meant I had to design
a circuit board and connect it to the breadboard. At the time I was designing
this circuit I had not yet completed the analyzer circuit and so I added this
circuit with the line driver chips on the same circuit board, keeping it separate,
however, from the analyzer. They were only placed on the same board, which
is cheaper than producing two circuit boards.
3. When placing the order for the chips at Digikey, I accidentally ordered the
wrong line drivers. As it turns out they had the exact same behavior, however,
they only inverted the signal. The problem was solved by storing the inverted
signal in the memory creating the correct output of the line drivers.
Figure 3-23 shows the final and correct version of the input buffers.
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sub OV Ground
vdd 15V Power supply
vssn 0.65V Ground reference (red, green, blue)
Is 15V Light shield / exposure drain
og 0.65V Output gate
rd i1V Reset drain
id 15V Test input diode
ig OV Test input gate
Table 3.5: Fixed voltage requirements for image sensor inputs
Image Sensor
In addition to the control signals, the image sensor further requires the remaining
inputs to remain fixed at certain voltages (Table 3.5). Once more I would like to
point out that here, too, the data-sheet had errors. In particular the implementation
schematics connected the "rd" pin to 15V, where at some other point in the data-sheet
the maximum allowed voltage for this pin was specified as 11.5V. Kodak confirmed
the mistake and told me to use IIV instead of 15V. Furthermore, the already incorrect
PHiR circuit was also connected to a 12V power supply, where the maximum voltage
rating is only 6.8V. In both cases, had I followed the schematics blindly, I could have
burnt the $800 image sensor.
Output Buffer
Implementing the output buffer was relatively easy, compared to the other compon-
ents. The schematics in the image sensor data-sheet were correct. Figure 3-24 shows
the complete output buffer circuit with the two stages: current drain and voltage
level scaling.
The Op-Amp circuit (voltage scaling) is a standard analog circuit. Using two sets
of resistors the input voltage can be shifted and scaled. The formula for the output
voltage in this case is:
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Figure 3-24: Complete output buffer circuit
R2V
Vout = R(Vbuf ref
I produced the reference voltage (Vref) using a potentiometer between 15V and
ground. This allowed me to adjust the output voltage as seemed necessary (at this
point I had not tested the image sensor, yet, and was unsure about its behavior).
While the reference voltage was necessary for shifting the voltage range, picking the
right resistors scaled the voltage range to span the 2V between 1.5V and 3.5V. As it
turned out I had to scale the input voltage by 2 and my selection for R 1 and R 2 was
3K and 2K Ohm respectively.
It should also be noted that in order to scale and shift the voltage levels down to
1.5V-3.5V the Op-Amp needed an input voltage range going below OV. I purchased
a power supply offering -15V, which solved the problem.
3.4.3 Power Supply
As can be seen from input buffer circuits and Table 3.5 the image sensor and the
related circuits need a wide range of input voltages: 15V, 11V, 6.8V, 5V, 3.5V, 0.65V
and -15V. I purchased a high quality rectifier power supply from Jameco 7 capable
of providing up to 4A current, providing -15V, Ground, 5V and 15V. As a larger
range of voltages is required, I had to built additional voltage regulator circuits using
7Jameco Electonics http: //www. j ameco. com
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Figure 3-25: Three power supply circuit
standard regulators (LM350), voltage dividers and diode circuits to generate the
required voltages.
The regulator circuit is mainly used to generate the 6.8V for the line driver circuits.
The advantage of a using a regulator chip instead of a simple voltage divider is that
the regulator can maintain the output voltage even if a voltage drop occurs on the
input. In addition the regulator is more beneficial when higher currents are necessary.
The regulator is connected to a few resistors as shown in Figure 3-25a. The output
current of the regulator depends on the size of the resistors R1 and R2 :
Vout = 1.25 1 + + IadjustR2
R1
= 1.25 1 + R2
R,
The Iadjust term can be ignored for resistors sufficiently small (< 1K Ohm). The
usual value for R1 is 250 Ohm. R 2 can then be calculated using:
R2 = R, "( - 1
I1.25
I Initially implemented three regulator circuits on a separate breadboard, one for
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12V (Phir input buffer circuit) was incorrect on the Kodak data-sheet and the Phir
input pins, just like all the other input pins, requires only 6.8V. The 3.5V were meant
as reference voltage for the output buffer circuit, but I decided later, as a reference
voltage circuit does not need to provide a lot of current, a voltage divider would do
the job just as well and use less space on a circuit board. Another disadvantage of
a regulator is that it might produce a lot of heat depending on how much current
is drawn. Every regulator comes with a small heat sink for this purpose, which, if
necessary, can be screwed to e.g. a metal case to provide more cooling. As I tested
the image sensor, however, none of the regulators produced an unusual amount of
heat, so that I concluded that a heat sink would not be necessary for the final circuit
board version of the sensor board.
The 11V and the 3.5V are reference voltages for the image sensor and the output
buffer circuit. This means they do not need to provide a lot of current. It is therefore
easier to implement these voltages using a simple voltage divider (Figure 3-25b). In
addition, using a potentiometer allows us to fine-tune the voltage to the exact needs.
The third type of circuit is a 0.65V current drain for the image sensor. The im-
plementation recommendation from the image sensor data-sheet and the evaluation
board circuits use a set of diodes (Figure 3-25c). The electrical characteristics of a di-
ode create a naturally low bias voltage at around 0.65V. Furthermore, by using diodes
instead of resistors, excess current can be drained from the image sensor extremely
fast.
3.4.4 Changes in the Printed Circuit Board
Once the circuits on the breadboard worked I started taking the first pictures. Even
though the images were decent, noise turned out to be a significant factor. I believe
there are two main factor causing the noise: breadboards have long wires and insuffi-
cient grounding and therefore emit and pick up RF noise. Further, the control signals
went from the control logic on the breadboard to the input drivers on the analyzer
board, then back to the breadboard in the image sensor and back to the ADCs on
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ground lines in between the signals on the ribbon cables going for and back, cross
talk did occur and further negatively effect the final output. In addition this first
prototype had to be handled carefully so that none of the wires on the breadboard
would come off and the board would start to randomly malfunction. Finding the
lose wire would always took some time. The solution was to design and build a new
printed circuit board, applying the lessons learned from the analyzer board.
Dynamic Exposure Control
As I implemented the image sensor board on a circuit board I also added some more
features to the circuit. Most significantly, I replaced the monostable multivibrator ex-
posure control circuit, previously requiring the user to manually change the exposure
time by changing a potentiometer, to a digitally controller circuit where the analyzer
can automatically adjust the exposure time. This way, the user does not have to ex-
periment with the optimal exposure times on each of the cameras, but the controller
can, at calibration time, adjust exposure control to the best possible setting.
Previously the cycle of taking a picture was initiated by sending a start signal to
the logic controller. In the new version an 8-bit latch is directly connected to the
address/data-bus of the analyzer. Digital logic controls the latch. When writing to
a specified location, the latch becomes active and reads the current data on the bus
and stores it. At the same time, the image cycle is started. As the counters - this
time implemented as one 4-bit and one 12-bit counter - count up the addresses, a
compare chip compares the top eight bits of the counters with the 8-bit stored in the
latch. While the stored value is higher than the counter, the exposure control signal
LOG is kept high. Then, as the counter exceeds the stored number, the signal goes
low, effectively starting the exposure of the image sensor (see Section 3.4.2, "Control
Signal Timing"). This means the analyzer can start the cycle by writing to a memory
mapped location, while the value written corresponds to the time of exposure.
There is one precaution, however, that needs to be taken when using this approach.
If the analyzer wrote a number in the latch the counter would never reach, LOG would
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the TG signal is active. The control logic therefore needs be able to overwrite the
comparator's output. This is achieved by combining the comparator's output with a
control signal from the static memory using a logic AND. As result the LOG signal
can stay high only while both an output bit from the memory and the comparator
hold it high. When programming the control signals into the memory, the user can
therefore define the maximum time the LOG signal remains high. Practically, this
means the exposure overwrite signal should remain high until TG becomes active.
While TG is enabled, the overwrite signal remains low and only afterwards goes high
again. If the counter passes the number stored in the latch, the LOG signal will go
low at this point and the image sensor are exposed. Otherwise LOG will go low just
before TG becomes active.
The logic to trigger the latch is a logic NOR combining the Y3 signal of the
ADC's demux on the analyzer's extension port and the "write" (WR) signal of the
address/data-bus. Therefore writing to 020003h will cause an active high from the
NOR and trigger the latch to read and store the signal from the data-bus while also
starting the sample cycle.
To be complete, the output of the NOR gate goes first into a monostable multivi-
brator chip. This ensures the start signal is not missed by a slower running control
logic clock.
Clock Divider
For debugging purposes I added a clock divider to the circuit. In this case, the clock
running the control logic triggers a 4-bit counter first. Each of the four output bits
is connected to a 2x4-pin jumper. By selecting which of the four pins connect to the
control logic, the clock is in effect divided by 2, 4, 8 or 16. This allows the user to
slow down the camera, without having to replace the clocking chip.
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Instead of only using one control signal to tell the analyzer's ADCs when to sample, I
added three possible sample signals and a separate I/O connector. This would allow
the user to tell up to three different ADCs when to sample and could be useful when
parallelizing the analyzer board. Unfortunately, I made two minor design errors in
the control logic and as a result only one of the three sample signals could be used.
Analyzer Feedback
In order to maintain consistency of the memory chips, I again used the Atmel 49F1025
flash memory chip for the control logic. The chip turned out to be a good match as it
had the required 16-bit addressing. In addition it has a 16-bit word for each address.
Since we only need the lower 8-bits for control signals we have an additional 8-bits for
further use. I decided that it could be useful for the analyzer to read data back from
the image sensor board. The top eight bits are therefore connected to another latch
which stores these values at every clock signal. The output of the latch is connected
to the address/data-bus of the analyzer. In order to avoid bus contention, the latch
remains tri-state with high impedance. When reading from the address 020003h, the
Y3 signal of the ADC's demux and the bus' "read" signal (RD) are asserted. These
signals, combined using a logic "OR" trigger the latch to output its currently stored
values to the lower eight bits of the address/data-bus. For the analyzer this means
that writing to 020003h starts the cycle while reading from the same address returns
the current top eight-bits of the memory. One practical application could be to store
a counter in the top eight bits. By reading from the specified location the analyzer
would know how far the cycle has gone.
The actual circuit board has one slight modification. Instead of the top eight
bits of the memory chip, bit seven, which corresponds to the "stop" control signal for
the counters, is connected to the latch's most significant bit, instead of bit 15. This
means the top bit always corresponds to the current status of the image sensor board
("busy" vs. "done"). In retrospect this might not have been such a good idea, as bit
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the status bit could have been programmed into bit 15. If, however, the analyzer
would need to read an eight bit number and would not care about the overall status,
this would now be impossible. On the other hand, I did not find a practical use for
the top eight bits, besides the status.
Dynamic Change of Reference Voltage
As shown before, the output buffer needs a reference voltage in order to shift the in-
put to the appropriate levels. By changing the reference voltage the user can control
how far to shift the output voltage. On the breadboard the reference voltage could be
modified using a potentiometer. I thought it might be a good idea, however, to also
give the analyzer the capability of dynamically controlling the reference voltage, sim-
ilar to the exposure control. I therefore added a digital potentiometer chip (AD5220)
and added a jumper which lets the users select between the digital potentiometer and
a mechanical one. The digital potentiometer is controlled by a digital logic using the
Y4 output from the analyzer's demux and the bus' "write" signal. The lowest bit on
the data-bus controls whether to shift the output voltage up or down. Therefore by
writing a "1" to 020004h the user would shift the reference voltage one way and by
writing a "0" would shift it the other way.
Unfortunately I was unable to use or test the digital potentiometer. The analyzer
board's extension port did not have any buffers and simply lacked the power to send
a signal from the analyzer board through a short ribbon cable over to the digital
logic board, though another pin connector to the analog board with the digital po-
tentiometer. A second generation analyzer board might be able to take advantage of
this feature.
Sophisticated Video Operational Amplifier
In order to improve the quality of the signal leaving the image sensor board I replaced
the generic operational amplifier (OpAmp), used to convert the voltage levels of the
image sensor output, with a high-quality, low-cost video operational amplifier (Analog
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and only meant to be used for small gains (<2). This OpAmp was used in the image
sensor's evaluation board and therefore seemed to be a good pick to improve on the
output signal.
On-board Voltage Regulator
As it turned out only the 6.8V used for the line drivers needed a voltage regulator. All
other voltages could be generated using space saving voltage dividers or diode circuits
on the circuit board itself. To save an additional circuit board I placed the voltage
regulator on the image sensor board, generating the power where it was needed. This
also meant no extra wire providing the 6.8V would have to be connected to the board.
In practice the board's power plane was split into different sections, one for 5V
digital circuits, another for 15V analog circuits and a third for the 6.8V line drivers.
The regulator fit in nicely, as I could place the input in the 15V plane, while placing
the output in the 6.8V plane. This eliminated any additional wires or traces, which
might have added noise and current limiting resistivity and provided the line drivers
with a powerful, clean 6.8V voltage.
3.4.5 Circuit Board Implementation
Having learned my lessons from the analyzer board the image sensor board featured
power and ground planes, used solder-masks and silkscreen and every digital chip
was accompanied by a decoupling capacitor. Furthermore, the I/O connector had a
ground line in between every signal line to reduce cross-talk and supply a current
back-flow. As it turned out I had still forgotten to add 100pF by-pass capacitors to
each I/O connection and some minor cross-talk remained, causing odd behavior every
once in a while.
I also wanted the board to be of practical size. It should fit nicely in the corner of
the table. Because the image sensor is long and slim (about 1x8 cm), the board needs
to be at least as long. To reduce height, I decided not to put all circuits on one board,
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digital control logic, while the other board has the analog components, including the
image sensor.
Figure 3-26 and 3-27 show the final digital and analog board's abstract circuit
diagrams. The complete, detailed diagram can be found in Appendix A.2.
Overall, it took three days to solder all components to the circuit board, mainly
due to the large amount of individual capacitors and resistors. It took another 4-5
days to find the few bugs and make the board run. This was a lot better than the
1-2 month I had spent on the analyzer board.
3.4.6 Design Flaws
Even though this board was much better designed in terms of electrical properties, it
had a few, mostly minor, design errors.
Control Logic Flaws
The control logic had three minor logic design errors. None of the errors was a major
problem and could be fixed easily.
* Bad "done" signal. In the control logic the "done" signal for the counter is
connected to the wrong latch. Instead of being connected to the control signal
latch it is connected to the output of the latch for analyzer read back. Because
the output of this latch remains at a high impedance state, unless the analyzer
reads from it, it cannot control the counters. I fixed this problem by cutting
the trace and soldering a thin wire to an unused output of the control signal
latch (one of the three sample signals). Reprogramming the output as the new
"done" signal in the memory completed the fix.
" Double assigned D5 signal. Output bit 5 from the memory was accidentally
assigned to two purposes: it was the LOG overwrite signal and one of three
sample signals. This was easily fixed by simply assigning it to one task (the
LOG overwrite signal) only.
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ation a single latch is used to store the top eight bits of the memory output
and allow the analyzer to read these back. In this case, the clock triggers the
sampling of the memory output, while the analyzer controls when the stored
output is written on the address/data-bus. To be more correct, there should
be two consecutive latches. Theoretically, while the analyzer reads the output,
the clock might sample and a different output would be placed on the bus while
the analyzer is still reading. Those two different values could produce read-out
errors for the analyzer. The more correct implementation would require the first
latch to be triggered by the clock, then the second latch reading and storing the
output of the first latch only once at the beginning when the analyzer tries to
read back. However, the control logic's clock currently runs much slower than
the analyzer and therefore the given scenario is unlikely to occur and cause
problems. In the long run, this should be considered and an extra latch should
be added.
Analog Board Flaws
Unlike the control logic board, the analog board had only one flaw: the analog output
of the image sensor went into the current drain and then further into the OpAmp
circuit to scale the voltage range. When probing with an oscilloscope, the output of
the OpAmp circuit the signal was very clean. However, as soon as I connected the
output to the analyzer's ADC input a strange oscillation occurred on the signal with
an amplitude larger than the range of the original signal. The oscillation was centered
around the original value.
The large amplitude of the oscillation made accurate reading of the output of the
image sensor by the ADCs impossible. My first intuition was that the signal was
somehow reflected back and forth from the image sensor board to the analyzer. A
second possibility could be that an oscillating circuit had been created by connecting
the analyzer board to the image sensor board. As the connectors on the image board
use a grounded spring to connect to the signal cable I suspected that this spring
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Figure 3-28: Image sensor output stabilizer circuit
might be acting as an inductor and causing the oscillation. However, after removing
the connectors, the oscillation remained.
At this point I talked to some friends working with analog circuits about this
problem and I am not an analog engineer. They could not determine the cause,
either, but suggested fixing it by adding resistors and capacitors at various places.
After testing many different configuration I was able to stabilize the signal using the
setup shown in Figure 3-28 using a 4.7uF capacitor and a 33K Ohm resistor. The
resistor acts as a current drain, while the large capacitor smoothens the signal. The
disadvantage of this solution is the size of the capacitor. It is able to absorb the large
oscillation and provide a stable signal, but because of its size, the rise time of the
signal is relatively long. This means that, using this setup, we would not be able
to run the image sensor board any faster. In the long run this will be a problem
as we try to approach a frame rate of 200Hz (currently about 8Hz). The problem
might be related to the analyzer board and its poor electric properties or to some
component, most likely the sophisticated video OpAmp as the problem did not occur
on the breadboard with a generic OpAmp. This problem has to be addressed again
when the analyzer is replaced with its next generation.
3.5 External Memory Extension Board
The memory extension board is a small board connecting to the extension port of
the analyzer. It allows the user to additionally utilize the analyzer with the BIOS
download functionality as flash memory programmer.
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3.5.1 Motivation
Since the image sensor board uses the same flash memory as the analyzer board, the
BIOS of the analyzer and its download feature could be used to program the control
signal memory of the image sensor board. However, the only memory socket on the
analyzer board is used by the instruction memory, which made it necessary to design
another circuit board expanding the capabilities of the analyzer board.
Besides downloading the control signals for the image sensor, the extension board
can also be used to update the BIOS: when downloading instructions to the instruc-
tion memory, the BIOS is automatically protected and one cannot erase or update
it. However, using the external extension board, a second memory chip can be pro-
grammed, since instructions are fetched from the on-board memory. Then the com-
plete memory of the chip on the extension board can be erased and the new code,
including the BIOS, can be downloaded.
3.5.2 Board Design
The memory extension board is a small circuit board with two sockets which connect
directly to the address/data-bus of the analyzer's extension port. Only one of the
sockets can be accessed by the microcontroller at a time. A jumper lets the user select
which of the two sockets is used, by collecting one socket with the CSout pin of the
extension port (Section 3.3.4 on page 76), while the other socket is then connected
to 5V (disabled). The two sockets differ as one of them is connected one-on-one
to the address bus, while the other is connected with one address bit shifted (see
Section 3.3.4 on page 61, "16-bit Bus").
3.5.3 Programming an External Flash Memory
To program a memory chip, the user can place a flash memory chip in the enabled
socket, start the analyzer and go into the BIOS and download the control signal file
into the CS2 chip (connected to CSout). The chip can then be memory removed and
used for another analyzer board or the image sensor board.
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one can only write to the lower half of the external flash memory. This is a problem
when programming the image sensor's control logic memory as it needs the full 16-
bit addressing. However, it is possible to work around this problem by placing the
instruction memory chip on the extension board, while placing the control signal
memory in the analyzer's on-board socket. Now the jumper selecting the instruction
memory has to be switched, so that the microcontroller reads from the external
memory instead of the on-board one. The BIOS will now load as usual from the
external board and the control signal data can be downloaded into the on-board
memory (still CS2). Because the on-board memory socket is connected to the full 16
bits of the address bus, the whole chip can be written to.
3.6 Software
Throughout the project I developed different pieces of software to first test and pro-
gram the analyzer board, later to test the whole camera and the sensor output. This
chapter gives an overview over the different programs I wrote, outlines their function-
ality and explains design decisions. More practical details, such as how to run the
individual programs, their command line options, etc. can be found in Appendix B.
3.6.1 The Tasks
The project used a large variety of programming and scripting languages (Assembly,
Java, Matlab, C, Perl, Bash). This developed out of the variety of tasks which needed
to be done for this project.
All software running on the microcontroller has been implemented in assembly.
This has several reasons. Most importantly, in this case, speed is an issue. Instructions
need to be executed fast as we only have a maximum of ten instructions for each
sample. The code therefore needs to be lean and smart. The best way is to write the
code yourself in assembly as in this case one has full control over the whole machine.
Secondly the C compiler for the 80C196NU is not free, while a basic assembler and
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limited to 2KB of code, but because we have to run relatively little code, this should
not be a problem and has not been throughout the whole project. Finally, on a
personal note, I prefer assembly for microcontroller purposes. A microcontroller sends
and receives signals through physical pins on chip and it modifies physical registers to
change the behavior of the chip. These are very low-level processes and I personally
think one should use a low-level language for them.
I used a variety of other programming languages for different tasks on the PC.
The raw output in Intel Hex format from the assembler and the linker has to be
converted slightly to accommodate the instruction memory (e.g. shift the address
space). For data evaluation, Matlab was the language of choice as it allows for
easy data manipulation and visualization. Once the camera seemed to be working
well, I started working on the algorithm used to find the pen. In the final version,
this algorithm would be implemented in assembly on the microcontroller. However,
initially I implemented a Java GUI, which was able to talk to the analyzer board over
the serial port. This Java GUI allowed me to first develop the algorithm to find the
pen and then test their efficiency.
In addition, I had to generate some binary files which are stored on a 16-bit
flash memory chip and hold the control signals for the image sensor. Because C is
very effective for fast binary data manipulation and file generation, the code for the
program was written in C. Another C program would then read in the binary file and
create a corresponding Intel Hex file, so I could download the data over the serial port
to the microcontroller and in effect use the analyzer board as programmer. Finally
a few Bash scripts help the assembler and linker to recompile (i.e. the BIOS library,
which is in fact a collection of several different files).
3.6.2 The BIOS
To test the microcontroller, I wrote a terminal program (called BIOS) similar to tel-
net and ssh running on the microcontroller, which can be accessed over the serial port
from any terminal software capable of connecting to the PC's serial port. This worked
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lowed me to download the compiled assembly code directly onto the microcontroller's
instruction memory, eliminating the need for an external flash programmer.
BIOS Functionality
When the microcontroller boots, it runs a set of initialization instructions from a
fixed location by default. During initialization, the stack pointer is set and control
registers are loaded with the system specific information. At the end of the initializ-
ation the microcontroller knows which chips are located where, which pins can cause
an interrupt and how to talk to the PC over the serial connection. It then checks
whether a specific pin, P4.1, is set high (5V) or low (ground). The pin is connected
to a jumper (JP1) on the circuit board. The user can set this jumper at any time,
but it is only checked when the controller boots. Depending on the setting, the mi-
crocontroller either jumps to the location ?START (usually at FF2400h) and starts
running the main program or jumps to ?BIOSSTART (at FF0700h), which is located
in the protected section of the Flash ROM.
The BIOS then sends the message "boot-up complete" over the serial port and
then sends a command line prompt "BIOS>". It then waits for the user to select a
command. The user runs a command by typing in the first letter of the command ("R"
for "read", "w" for "write", etc.). At this point, the BIOS runs completely independent
of the remaining memory. This means any code located above the protected section
(FF2000h - FFFFFFh) will not be touched. All necessary functions are located in
the protected section. Currently the BIOS has the following commands:
* 'R'ead memory location. By pressing 'r' / 'R' at the prompt the user is
asked to enter a 24bit hexadecimal number specifying a particular memory
location. The BIOS will read the memory location as 16-bit word and return
the corresponding 16-bit value.
* 'W'rite memory location. Similar to reading a memory location, the BIOS
allows the user to modify any memory location. The prompt looks similar to
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modify a Flash memory location that way as the flash memory requires a whole
command sequence, including an 'erase chip' command sequence, in order to
manipulate a single word. It is possible, though, to execute the whole command
sequence using the BIOS' Write command.
" 'Q'uit - Restart. Restarts the microcontroller by issuing a reset instruction.
* 'V'ersion. Prints the current version of the BIOS.
" 'F'ile Info. The memory location FF2300h to FF23FF are reserved for in-
formation on the current program. The filename of the downloaded program
should be located at FF2300h, the current version at FF2320h. Note that these
locations are not in the protected memory of the BIOS. Every download of new
software will overwrite these locations.
* 'J'ump to any location. The user is now asked to enter a 6-digit hexadecimal
number, after which the BIOS jumps to this address and continues to execute
code from there. This is useful for debugging certain functions. It should be
noted, however, that the microcontroller at this point, might leave the BIOS.
It does not check whether the location is valid. One could make it jump to the
RAM or the register files and the microcontroller will assume the data at these
locations is executable code. Therefore, this function has to be used carefully.
* 'D'ownload Software. This command allows the user to download software
in the Intel Hex format using the serial port. The format is explained in [4]. The
function also assumes the user will download the software only into one of the
three possible flash memory: CSO (instruction), CS2 (external) or CS4(data).
Then the user is asked whether he would like to erase the protected memory
section. This is important if the software is uploaded to the same flash from
which the instructions are fetched. If the BIOS sector was to be erased no
instructions could be fetched anymore and the microcontroller would malfunc-
tion. As further precaution, when selecting CSO (instruction memory) option
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Code T Error
00h Unknown character at begin of line
01h The number of data bytes in this line is not a multiple of 2
02h Unknown record type
03h Bad checksum for End-of-file line
04h Bad checksum for data record
05h Bad hex character in line (not ' '- 'A' -')
Table 3.6: BIOS software download error codes
is skipped and the BIOS automatically protected (not erased). Finally, it asks
whether it should double store each downloaded 16-bit word (see page 61, "The
16-bit Bus").
It is important that the Hex file only uses record types '00' and '01' and that
the size of the data entries per line is a multiple of two. If the upload encounters
an error, an error message will be printed on the screen and the action aborted.
However, it is not possible to reverse the erasing of the chip. Each error message
is tagged with an error code identifying the problem and the line of the hex file
in which the error occurred (Table 3.6).
* 'A'nalog-to-digital Converter Test Mode. In order to debug the TH12082
ADCs on the circuit board, I wrote a separate sub-menu. The user is first
prompted to select the ADC he would like to work on. He then has three
possible commands:
- 'W'rite: It first prompts the user for the two 12-bit control words, then
writes these words to the selected ADC.
- 'R'ead: Read a single word from the ADC's circular buffer.
- 'S'ample and Read: This option first reads from the memory I/O mapped
address 020003h. This means the Y3 signal on the extension port goes low
and back up. This pin on the extension port then needs to be connected to
the ADC's /CONVST pin with a wire. This has to be done manually. As
a result the ADC will sample once. The microcontroller then waits for the
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conversion to flnish and the trigger signal to come to thecomrresAningr
pin. Once the trigger signal has been received, the just sampled value is
being read out.
- Quit ADC test mode: Any other key, besides 'R', 'S' and 'W' causes the
BIOS to exit the ADC test mode.
* 'S'ystem Check. This command is not very useful when running in the BIOS
mode. It jumps to a routine which prints out the values of all the microcon-
troller's registers. The routine itself can be very useful when debugging code.
It does not alter any of the contents of the registers while displaying them over
the serial port.
Table 3.7 gives examples of the terminal type interface of the BIOS with the different
commands.
Code Download Implementation
The download software command was the hardest by far to implement. I encountered
several problems during implementation. When downloading code into the unpro-
tected section of the memory, the microcontroller was supposed to keep the BIOS
functions. This means while reading the instructions for the code download the up-
per memory section needed to be cleared. This should be possible, as the Flash
memory allowed us to delete only the upper section. What I had not realized is that
the memory chip would not work while erasing. This means while erasing the up-
per memory, the microcontroller would keep trying to execute code from the lower,
protected section, but the Flash memory would not send instructions from the lower
section because even though they were not erased, the chip was "busy". The mi-
crocontroller, as a result, would misbehave as it did not receive valid code from the
instruction memory.
The solution to this problem was to write a function that would loop while the
Flash memory was busy erasing. This code could not be located in the instruction
memory, as the memory would be unavailable during download. A second function,
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Command On Screen
Read BIOS>Read at FF2018 value: 20CF
BIOS>
Write BIOS>Write to 008000 value: ABCD
BIOS>
Version BIOS> Version: 1.3.1
BIOS>
File Info BIOS> File info on current program:
Filename: m129.hex
Version: Board3, GUI communication
BIOS>
Download BIOS> Download Software
Select Flash (0=CSO, 1=CS2, 2=CS4) 1
Erase BIOS sector, too? [yin] N
Erasing now ... [done]
Select store-method [D=Double, S=Singlel: D
Upload Hex file (Z to cancel) .................. [done]
Download complete. Press Z to continue
BIOS>
ADC Test Mode BIOS> A2D Converter Test Mode
Select A2D [0,1,2]: 0
BIOS-A2D TEST>
ADC Test Write BIOS-A2D TEST> Write - CRO:0002 CR1:04AE
BIOS-A2D TEST>
ADC Test Read BIOS-A2D TEST> Read: 200
BIOS-A2D TEST>
System Check BIOS> System check
AX: 0012 BX: 1FDF CX: 0020 DX: 0400
EX: 07FC FX: 07FF GX: F88B HX: OC7A
SP: 03FC
BIOS>
Table 3.7: BIOS commands
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byte into the RAM and then jump into the RAM memory. Then the Flash memory
would be erased, while the microcontroller fetches the instructions from the RAM.
Finally, when the Flash memory was done erasing, the microcontroller would jump
back into the protected section of the instruction memory and continue from there.
The same approach had to be taken whenever a word was written into the instruction
memory during download, as the Flash does not respond during programming, either.
It took a week to write this code correctly, as it turned out to be quite complex.
Using the download function, the microcontroller can also be used as a Flash
memory programmer. I designed a cheap, simple circuit board', connecting to the
extension port. This daughter board only has a PLCC socket for a Flash memory on
it and connects to the address/data-bus. The microcontroller can then boot from the
on-board memory, go into the BIOS mode and download the data into the external
Flash memory on the daughter card.
The BIOS Library Functions
The second purpose of the BIOS is to provide the user with a standard library of
functions which can be accessed from anywhere in the main code. The library is
split up into three sections: functions related to serial communication, string and
character manipulations and useful general purpose functions from the BIOS itself.
For all library functions the following conventions are true:
" The only register that may be modified by the function is AX [exception are
?SIOSEND_STRING and ?SIOSENDSTRINGXTERNI.
" The stack pointer will be the same after calling the function as before calling
the function.
" All library functions are located in the protected section of the ROM (FFOOOO-FF2000).
* All functions publicly accessible start with a '.
8The daughter board was manufactured by ExpressPCB [81 as their mini-board service is the
cheapest I could find (3 boards for $59).
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Neria Communication Library FuntiArns
The following functions are available for serial communication (SIO), making sending
and receiving data over the serial port easy.
" ?SIO_SENDCHAR: Sends a single ASCII character out over the serial
port. The input is AL. AX is preserved. The function loops until the character
has been sent (Algorithm 1).
" ?SIO_GETCHAR: Loops until a single character has been received. The
character is returned in AL. Note that the received character is ASCII, which
means the highest bit is masked off.
" ?SIOSENDSTRING_XTERN: Advanced version ?SIOSEND_CHAR. Al-
lows the user to send a long string of text. The location of the text string must
be handed over in the registers EX and FX. The string is then read as consec-
utive bytes following the address. The string must end with a 00h byte, which
is not sent. The values for AX, EX and FX are not preserved.
* ?SIO SEND STRING: This function is similar to ?SIOSENDSTRINGXTERN,
however, the string must be placed byte-wise right behind the function call. The
function pops the return address from the stack, puts it into FX and EX and
calls ?SIO_SEND_STRING_XTERN. The string must also terminate with a 00h byte,
which is not sent. Once the string has been printed, execution resumes at the
next instruction following the 00h byte. The values of the registers AX, EX and
FX are not preserved.
" ?SIOSEND NL: Sends the "new line" and "line feed" ASCII characters (oAh
and ODh). This function does not modify any registers.
String and Character Manipulation Library Functions
The second section are string and character modifying functions. They are often
useful to process the user input from the serial port.
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S?STR_ TO UPPER: Converts a ASCII stored in AT froN Ioter case to
upper case. Only works for 'a'-'z'. Ignores all other ASCII characters. Only AL
is modified.
" ?STR MAKE_ ASCII: Checks if the character in AL is in the range of 20h
to 7Eh, which is the range of all printable ASCII characters. If this is not the
case, AL is cleared. Otherwise AL is not changed. This is useful when checking
whether the user input is valid ASCII. After executing the function one can
compare the input in AL to zero and if it is equal the input was invalid.
" ?STRMAKEUPP__CHAR: Similar to ?STRMAKEASCII, however, this
time only characters from 'A' to 'Z' are valid. All others are turned into 'OOh'
(AL is cleared).
" ?STRMAKEHEX: Checks if AL holds an ASCII that falls either in the
range '0' to '9' or 'A' to 'F'. If AL falls into neither range it is cleared.
" ?STR HEX TO BYTE: This function converts a 2-byte ASCII hex code
into the corresponding byte. The input is passed to the function in AX, where
AH corresponds to the upper nibble and AL to the lower nibble. The result is
returned in AL.
" ?STRBYTETOHEX: This function does the opposite of ?STR_HEX_TO_BYTE.
It takes in a single byte (AL) and return the ASCII hex representation of that
byte. The higher nibble is returned in AH, the lower nibble in AL.
BIOS Library Functions
The last section are useful functions, which were developed for the BIOS, but might
be useful to the user in other context.
* ?BIOS SYSTEM_ CHECK: When called this function prints out the val-
ues of all the registers (AX to GX) without modifying any of them. This can
be useful for debugging purposes.
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* ?BIOS PRINT BYTE: Takes in a byte nAL converts it to ASCII (using
?STR_ HEXTOBYTE) and sends it over the serial port. No register is
changed.
" ?BIOSPRINT _WORD: Takes in a 16-bit word in AX and sends it as the 4-
character ASCII in hex format to the serial port. Uses ?BIOS_PRINTBYTE.
" ?BIOSGETHEX: Reads two ASCII characters from the serial port and
converts them into a single byte, returned in the AL register.
" ?BIOS_ COPYCODE: The function copies a section of code to a different
location. It takes in three variables: the start address of the code section which
is to be copied (32-bit address, upper 16-bit in FX, lower 16-bit in EX), the end
of the code section (lower 16-bits of 32-bit address in BX, the upper 16-bit are
already passed in in FX) and the target location (32-bit address, upper 16-bit
in DX, lower 16-bit in CX). It should be noted that this function will only write
to a RAM type memory, because Flash memories can not simply be written to.
Table 3.8 shows a few examples on how these library functions could be used.
3.6.3 Matlab Data Evaluation
Once the microcontroller was working, I worked on the camera and took pictures. I
wrote an assembly program for the microcontroller to take a single frame with the
linear image sensor and then save the pixel's values in the RAM memory. When the
user requested it through the serial port, it would then send all 14,400 sampled values
through the serial port to the PC. I captured all this incoming data as a text file on
the PC. It should be noted that downloading 14,400 values over a 9600 BAUD serial
port takes several minutes. It would therefore not be feasible to download all the
pixel values to a computer and evaluate them there.
A Perl script would then convert the raw data from the text file into a Matlab
runnable file. When Matlab ran this file, a single vector (OUTPUT) would be created,
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Table 3.8: Examples of the different BIOS library functions
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Function Example
?SIO_SEND_STRINGXTERN sjmp printme ; skip the string
string-addr: ; string location
.DCB 'This is an example', OAh, ODh, 00h
print-me:
ld FX, #.HWRD stringaddr ; the high addr. word
ld EX, #.LWDR stringaddr ; the low addr. word
lcall ?SIOSENDSTRINGXTERN ; send string
?SIOSENDSTRING lcall ?SIOSENDSTRING ; send the string below
.DCB 'This is an example', OAh, ODh, 00h
ldb AX, CX ; do something
?STRTOUPPER ldb AL, #'a' ; load AL with 'a'
lcall ?STRTOUPPER ; AL now holds 'A'
?STRHEXTOBYTE ldb AL, #'F' ; AL holds ASCII 'F'
ldb AH, #'C' ; AH holds ASCII 'C'
lcall ?STRHEXTOBYTE ; AL now holds the byte CFh
?STRBYTETOHEX ldb AL, #7Fh ; Load AL with the byte 7Fh
lcall ?STRBYTETOHEX Convert to ASCII
push AX ; save temporarily
shr AX, #08h ; move AH down to AL
lcall ?SIOSENDBYTE ; print AL = '7'
pop AX ; restore the AX ASCII
lcall ?SIOSENDBYTE ; prints AL = 'F'
holding all the 14,400 pixel values. Finally another Matlab script would visualize the
results in five different plots:
1. The raw data as plot. I wanted to see the raw data on a graph, where the
X-axis corresponds to the 14,400 pixels, while the Y-axis to the value of the
pixel (intensity, 0 to 4095). I could not use Matlab's "plot" function, as this
function draws a blue line from one pixel to the next. This is problematic,
because we try to see 14,400 pixels on a screen of maximal 1024 pixels wide.
The graph would therefore be just a blue blur. It is therefore better to simply
mark every pixel with a dot. However, I could not find a native Matlab function
to do this simple visualization. I therefore created a sparse matrix of the size
14,400x4096, filled in the pixel values and used the Matlab command "spy" to
view the matrix. The result was the graph I was looking for. In addition I
split the data into 100 pixel sections, calculated the average of each of these
sections, and placed an additional plot on top of the sparse matrix, connecting
the averaged values with a red line.
2. The minimum, maximum and average. The second plot again used the X-
axis to show the pixel location (0 to 14,400) while the Y-axis shows the value of
a pixel. In this graph, I again split up the data in 100 pixel sections, calculated
the average, the smallest and the largest value and plotted all three on the
graph.
3. Histogram: This graph shows the number of occurrences of the different pixel
values. The X-axis shows all the possible intensity values (0 to 4095), while the
Y-axis corresponds to the number of occurrences of this particular intensity.
When we track the pen, ideally, we would like to see two peaks, one for the
pixels, which did not get any light, and another peak for the pixels in focus.
Due to noise, these peaks should look like a Gaussian curve. The better the
system, and therefore the less noise, the sharper the peaks should be.
4. Derivative. For every pixel the difference of this pixel with its next neighbor
is computed. Then this difference of all the pixel pairs is plotted. Initially I
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was hoping the derivative might help me to locate the pen. However, the drop
in intensity at the pen's location is too smooth to be noted in between all the
noise.
5. Image Snapshot. The final graph simply visualizes the image itself. Grey
values are associated with every possible intensity value, where 4095 is black
and zero is white. Then a vertical line is drawn for each of the pixels with
the corresponding color. The final results corresponds to the image the camera
takes.
Figure 3-29 shows an example. In this case the pen is at the ideal location (focal
point) and the image of the pen (the white section) has a sharp edge and can be seen
easily.
3.6.4 Java Test GUI
Once I was able to take pictures with the camera, I had to develop the algorithm to
locate the pen from the image taken and evaluate their effectiveness. For this I wrote
a Java GUI which would directly communicate with the analyzer board over the serial
port. The GUI can send the camera a "sample now" command and download up to
508 representative samples of the image over the serial port. It can then use different
algorithms to locate the pen on the downloaded image and visualize the results on
the computer screen.
The Algorithms
I developed three algorithms to locate the position of the pen, where each algorithm is
an improvement over the previous one. The main goal of each of the algorithms is to
find the increase in brightness on the image. As shown in section 3.2.2 we can figure
out the angle of the pen by finding the center of the blur. The simplest approach,
therefore, is to define an offset, mark the points where the brightness goes below and
back above the offset and then compute the center between these two points. This
is the first algorithm, shown in pseudo-code in Algorithm 3. For ideal data, this
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Figure 3-29: Visualizing the image sensor output
Algorithm 3 Finding the pen - first approach
for each pixel x {
if (brightness.of(x) < offset AND not-set(pi)) {
p1 = X;
} else if (brightness-of(x) > offset AND not-set(p2)) {
p2 = x;
}
}
center = (p1 + p2) / 2;
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Algorithm 4 Finding the pen - second approach
aboveoffset = true;
max-width = 0;
for each pixel x {
if (aboveoffset == true) {
if (brightness.of(x) < offset) {
tmp-pl = x;
aboveoffset = false;
}
} else {
if (brightnessof(x) > offset) {
width = x - tmp-pl;
if (width > maxwidth) {
p1 = tmpp1;
p2 = x;
max_width = width;
}
}
}
}
center = (p1 + p2 ) / 2;
algorithm would suffice. However, noise might cause glitches crossing the offset line.
In this case the algorithm would find only the first drop and not check whether it is
actually a glitch or the brightness drop caused by the pen. The pen's drop is relatively
easy to find, as the width between the two intersection points large, usually covering
at least several hundred pixels. A glitch caused by noise would only cover a few pixels
at the most. We can therefore modify the algorithm to find the largest drop, not just
any drop (Algorithm 4). This algorithm performs a lot better. However, again noise
is a problem. Not only can noise cause drop glitches going below the offset, but also
spikes can occur while being below the offset. The current algorithm will either pick
the drop before or behind the spike, depending on which is causes a wider gap. For
a good result we would like to ignore those spikes. We therefore have to modify the
algorithm a second time.
The third version of the algorithm is slightly different from the first two. We first
assign each pixel a binary value: "-1" if it is above the offset and "1" if it is below.
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Figure 3-30: The pen's range as located by the three algorithm's
From this binary image we would like to find the range in which the sum of all binary
pixel values is the largest. This means if we have a range of 100 pixels below the
offset, then a spike of 10 pixels above the offset and again 80 pixels below, the largest
overall sum would be 170 (100 x 1 + 10 x -1 + 80 x 1 = 170), spanning the two large
below the offset ranges and including and therefore ignoring the spike. On the other
hand, if we have a large, below the offset range of 100 pixels, a range above with 50
pixels and then a 10 pixel glitch below the offset the algorithm would return only the
first range as the overall sum would be the largest (100 pixels) - the overall sum of
all three ranges would be only 60 (100 x 1 + 50 x -1 + 10 x 1 = 60). This algorithm
should therefore give a more accurate range than the previous one as it combines all
the wide ranges to one range. The algorithm, even though it looks tricky at first
sight, is not that complicated. The code is shown in Algorithm 5. Figure 3-30 shows
how the three different algorithms would find the range of the pen in a noisy signal.
GUI Functionality
The Java GUI computes the center of the image using all three algorithms. It then
displays the angle that the center would correspond to in the top graph, where the
result of each algorithm corresponds to a different color. The second graph is a
simple plot of the intensity values of the pixels downloaded from the camera. A red
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Algorithm 5 Finding the pen - third approach
above-offset = true;
currentsum = -1;
maxsum = 0;
for each pixel x {
if (above-offset == true) {
if (brightness.of(x) < offset) {
if (currentsum < 0) {
tmp-pl = x;
current_sum = 1;
}
above-offset = false;
} else {
current-sum = currentsum - 1;
}
} else {
if (brightnessof(x) > offset) {
if (currentsum > max-sum) {
p1 = tmp-pl;
p2 = x;
maxsum = current-sum;
}
aboveoffset = true;
} else {
current-sum = current-sum + 1;
}
}
}
center = (p1 + p2) / 2;
line marks the current offset. The third graph is the visualization of the image, similar
to the image snapshot from the Matlab data evaluation, displaying the intensity with
the corresponding grey-scale value. The user here has the option to toggle the image
between the gray-scale mode and a binary mode. In the binary mode, every pixel
above the offset is marked as black, every pixel below is marked as white. Below the
image is a plot showing the computed center locations using the different algorithms
vs. time. Here the user can see how consistent a certain algorithm is. If the pen is not
moved, the algorithm should always find the same value for the center and therefore
for the angle. In this case, this plot should be a straight line, because the center value
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does not change over time (the pen is not moved).
The GUI allows the user to interactively change important parameters, such as
the offset value or the time of exposure. In the current set-up it takes the camera
roughly 0.25 secs to take a picture. However, downloading the 14,400 pixels over the
serial port takes up to several minutes. Therefore, the download is the bottle neck
operation. To increase speed and give the GUI a more realistic feeling, the user can
specify the number of pixels to be downloaded. The user can enter a number between
1 and 127. This number is sent to the microcontroller and then multiplied by four.
Therefore the maximum number of pixels to be downloaded is 4 x 127 = 508 pixels.
Since this is only 3.5% of all the 14,400 pixels, the results based on these pixels is
not very representative. Reducing the number of pixels more increases the speed
the application runs at, but reduces the accuracy even more. To counter this effect
the user has the ability to implement algorithms in assembly on the microcontroller.
These local algorithms will have access to the full 14,400 pixels and therefore produce
more accurate results. Each of these algorithms has an index number and the user can
control, through the Java GUI, which algorithms should run on the microcontroller.
The selected algorithms will also send their results back to the GUI and will be
displayed together with results of the other algorithms running Java GUI with the
reduced pixel set.
The GUI further allows the user to control the time of exposure of the image. In
practice the user chooses a one byte hex number for the exposure control, which is
then sent first by the GUI to the analyzer, then by the analyzer to the image sensor
board (Section 3.4.4 on page 105 , "Dynamic Exposure Control"). The user therefore
has full control over the exposure level without having to modify the assembly code
on the analyzer.
GUI Communication Protocol
The GUI uses a simple packet type communication protocol to communicate with the
camera. Each packet starts with a single character header. This header identifies the
packet type. The packet types differ, depending on whether the GUI sends it to the
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analyzer or vice versa. The packets sent by the GUI usually configure the analyzer,
while the packets returned by the analyzer contain data from the previous sampling
cycle. The following packets are used to configure the analyzer:
" "G" is a single byte packet. It stands for "go", telling the analyzer to start a
new round of sampling and analyzing.
* "D" is the download configure packet. The header is followed by a single byte,
where the value of this byte (1 to 127) corresponds to the number of bytes to be
downloaded. The analyzer multiplies this number by four for the final number
(4 to 508).
* "0" configures the offset used by the locally running algorithms on the analyzer.
The header is followed by a byte transmitting the higher five bits and a second
byte with the lower seven bits.
* "X" controls the exposure of the image. Following the header are two bytes
corresponding to the hex value of the higher and lower nibble respectively.
* "A" selects which of the local algorithms should be run on the sampled data.
Up to seven algorithms can be selected by placing adding 2 idex-1 to the byte
following the header. I.e. a transmitted "5" would tell the analyzer to run the
local algorithms one and three.
The following packets are sent by the analyzer to the GUI:
* "T" stands for text packet. The first byte contains the length of the text message
in bytes (1 to 127) following this byte. The text packet is for debugging purposes
only. The text will be printed to the console.
* "D" is a download packet. The byte following the header contains the number
of pixels to be downloaded (1 to 127). This value is multiplied by four for the
actual length. The 12-bit pixel values are sent in sets of two bytes, where the
first byte holds the lower seven bits, while the second byte holds the upper 5
bits.
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" "A" is the header for an "angle packet". This means if the analyzer was told to
run an analysis on the full 14,400 pixels with a given algorithm, it returns the
result of the algorithm in this packet. This first byte corresponds to the index
number of the algorithm returning the data. The second byte corresponds to
the upper seven bits of the result, while the third bit corresponds to the lower
seven bits.
" "R" is a single byte packet. It stands for "ready", telling the GUI that the
analyzer has sent all packets concerning the previous image sample cycling and
is ready to run through the next sample.
" "B" is also a single byte packet telling the GUI, that the analyzer just booted
up. This is important for the GUI so it can resend configuration data.
As the project develops, this simple packet format should allow for future extensions
as needed for testing of the camera.
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Chapter 4
Testing the Camera
After buildng a working version of one corner camera, I had to test it to see whether
the overall approach was feasible. Since implementing the camera took up most of the
time, I could execute only one experiment, which gave very positive results despite
this lack of time.
4.1 Motivation
The purpose of the 1-D camera is to locate the angle of the pen on the surface of the
screen. It is therefore important that we can accurately determine this angle. When
evaluating the camera we have to test for the following points:
1. Angle Consistency: As we move the pen towards and away from the image
sensor without changing the angle, the camera should always find the same
angle, independent of distance to the pen.
2. Point Consistency: When the pen remains stationary the angle should not
change either.
In addition, we would like to consider the following points:
1. Exposure Control: The analyzer has full control over the time of exposure
for the image sensor. We have to test how important the right timing is for the
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final image. If it turns out to be important, in the long run, we need to develop
an algorithm so the analyzer can quickly determine the right time of exposure.
If it is not important we might be able to fix the time of exposure to a constant
value.
2. Lens Behavior: We have to determine how important the lens and its relative
placement to the image sensor is. Is it vital that the lens is 100% parallel to
image sensor and placed exactly in the middle? Further the optimal distance
from the image sensor to the lens needs to be determined.
3. Camera Placement: Where should the camera be placed and at which angle
for an optimal result?
4. Table Environment: It is important to establish the working conditions for
the camera. For example, a room with bright lights will most likely add further
complications.
Due to a limited time constraint I was unable to test for all of these criteria. However,
I was able to perform and evaluate a basic experiment testing angle consistency, point
consistency and exposure control.
4.2 Setup
4.2.1 Camera Arrangement
Through some initial testing with the lens and an LED, it became clear that the
image sensor should be located at the focal length of the lens. If the image sensor
was only millimeters too close or too far away, light shining on the lens from far away
would be too out of focus and therefore invisible. This means we have to make a trade
off. On one hand, if we place the image sensor at focal length, we might be able to
just see the pen's light from the other end of the screen. This means, however, that
the pen is completely out of focus when being close to the lens. On the other hand
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Figure 4-1: Experiment setup
we could focus more on the pen being close to the lens, but would then be unable to
see the pen at a further distance.
I decided that it would be more important to see the pen from far away, as the
relation between focal length and distance is an inverse relation (see "Gaussian lens
formula", Section 3.2.1), meaning as the pen is slowly moved away from the lens, the
focal point quickly approaches the focal length. This implies that for most distances
the focal point will be close to the lens' focal length. In practice, I built a small black
box of the length 3 cm (lens' focal length) and placed it in front of the image sensor.
The lens was placed in front of the black box, being the only place where light could
enter the box. The camera in this final version consisted of the analyzer board, the
image sensor, the black box and the lens.
4.2.2 Camera Placement
For the experiment, I marked a 80x60 cm rectangle representing a 40 inch screen as
shown in Figure 4-1 . The camera was placed 15 cm away from one corner of the
screen, with the center of the lens facing the diagonal of the screen. It should be
noted that, since the screen is not a square, the diagonal is therefore not at a 45
degree angle. Further testing might be useful to determine the optimal angle of the
camera to the screen.
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Figure 4-2: Pen positions
4.2.3 Pen Placement
I then drew three lines originating from the center of the lens each representing a
constant angle (Figure 4-2a) . The first line (A) was the diagonal of the screen. The
second line (B) originated from the lens and hit the bottom edge of the screen half
way. The third line (C) leaves the lens and hits the center of the right side of the
screen. To avoid confusion, I color coded all graphs referring to the different lines with
red (A), green (B) and blue (C). The actual light sources placed along those lines,
however, was white for all three of them. The coloring is purely for easy distinction.
It should also be noted that, since the screen is a rectangle, the angle between line A
and B is not the same as between A and C.
I then marked six spots (a-f) along the center line (A) each 20cm from each other.
The first point (a) was the corner closest to the camera, while the last one (f) was the
furthest. I then marked these points on the other two lines. The points 'b' through 'e'
all have the same distance to the image sensor, while the first point (a) and the last
point (f) has a different distance, depending on the line (Figure 4-2b). Because line
B is significantly shorter than the other lines, no point 'e' exists on this line. These
are the spots where I placed the pen and then took measurements. The arrangement
allows us to test the angle and the point consistency. Table 4.1 summarizes the
distance of the different points to the camera.
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Point a Point b Point c Point d Point e J Point f
Line A
Line B
Line C
15
19.3
23.1
35
35
35
55
55
55
ii
75
75
75
zr
95
95
-i
115
86.4
100
Table 4.1: Distances of the measurements points to the camera
I all units in cm
4.2.4 Experiment Procedure
In the experiment, I placed a bright white LED pointing at the lens at the meas-
urement spots. I then ran the camera at top speed (about four frames per second)
and ran the center finding program (Algorithm 5 on page 132) on the analyzer on all
14,400 points. The computed center was then transmitted over the serial connection
to the analyzer which saved the value in a file. To test for point consistency, I ran
this sequence 200 times for every measurement point and computed the average and
the standard deviation. The smaller the standard deviation, the higher the point
consistency, meaning that the angle found is, with a high probability, the angle of the
pen.
Assuming point consistency, we would further be able to test for angle consistency
by comparing the average center found of the different points along one line. Ideally
they should all have the same angle proving angle consistency.
In this experiment, I was primarily concerned with angle and point consistency
and wanted to see whether it is at all possible to find a constant angle with little error,
independent of distance. The time of exposure and the offset used by the algorithm to
determine the angle are dynamic variables, which the analyzer must be able to select
appropriately to the condition. As I had not experimented with these variables and
therefore had no automated process for the analyzer to select the appropriate values,
I set them manually for each of the measurement points. At some point, it will be
necessary to write an algorithm, which selects the optimal values for the exposure
and the offset.
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4.3 Results
Figure 4-3, 4-4, and 4-5 show the results of the experiment for each of the lines. The
first and the second column ("Frame Plot" and "Frame Image") are a single frame
example. The first shows the values of 400 equally spaced pixels (2.7% of all pixels)
along the image sensor with the offset for this point as a red line. The second column
is an image generated using these values, where 212 = 4096 - the highest possible
value of a pixel - corresponds to black and zero corresponds to white.
The third column ("Center of 200 Frames") is a plot of the center found by the
analyzer over the 200 frames. For ideal point consistency, we would like this plot to
be a straight horizontal line, meaning that for each of the frames we find the exact
same center. In this plot a few exceptions can be seen (e.g. 4-3a.iii and 4-3e.iii).
In this case, the center algorithm either did not find a center at all (and returned
zero) or mistook an error in the image sensor's pixels for the bright spot of the LED.
Fortunately, these cases are very rare and I decided to ignore them as a more advanced
algorithm should be able to detect them.
However, this error, though very rare, did effect the standard deviation signific-
antly and therefore, when analyzing the data, I removed every value that differed
from the average by more than twice the standard deviation. Table 4.2 shows the
results. The following points should be noted:
" Time of Exposure: In the table the time of exposure ("Exp") is given as the
one byte hex value ("[hex]") sent from the analyzer to the image sensor and as
the resulting time of exposure in millisecond (ms).
" Average: The average is the pixel number (0 to 14,400) of the average of the
200 centers computed for this particular point.
" Standard Deviation: Here the simple standard deviation ("Std. Dev.") of
the 200 centers is calculated.
" Error: First, the average center was used to compute the average angle of
this point to the lens. Then, knowing the distance of this point to the lens,
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Frame Plot Frame Image Center of 200 Frames
Figure 4-3: Measurements for line A
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Figure 4-4: Measurements for line B
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Figure 4-5: Measurements for line C
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the standard deviation was projected onto this point and converted into pixels.
This means a constant standard deviation along one line would result in an
increasing error thus giving us a feeling for the accuracy of the image sensor.
It should be noted that the error is given in pixels, where a monitor screen
of resolution 1024x786 is projected onto the 80x60 cm screen. In practice, an
error of e.g. 2.2 pixel would mean that, when keeping the pen stationary at this
position, the mouse underneath the pen might be anywhere within a circle of
the radius 2.2 pixels centered at the actual position of the pen.
The data from Table 4.2 is visualized in Figure 4-6, where the red, green and blue
lines correspond to the projected position of the pen, while the black lines are the
error based on the standard deviation.
4.4 Conclusion
As we can see from Table 4.2 the average is fairly consistent along each of the line,
with a few exceptions on line B. Angle consistency has therefore been achieved. In
addition, the very small error at each point shows that we can trust the position of the
pen once it has been located. Therefore point consistency has also been established
proving the approach of using a 1-D camera in the corner to be feasible.
4.4.1 Future Considerations
At this point, I have only tested the feasibility of the design. More experiments are
required before continuing the design of the table. In particular the following points
should be explored exhaustively:
1. Brightness: In the previous experiment I adjusted the exposure for optimal
images. As a result the time exposure was as long as 91 ms. In practice, this
is unreasonable, since we need to be able to sample frames at a speed of at
least 133Hz meaning a maximum time of exposure of about 7ms for each frame.
Using a brighter light at the tip of the pen might be the solution. In addition,
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Figure 4-6: Visualization of the results
Settings Results
Line Point Exp [hex] Exp [ms] Offset Average Std. Dev. Error [px]
A a EO 4 ms 2700 6833 12.24 0.206
b DO 12 ms 2700 6596 14.71 0.580
c CO 21 ms 2700 6706 14.29 0.885
d BO 30 ms 2600 6698 17.89 1.511
e AO 39 ms 2500 6689 16.13 1.725
f 90 47 ms 2500 6686 73.51 9.517
B a DO 12 ms 2000 9560 30.69 0.645
b 80 56 ms 2000 9634 93.79 3.443
c 40 91 ins 2000 9968 27.59 1.570
d 40 91 ms 2000 9823 19.74 1.543
f 40 91 ms 2000 9684 22.74 2.060
C a DO 12 ms 2000 3535 10.85 0.263
b BO 30 ms 2000 3752 13.69 0.508
c 90 47 ms 2000 3750 19.82 1.156
d 50 83 ins 1800 3844 65.09 5.198
e 40 91 ms 1800 3870 30.47 3.084
f 40 91 ms 1800 3874 20.87 2.223
Table 4.2: Settings and results of the experiment
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Algorithm 6 Finding the pen - using weighted average
// run algorithm 5 on page 132
// p1 and p2 have been found
sum = 0;
average = 0;
for each pixel x between p1 and p2 {
average = average + x * (offset - brightness-of(x));
sum = sum + (offset - brightness-of(x));
}
average = average / sum;
we do not necessarily need to see the pen at the other end of the screens, since
the error at this distance is relatively high and the pen hard to see, while for
the camera at this corner locating the pen would be easy.
2. Far Angle: The highest angle consistency was measured at the center line (A),
which means the bigger the angle from the pen to this center line, the harder
it is to accurately locate the pen. Third and fifth order terms, as mentioned in
Section 3.2.2, might make things more complicated. It might be necessary to
use a different lens or move the camera further away from the corner.
3. Dynamic Variables: As mentioned before, the exposure control and the offset
used by the analyzer's algorithm need to be adjusted automatically by the ana-
lyzer. One example could be that as the pen moves further away from the image
sensor and the bright spot becomes narrower, the time of exposure is increased
to counter this effect and keep the width of the bright spot constant. Similarly,
the offset could simply be a half way point between the lowest measured value
and the average brightness.
4. Improved Point Consistency: The algorithm locating the center of the
bright spot could further be improved by computing the weighted average of
the range found instead of simply taking the middle. An example is given in
Algorithm 6 . The weighted takes the brightness of a pixel into consideration
improving performance. However, I was unable to implement this algorithm on
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the analyzer as it turned out to be impossible with the simple 16-bit arithmetic
provided by the microcontroller. A high-performance DSP might be able to do
this.
In addition the setup of the table and the camera, as mentioned in Section 4.1, needs
to be determined. The purpose of this first test was only to establish the feasibility
of the design.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
In this thesis, I have presented different possible design approaches for implementing
an electronic drafting table. I then explored the most feasible approach, using four
cameras and triangulation to locate the pen, by designing and building one complete
camera and performing basic tests proving the realizability of the approach.
The project presented challenges on many different levels from many different
fields. In the design stage, each potential approach had to be tested for basic feas-
ibility. Once the final approach was selected, every detail had to be considered and
planned. When designing the camera, I had to familiarize myself the fundamentals of
optics and develop software to simulate different lens systems. As I created the analog
and digital hardware for the analyzer board and the image sensor, I faced problems
such as how to design high performance circuits, repair electronic and logical circuit
flaws and how to overcome errors in data-sheets. Further challenges included building
basic power electronic circuits, writing high and low-level software for the analyzer
and to evaluate its performance.
The next step is to run more tests using different types of light sources for the
pen in varying conditions. Furthermore, the lens system has to be evaluated in more
detail. Once the optimal settings for operation has been established, a new version
of the analyzer needs to be designed and built based on a technology other than the
microcontroller, as the microcontroller technology used in the current version of the
analyzer proved to be too slow for the task. The last step is then to construct a
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working drafting table using this second generation analyzer in the camera and to
write a software driver for the client PC.
This Master of Engineering project has been an incredible learning experience. I
had to acquaint myself with many different fields of engineering and use parts from
each field to assemble in the final design. Throughout the project, combining different
fields was the main challenge as many of them were either new to me or my knowledge
of it was only limited. It also proved much harder than anticipated to develop printed
circuit boards well and tracing problems based on poor design took up much of the
time available to me. Overall, however, the project turned out to be very successful
and rewarding.
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Appendix A
Technical Specifications
A.1 Analyzer
A.1.1 Memory Configurations
Memory Partitions
Table A.1 shows the memory partitions as used by the microcontroller on the analyzer
board, where CSx is the corresponding "Chip Select" line, COMx
Instruction Memory Segmentation
The instruction memory of the analyzer's microcontroller is located at the internal
address FFOOOOh. This corresponds to the physical address 000000h on the instruction
ROM. The instruction ROM itself is structured as shown in Table A.2.
Location Memory Size CSx COMx MSKx CONx
FFOOOO-FFFFFF Flash Code 64k CSO OF00h OF80h 00COh
030000-03FFFF external Flash 64k CS2 0300h OF80h 00COh
020000-02FFFF A2D conv. 256 CS3 0200h OFFFh 00COh
010000-OlFFFF Data Flash 64k CS4 0100h OF80h 00COh
008000-OOFFFF near RAM 32k CS1 0080h OFCOh 00COh
000000-007FFF int. RAM 32k
Table A.1: Microcontroller memory partitions on the analyzer board
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Location Purpose File
OxOOOO-0x0400 Reserved
0x0400 Serial Communication functions serial. mca
0x0500 String manipulation function string.mca
0x0700 BIOS functions bios.mca
0x2000-0x217F Reserved reservenu.mca
0x2080-0x2100 Basic Boot-up Initialization reservenu.mca
0x2180-Ox22FF Main Boot-up Sequence general.mca
0x2300-Ox23FF Reserved
0x2300 Filename
Ox2320 Code Version
Ox2400-OxFFFF Main Program Code xyz.mca
Table A.2: Instruction memory segmentation
Notes:
" Location 000000-000400h is reserved. For some reason placing code in this area
causes misbehavior of the microcontroller.
" Italic filenames are library files and automatically included by the linker.
" The Filename and the Code version need to be added into the HEX file manually.
The script intelhexshift .pi does this with the options -insertoutfile and
-insertversion.
Stack
The stack pointer is set in reservenu.mca, the very first instruction at FF2080h. The
stack is placed in the upper register file at Ox400h growing down.
A.1.2 Initialization
There are two sections for the initialization. Both are not in the protected BIOS
section of the ROM. This means that these sections have to be downloaded too.
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reservenu.mca
This file comes originally with the assembler and supports the special cases of the
80C196NU microcontroller. The initialization of the chip select for the current in-
struction flash memory (CSO) starts at location FF2080h.
general.mca
This file holds the remaining initializations and sets up the interrupt handlers. The
code starts at FF2180h (?GENERALINIT) and completes the following initializations:
" All interrupts are disabled and need to be enabled by the user's main code when
appropriate.
" CS1-5 are initialized according to the memory model of Appendix A.1.1.
" The I/0 ports are initialized.
" The Interrupt masks are set up.
" The serial connection is defined.
" The analog-to-digital converters are initialized.
At the end of these initializations the BIOS jumper is checked. If it is set, a jump
to ?BIOSSTART is executed. If it is not set, the functions exits by jumping to ?START,
which needs to be defined in the user's main code.
A.1.3 General Purpose Functions
The BIOS and its general purpose library functions are explained in detail in Sec-
tion 3.6.2 on page 116. The functions can be found in the following files:
" string.mca: Holds all string manipulation related library functions. All these
functions start with "?STR_ ".
" serial.mca: Has all serial I/O related functions. Function prefix: "?SIO_".
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* bios.mca: Contains the BIOS and some useful general purpose functions, all
starting with "?BIOS_".
A.1.4 Points of Improvement
The following points, partly mentioned throughout the thesis, should be taken into
consideration when redesigning the analyzer board:
" Power and ground planes: In any case should power and ground planes be
used when designing the next analyzer, as they supply the necessary current
equally throughout the whole circuit board and act as decoupling capacitors
reducing digital noise.
" Expand the extension port: The analyzer's extension port was extremely
useful, however, completely under-designed. Section 3.3.4 on page 76 covers all
the additions that should be made (ground lines, buffer, etc.)
" Decoupling capacitors: The current analyzer has one decoupling capacitor,
where the rule of thumb is one per chip.
" Dip-switches: Throughout the debugging process I wish I had placed dip
switches on the analyzer board for two purposes:
- Disconnect chips: The dip switch could connect a chip's enable input either
with the microcontroller or a disable signal (power or ground). This way,
when debugging the board, certain chips could be disabled until the source
of the problem is found.
- User feedback: By connecting dip switches to free I/O pins on the micro-
controller, the user could select e.g. one or more different setting and this
way give the analyzer feedback without having to connect to the serial port
" On-board LEDs: Similar to the dip-switches, extra I/O pins on the microcon-
troller could be connected to LEDs and give instant feedback to the user. One
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Figure A-1: Analyzer jumper locations
LED should be placed between power and ground showing whether the board
has power.
o Different flash memory package: The data flash memory (currently using
J-lead package, which is hard to solder to a circuit board), which is soldered to
the analyzer board, should either be replaced by a surface-mount package or a
fitting PLCC socket.
A.1.5 Settings
Figure A-1 shows the location of JP1 and JP3, determining the mode of operation
and the location of the instruction memory respectively:
" JP1: Select between BIOS mode and normal operation. If the jumper connects
the center and the right pin, the BIOS is run, otherwise normal operation is
selected.
" JP3: The four pins of the jumper can be set to two configurations (as seen in
Figure A-1):
- Horizontal: Connecting CSO (instruction memory) with the on-board flash
memory socket (CSflash) and CS2 with the external chip select line CSout.
- Vertical: Connects CSO (instruction memory) with the external chip select
CSout and CS2 with the on-board memory socket (CSflash).
A.1.6 Circuit Schematics
This circuit schematics show the full analyzer board consisting of two components:
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1. The analyzer board, using the Intel 80C196NU microcontroller (Figure A-2).
2. The input buffer for the image sensor, when originally placed on a breadboard.
This second component is now redundant as it has been re-designed and integ-
rated into the image sensor circuit board (Figure A-3).
Section 3.3.5 on page 80 also summarizes the components on the circuit diagram.
A.1.7 Bill of Material
The bill of material excludes the components for the input buffer components on the
analyzer board, as these were partially incorrect and have now been integrated into
the image sensor board. The parts as shown in Table A.3 were ordered from Digikey.
A.2 Image Sensor
A.2.1 Settings
Figure A-4 shows the location of the control components on the image sensor board:
" R29 and JP21: R29 is the potentiometer delivering the reference voltage for
the Vrd input on the image sensor. This voltage should be set to 11V. JP21
connects the output of R29 to the image sensor input.
" R31 and JP22: This potentiometer controls the Vog input of the image sensor
and should be set to 0.65V. JP22 connects the output of R31 with the Vog input
of the image sensor.
" R56 and JP26: R56 is the mechanical potentiometer that controls the ref-
erence voltage of the OpAmp output buffer circuit. JP26 lets the user select
between the mechanical and the digital potentiometer. As seen in Figure A-
4, if the left and the center pins are connected the mechanical potentiometer
controls the OpAmp, if the right and the center pins are connected, the digital
potentiometer controls the OpAmp circuit.
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Figure A-2: Analyzer board schematics (1/2) - Analyzer
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Designators Description Digikey part number Price
C1-4,C10 0.luF capacitor P5559-ND $0.32
C5-6 4.7uF capacitor P974-ND $0.14
C7-8 20pF capacitor 311-1153-1-ND $0.10
C9 0.OluF capacitor 311-1174-1-ND $0.84
C11-13 1OuF capacitor PCC1894CT-ND $0.49
HI 6-pin connector A1923-ND $0.17
H2 2-pin connector A1921-ND $0.10
H3 40-pin connector MHB40K-ND $2.20
H4 Serial RS232 connector A2096-ND $2.72
JP1 1x3 jumper A19330-ND $0.23
JP2 2x2 jumper WM6804-ND $0.42
S1 44-pin PLCC socket 822473-4-ND $1.24
U1 Intel 80C196NU 804321-ND $18.48
U2,U9 AT49F1025 Flash mem. AT49F1025-55JI-ND $6.62
U3 Serial driver MAX232ACSE-ND $5.51
U4 3:8 Demultiplexer DM74ALS138M-ND $0.67
U5-7 THS12082 ADC 296-2835-5-ND $14.88
Y1 25MHz Crystal XC964-ND $0.73
Table A.3: Bill of material for analyzer board
Figure A-4: Image sensor board setting
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A.2.2 Points of Improvement
The following points of improvement should be considered when redesigning the image
sensor board:
" Move D5 signal: As explained in Section 3.4.6 on page 110, D5 is used twice.
A different control signal should be used to go into the control signal latch.
" Move "done" signal: The "done" signal needs to be moved from the feedback
latch to the control signal latch.
" Add second latch: A second latch should be added in series with the feedback
latch (Section 3.4.6 on page 110).
" Add buffer to incoming signals: The bus control signals (RD, WR, CS)
should be buffered with a Schmitt trigger, if available, to clean up the signal.
" Add capacitors to incoming signal: Every incoming signal should be con-
nected to a 100pF capacitor to clean noise.
" Move power connector: Even though there is enough space between the
boards to fit the power connector in between, placing them right on top of
each other does not work, as the top one has a clip going through a mounting
hole, which does not leave enough space for the bottom connector. I solved this
problem temporarily by cutting off the clip, but in the long run the connector
should be moved.
" Larger jumpers: The jumpers JP21, JP22 and JP26 are too small. No shunts
were available for these jumpers.
A.2.3 Circuit Schematics
Figure A-5, A-6, A-7, A-8, and A-9 show the complete circuit diagrams as used for
the image sensor board.
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A.2.4 Bill of Material
The bill of material as shown in Table A.4 and Table A.5 has been ordered from
Digikey. The items marked as "n/a" were, except for the Kodak KLI14403 image
sensor, 100mil headers, connecting the control logic board with the analog board.
They were not ordered, as the lab had a sufficient supply.
A.3 Memory Extension Card
A.3.1 Circuit Schematics
The memory extension card connects the analyzers address/data-bus directly to two
44-pin PLCC sockets, as used by the flash memories. Only one of the sockets can
be accessed over the CSout signal at a time. A jumper selects which of the two is
connected to the CSout pin and which is connected to 5V (disabled). In addition an
LED and a resistor are connected in series between power and ground. Figure A-10
shows the circuit schematics.
The printed circuit board was manufactured by ExpressPCB requiring the use
of their own software tools making the final circuit schematic file incompatible with
other software, such as Protel DXP.
A.3.2 Bill of Material
As the extension card is very simple, the number of components is very small. Table
A.6 summarizes the bill of material for the extension card.
A.4 Power Supply
A.4.1 The Connector
The power supply provides the image sensor and the analyzer with 15V, 5V, Ground
and -15V. It was ordered from Jameco (part number: 202876, $24.95). When building
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Designator Description Digikey part number Price
C1 10OOpF capacitor 311-1163-1-ND $0.11
C2-10,C22,C24-31,
C33,C35,C37-40,C42,
C44,C46,C48,C50 0.luF capacitor 311-1141-1-ND $0.08
C20,C21 100pF capacitor 311-1111-1-ND $0.10
C23 luF capacitor 399-1284-1-ND $0.25
C32, C34, C36 1OuF capacitor 399-3138-1-ND $1.16
C41, C43, C45, C47,
C49, C51 4.7uF capacitor PCC2232CT-ND $0.35
D20, D21 Schottky diode 30BQ100-ND $0.75
D22 SOT23 diode MMBD7000FSCT-ND $0.19
JP1 2x4 header n/a
JP2, JP20 2x8 header n/a
JP21, JP22 1x2 header n/a
JP27, JP28, JP29 Analog header CP-022-ND $0.69
JP3 2x12 header (2mm) H2071-ND $1.16
JP4, JP25 2x4 header n/a
JP5, JP24 2x2 header n/a
JP6, JP23 4-pin power header WM1814-ND $1.53
Q20 2N5771 PNP-transistor 2N5771-ND $0.26
Q21 2N2369 NPN-transistor MPS23690S-ND $0.43
Q22-24 2N2904 NPN-transistor 2N3904FS-ND $0.16
RI 82K resistor 311-82.OKFCT-ND $0.09
R20-23, R33, R36,
R39 22 resistor 311-22.OCCT-ND $0.08
R24-25, R27, R32 2K resistor 311-2.OOKCCT-ND $0.08
R26 100 resistor 311-100CCT-ND $0.08
R28, R57-58 10K resistor 311-10.OKCCT-ND $0.08
R29, R31, R56 10K potentiometer 490-2243-1-ND $0.75
R30, R44, R46, R48,
R51-52, R55 33K resistor 311-33.OKCCT-ND $0.08
R34, R37, R40 130 resistor 311-13OCCT-ND $0.08
R35, R38, R41 680 resistor 311-68OCCT-ND $0.08
R42 1K resistor 311-1.OOKCCT-ND $0.08
R43 4.3K resistor 311-4.30KCCT-ND $0.08
R45, R47, R49-50,
R53-54 22K resistor 311-22.OKCCT-ND $0.08
Table A.4: Bill of material for image sensor board (1/2)
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Designator Description Digikey part number Price
U1 Full-size clock n/a
U2, U3 4-bit counter 296-11666-1-ND $0.88
U4 12-bit counter 296-3821-IND $1.20
U5. U6 4-bit comparator 296-9242-5-ND $0.81
U7 Flash memory AT49F1025-55JI-ND $6.62
U8-10 Octal latch 74LCX573MTC-ND $1.25
U11 2 input quad NOR 296-4515-1-ND $0.43
U12 Monostable multivibrator 296-9829-1-ND $0.48
U13 Inverter w/ schmitt trigger NC7SZ14M5CT-ND $0.96
U14 2 input single AND NC7SO8M5CT-ND $0.96
U20-22 Line drivers 296-12528-5-ND $2.59
U23-24 Octal buffer / driver 296-1000-1-ND $1.70
U25 KLI14403 n/a
U26 Power regulator LM350TFS-ND $1.14
U27-29 Video OpAmp AD818AR-ND $4.01
U30 10K digital potentiometer AD5220BRIO-ND $2.48
Table A.5: Bill of material for image sensor board (2/2)
Designator I Description Digikey part number Price
C1-2 0.1uF capacitor 311-1141-1-ND $0.08
D1 Standard TI LED n/a
RI 680 resistor 311-68OCCT-ND $0.08
U1-2 44-pin PLCC socket 822473-4-ND $1.24
Table A.6: Bill of material for memory extension card
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15V ri(orange) (purple)
5V iI Ground
(red) (black)
Figure A-11: The 4-pin power connector
the image sensor, I standardized the power plugs to use a 4-pin, 3mm header as shown
in Figure A-11 (Molex Waldom Micro-Fit 3.0). Table A.7 summarizes the color code
used for the different voltages. Table A.8 shows the bill of material used for the power
supply.
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Description Digikey part number Price
PCB receptacle WM1814-ND $1.53
Plug housing (male) WM1778-ND $0.59
Plug housing (female) WM1784-ND $0.59
Crimp terminals (male) WM1843-ND $0.27
Crimp terminals (female) WM1839-ND $0.18
Table A.8: Bill of material of power supply connector
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Appendix B
Tools
B.1 Software Design Tools
Please note that all the path names have to be adjusted to the user. The author's
code was located at /home/ernst/meng. The user has to adjust the paths.
B.1.1 Assembler "mca96"
The mca96 assembler is a free download from Intel's contractor Phyton [10]. The
current setup runs it using wine under Linux. The Linux command looks like this:
% wine -- /home/ernst/meng/code/MCC96/BIN/mca96.exe \
@/home/ernst/meng/code/INIT/LOADASM. CFG inputf i Ie .mca
LOADASM.CFG is the configuration file for the assembler. The file is auto-
matically generated. Any modifications will be overwritten by the asmall script.
The current version of the file is shown in Table B.1.
B.1.2 Linker "melink"
The linker mclink comes together with the assembler mca96. It links the libraries
with the assembled source code and creates the corresponding output file. The linker
is also run with Wine under Linux.
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% wine -- /home/ernst/meng/code/MCC96/BIN/mclink.exe \
/home/ernst/meng/code/IN IT/LOADLINK. CFG inputfi le .MCO
The file LOADLINK.CFG is the configuration file for the linker. This file, too,
is automatically generated. Do not edit this. Instead, edit the asmall script.
It currently looks as it is shown in Table B.2 . Please check in the manual for the
meaning of the linker commands.
B.1.3 Script "asmall"
This bash script first recompiles a initialization library for the extended NU chip
(ENU). It is a hack provided by Intel and needs to be done anytime the file reservenu.mca
is modified. This library contains the very first initialization sequence.
The second step is to re-compile the user libraries located in the protected sector
of the memory. These libraries are general.mca (extended initialization), serial.mca
(serial port IO functions), string. mca (string functions) and bios. mca (bios functions).
Any time any of these files are modified, the asmall script has to be run! It then also
generates the initialization files for the compiler and assembler.
B.1.4 Script "intel hex shift.pl"
This Perl script reads in the Intel Hex file generated by the linker and does some
modifications to the raw Hex file. It has the following command line options:
" -data Dumps data entries in a data file. This file organized in rows of 16 bytes
each. The first column gives the address, the second column the corresponding
values in hex (OOh-FFh) and the last column the corresponding ASCII symbol.
A '.' is substituted for every non-printable character. The datafile has the same
name and path as the output file and ends with ".data" .
" -fill byte When writing the output file, fill the empty bytes with this value.
Fill non-used bytes with this byte. The value is passed on as hex value. Ex-
ample: -fill FFh. The default value is 00h.
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Table B.1: Example assembler configuration file
Table B.2: Example linker configuration file
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Example LOADASM.CFG file
# THIS FILE IS AUTOMATICALLY GENERATED
# DO NOT MODIFY THIS FILE
# PLEASE MODIFY THE asmall SCRIPT
############################################
# All the configuration for running the
# MCA96 Assembler
-d # debug
-x # include cross references
-m #
-C ENU # Processor is type 80X196NU
-l # Make LST file
-I "/home/ernst/meng/code/MCC96/INC" #Include directory
Example LOADLINK.CFG file
# THIS FILE IS AUTOMATICALLY GENERATED
# DO NOT MODIFY THIS FILE
# PLEASE MODIFY THE asmall SCRIPT
#############################################
# The option file for the linker
-A (mem)ROM(OFFOOOOH-OFFFFFFH) # this is where the code goes
-A (mem)RAM(008000H-OOFFFFH) # this is the external Ram
-A (mem)UPPERREGFILE(O100H-03FFH)
-C ROM
-S ROM(CODE,CONST,INITCONF,BIOS) # place CODE, etc in the ROM
-S RAM(DATA) # data would go in the RAM
-S UPPERREGFILE(STACK)
-N ROM(OFF2100h-OFF23FFh) # reserve space in ROM for INITCONF
-N ROM(0FF00O0h-0FF1FFFh) # reserve space in ROM for BIOS
-N ROM(OFFOOOOh-OFF03FFh) # reserve empty space
-Z STACK(0100H) # stack location
-m
-t
-0 /home/ernst/meng/code/MCC96/LIB
-F I
-H ROM(HEX)
-E output
* -d2u Runs dos2unix converter on all hex-output files. These unix files have the
same filename as the output hex-file, with an additional extension ".unix".
* -double16 Write every 2 bytes twice. This is an obsolete option.
* -in filename The input-file as produced by the linker. This argument is re-
quired.
" -insertfile location Inserts the filename from '-out' at the given location.
Currently this locations needs to be 2300h. The location is passed on as hex
address. Example: -insertfile 2300
" -insertversion location version Inserts the current program's version at the
given location. Currently this location needs to be 2320h. the Location is passed
as hex address. Example: -insertversion 2320 "1. 1 test"
" -noinfo Skip printing summary produced by the script
" -nolog Skip writing a summary to a ".log" file. This file is generated otherwise
by default. It has the same filename as the output file and ends in ".log".
* -noout This option attempts to suppress all outputs to files.
" -split addressstart Split file into odd and even file. This used to be necessary
if two 8-bit ROMS were used to replace the 16-bit instruction ROM. The ad-
dressstart is a hex-address location at which the two Files will start. In practice
-split 0200 would mean the code would be shifted to 200h and all the even bytes
would be in one file and the odd ones in another.
" -off hex-offset This options allows you to shift the actual addresses. This
is necessary for the instructions. The linker will automatically place all code
in FF0000h and there of. However, when downloading the addresses to the
ROM, the address is at 000000h, as far as the memory is concerned. The higher
address (FFh) only selects which chip is read from. Therefore, the address
from the linker output file needs to be shifted down. This option does this by
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adding/subtracting an offset. Example: -off -FF0oo The dash ('-') before the
address means subtract FF0000 from all address locations.
" -dir outputdir All files will be placed in this directory
* -out outpref ix The prefix corresponds to the file name. All output files (data
file, log file, hex file) will carry this prefix. This argument is required.
* -suf suffix The suffix of the output files.
e -max hex-max Once the addresses are shifted, etc. this options allows to cut off
all bytes above this address.
" -min hex_min Cuts of all bytes below this value. Allows to skip the download
of e.g. the BIOS, located below 2000h.
* -rec filename Dumps the read records to file. Read-records are all the raw
values read in from the hex file of the linker. It is a debugging tool.
" -scripts path Path to the unix2dos and dos2unix scripts.
* -small Saves the output in a more compact form. This option is not recom-
mended, although it agrees with the INTEL HEX standard.
* -u2d Runs unix2dos converter on output files. The output files end in ".dos".
* -help Prints a short version of the usage of the script. Overwrites all other
options.
One standard example commonly used by the author is:
/ scripts/intel-hexshift.pl -data -u2d -off -FF0000 \
-in boardl/image2/output.HEX -dir outmain \
-insertfile 2300 -insertversion 2320 "1.0" -out m066
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B.1.5 Program mkrom.c
This C program produces a binary file with the control signals for the image sensor.
It needs to be recompiled every time it is edited. It can be run under Linux / Unix
with the following commands:
% gcc -1m mkrom.c -o mkrom
% ./mkrom
It is important to include the "-lm" flag for the gcc complier as this will also load
the required math libraries.
B.2 Hardware Design Tools
B.2.1 Protel DXP
I used Protel DXP for designing the circuit boards. Protel DXP is a professional
circuit layout tool, even allowing for circuit simulations. I did not take advantage of
many of the more advanced features (e.g. FPGA programming and simulation). The
tutorials on Altium's website [61 were very useful when getting started.
In addition, Altium provides a large database with libraries for thousands of chips
and footprints. And if the required chip is not in the database, it is very easy to create
your own footprint and library. The libraries I downloaded are in the "libnew" folder,
while the libraries I wrote including footprints are located in "lib own".
Rules
Protel DXP allows the user to define so called rules. These rules are constraints that
the auto-router considers when routing the PCB. It took a while to create a well
developed set of rules. Below is a list of the rules used for the image sensor board:
* Clearance: digital traces require 7mil clearance, the clock trace 14mil and all
other 10mil.
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" Trace Width: The width of the traces depends on the purpose of the trace:
- Analog and Digital Power: 10 mil - Note: this assumes a power and ground
plane. The trace therefore connects the power or ground pin of a digital
chip to a close-by via.
- -15 V: 25 mil - This voltage is the only one that does not have its own
power plane, because only three chips need it. The trace therefore has to
be wide.
- Digital Clock: 10 mil
- Digital Traces: 7 mil
- Analog Traces: 15 mil.
" Routing Topology: I found it useful to use two different topology types for the
analog and the digital circuits. The analog circuits used a "Daisy-MidDriven"
topology, while the digital circuits use the "shortest" topology. These turned out
to produce the best results when testing the auto-router with different options.
" Routing Priority: All power and ground traces had the highest priority (10),
the clock trace had the second highest (5) and the remaining traces had the
lowest (0).
" Routing Layers: When using two signal layers (plus two power planes) Protel
DXP requires you to define the main direction of the traces on each layer. This
depends on the layout of the chips on these layers, so no recommendation is
given.
" Via Size: The digital power and the digital traces used the smallest vias man-
ufactured by PCBExpress [7] (hole width: 13.5 mil, diameter: 20 mil). The
analog power and signal traces used vias of the hole size 20 mil and 36 mil
diameter. When a different manufacturer is used, one should check which via
drill sizes are available.
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B.2.2 ExpressPCB
ExpressPCB [81 is a small company manufacturing very low-cost circuit boards. The
only downside is the fact that ExpressPCB's own software has to be used to create the
circuit layout files. This software is very limited in its capabilities, lacking essential
features like an auto-router. However, ExpressPCB was useful when designing and
manufacturing simple circuits such as the memory extension card (Appendix A.3 on
page 167). The costs for three extension cards ordered as the "Miniboard"-service was
$69, including shipping.
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Appendix C
Getting Started
This Appendix is meant to help anyone to continue where my project stopped: by
completing the drafting table.
C.1 Resources
This section references many of the resources used for this project. The reader should
familiarize himself with these resources before working on the project.
C.1.1 Equipment
I recommend purchasing the necessary hardware tools from the following vendors:
" Jameco Electronics': Sells most of the required electronic equipment, such
as soldering irons. See Table C.1 for the Jameco shopping list.
" Digikey 2 : Sells most of the chip components. Table C.2 shows a shopping list.
" Newark InOne3 : Sells chips and equipment. Table C.3 shows a shopping list.
1Jameco Electronics http: //www. j ameco. com
2 Digikey http: //www. digikey. com
3 Newark InOne http: //www . newark. com
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Description Part Number Price
16 to 30 Watt Variable Soldering Iron 116572 $16.95
1/32" Bevel soldering tip 35326 $4.49
Soldering Iron Stand 36329 $4.95
Multimeter 177480 $49.95
Tweezers 72638 $11.95
Wire-stripper 78991 $3.95
Solder Wick 124118 $2.39
Anti-static mat 13864 $7.95
26-piece hobby tool set 170069 $17.95
Table C.1: Equipment shopping list from Jameco
Description Part Number Price
Crimping tool WM9999-ND $36.19
Table C.2: Equipment shopping list from Digikey
Description Part Number Price
No-clean Flux pen 00Z1227 $5.50
Table C.3: Equipment shopping list from Newark
Description Part Number Price
Electric tape 64-2380 $3.29
Anti-static wristband 276-2395 $9.99
Table C.4: Equipment shopping list from Radio Shack
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* Radio Shack: Provides the emergency needs of basic equipment. However, do
not buy solder from Radio Shack. It is low in quality and leaves a black
sticky residue behind. The shopping list is shown in Table C.4
The shopping lists are in part taken from "Hacking the X-Box" [1]. I modified the
lists from my experience with the individual components.
C.1.2 Books
I found the following three books very useful throughout my project:
* Hacking the X-Box: Many useful hardware and soldering tips. [11
" Printed Circuit Board Techniques for EMC Compliance: Everything
one needs to know about good printed circuit board design. Starts with the
basic and quickly moves to very advanced design techniques. I recommend
reading at least chapters 1 through 7. [2]
" Practical Electronics for Inventors: Hands-on guide for standard analog
circuits. Extremely useful for reference. [3]
C.1.3 Companies
Throughout the project, the following companies provided different services:
" Kodak: Produces and sells the KLI14403 image sensor.
" Digikey: Vendor of almost all the chips used for the circuit boards.
" PCBExpress: Manufactures professional printed circuit boards for reasonable
prices.
" ExpressPCB: Manufactures simple printed circuit boards very cheaply. The
only catch is that the board has to be designed using ExpressPCB's own design
tools, which are very limited in capability.
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C.2 Writing Assembly Code
The 80C196NU microcontroller user's manual [51 is the main resource for the mi-
crocontroller's assembly language. When writing code and trying to run it on the
analyzer board the following steps have to be done:
1. Write the assembly code and store it in a ".mca" file.
2. Use the mca96 assembler to compile to a ".MCO" file, using the configuration
files mentioned (Appendix B.1.1).
3. Run the link96 linker on the assembler's output file with the configuration
mentioned (Appendix B.1.2) creating a "output.hex" file.
4. To make the output useful for the analyzer, the intel_ hex_shift.pl script has to
be run on the output, shifting the address down by FF0000h (Appendix B.1.4).
5. Start the analyzer in BIOS mode and connect it on the PC over a serial port
terminal program (e.g. SecureCRT)
6. Download the hex file into CSO, using the double store method.
7. Restart the analyzer.
At this point the assembly code is stored on the microcontroller and ready to go. If
the BIOS, the library functions or any of the initialization code has been modified,
additional steps have to be done:
1. Make and store the changes on the BIOS, the library or initialization source
code.
2. [new] Run the asmall script to recompile the library source code files into one
library file (Appendix B.1.3).
3. Use the mca96 assembler to compile any main code .mca file to a ".MCO" file,
using the configuration files mentioned (Appendix B.1.1).
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4. Run the link96 linker on the assembler's output file with the configuration
mentioned (Appendix B.1.2) creating a "output.hex" file.
5. To make the output useful for the analyzer, the intelhexshift.pl script has to
be run on the output, shifting the address down by FF0000h (Appendix B.1.4).
6. [new] Connect the memory extension board to the analyzer, place a flash
memory in the instruction socket (no address shifting). Make sure that the
BIOS mode is selected on the analyzer and the instruction memory is still the
on-board flash memory (CSO to CSflash).
7. Start the analyzer in BIOS mode and connect it on the PC over a serial port
terminal program (e.g. SecureCRT)
8. [modified] Download the hex file into CS2 (not CSO) using the double store
method and erasing the protected memory.
9. [new] Turn the analyzer off, remove the extension board and replace the ana-
lyzer's instruction memory with the one just programmed on the extension
board.
10. Restart the analyzer.
C.3 Programming the Image Sensor Board
When reprogramming the flash memory holding the control signals on the image
sensor board, we need to go through the following steps:
1. Modify mkrom.c to produce the new binary output file (Appendix B.1.5).
2. Recompile and run mkrom.c to generate a "out.bin" binary file. This file should
be exactly 128KB big (64K addresses, two bytes per address word).
3. Run the bin2wordhex program to convert the binary output into an Intel Hex
file.
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4. Remove the instruction memory flash on the analyzer board and place it in the
instruction socket on the memory extension card.
5. Place the control signal flash memory in the on-board socket of the analyzer.
6. Set the analyzer to BIOS mode, and select the external memory as instruction
memory (CSO to CSout).
7. Connect the memory extension card to the analyzer and start the analyzer.
8. In the BIOS download the hex file to CS2, erasing the protected section and
using the single store method.
9. Turn off the analyzer, move the control signal chip from the analyzer to the
image sensor board. and move the instruction memory chip back on the analyzer
C.4 Lessons Learned
This section is meant to help the user to avoid making the same mistakes I did. In
addition each point is noted marked with a {1} to {3} rating of importance:
1. Useful, but optional: This is recommended, but you should not encounter
any major problems by not following this advice closely.
2. Recommended: Even though your circuit might work decent without this
advice, there is a good chance you will have problems.
3. Vital: Unless you know exactly what you are doing and why you are ignoring
this advice, you will most likely have to deal with major problems.
C.4.1 Electrical Concerns
The following points should be considered when designing a new circuit board. In
addition [2] is a very good reference:
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" Power Planes: Whenever possible use power planes instead of power traces.
{3}
" 0.1uF Decoupling Capacitors: Next to every digital chip, place a decoupling
capacitor. For more information on how to correctly connect the decoupling
capacitor to the chips power pins, check [2]. {2}
" I/O Power Planes: The I/O section of a PCB should have its own power and
ground plane, connected to the main power and ground plane at only one point.
All data lines connecting the two sections should go on top of this bridge. {2}
" 100pF Clean Capacitors: For every I/O a 100pF capacitor should be con-
nected from the line to the ground plane. {2}
" Output Buffers: When sending out signals through an I/O connection, a
buffer (line driver) should be added to clean the signal and provide sufficient
power. {2}
" Input Buffer: The incoming signal from an I/O signal should be cleaned by
buffer with a Schmitt trigger, or something like it. {2}
" I/O Ground Lines: Every other line on an I/O connection should be a ground
line to minimize crosstalk and allow a short current flow-back path. {2}
" I/O Termination Resistors: To minimize reflections of an I/O signal a ter-
mination resistor should be placed between the I/O trace and the connecting
pin. If more than one pin is affected, it might be worth using a resistor ar-
ray instead of several distinct resistor components. Please note that high value
resistors, however, will require the line driver on the other end of the cable to
provide more current. {1}
C.4.2 Circuit Schematics
o Ground N/C Pins: Sometimes it turns out useful to connect "not-connected"
(N/C) pins to ground. In my example, I used a 32Kx16 RAM chip. On my
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second board the same RAM chips was not available anvmorp, so I used q
64Kx16 RAM chip by the same company. This was possible, because the new
chip had the same foot-print as the smaller one, except that one of the N/C
pins on the smaller RAM was now an address-pin. I grounded this pin manually
with an additional wire and had, in effect, a working 32Kx16 RAM. {1}
* Use Ports: Ports allow the designer to spread a circuit schematics over several
sheets and split it up into logical blocks. It makes reading and changing the
schematics much easier. {2}
C.4.3 Circuit Layout
* Auto-router: The auto-router can be very useful, but it is important to first
put down clock and power traces and lock these. I found the auto-router to be
useful only for digital circuits as these traces can be sloppy, while analog traces
need to be designed carefully. It is also a nightmare to trace a 32-bit wide bus
(16-bit address, 16-bit data) over several chips. The auto-router is very good
at this. {2}
" Check Auto-router: You should double and triple check the results of the
auto-router as it does not work optimally. One example: it often lays long
traces from a pin to a via connecting the trace with a power plane, where it
would be much better to place the via right next to the pin. The reason for this
odd behavior is unknown. You therefore have to check the auto-router results
very carefully. {3}
" Chip Placement: Placing the chips on the circuit board should be done very
carefully and should minimize the work for the auto-router (try to avoid trace
crossing by smart placement). I also found it convenient to sometimes place
chips and decoupling capacitors on the bottom layer. Moving a chip just by
a fraction of an inch can sometimes make the difference for the auto-router to
complete or not. {3}
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" Auto-Placement: Protel DXP provides and auto-placer, placing the compon-
ents on the circuit board. I found the auto-placer to be insufficient and placed
all components manually. {1}
" Spacing: Allow sufficient space between the components as this makes it easier
to solder the chips on. {2}
" No J-Lead Chips for Surface-Mount: Do not use J-lead packaged chips
to be soldered onto the circuit board, as this is hard to do and can introduce
errors (e.g. solder bridge). {1}
" Thick Power / Analog Traces: PCB traces used for power or ground should
be at least 15-25 mil wide. Analog traces should be at last 10mil, better 15mil
wide. {3}
" Use 2mm Connectors: 100mil connectors are usually the standard, however,
when connecting 40 outputs with a ribbon cable, a 40-pin 100mil connector
takes up a significant amount of space on the board. 2mm connectors are more
useful as they take up less space. {1}
" Use Soldermask: Soldermask is optional when designing a circuit board.
However, the soldermask is very useful for digital circuits with many small
traces, as it protects the traces. One minor disadvantage of a soldermask is
that, since the traces are covered, one cannot simply check the voltage on a
trace using a oscilloscope probe. One has to hold the probe to the pin of the
chip the trace is connected to, which can be difficult with small surface mount
components. {1}
" Use Silkscreen: A silkscreen on the other hand is useful for analog circuits
which tend to have many distinct components, such as resistors and capacit-
ors. With the silkscreen the user can quickly identify the components when
debugging the circuit. {1}
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I 3W
7mil 7mil 10mil 10mil 10mil 7mil 7mil
A clock B
Figure C-1: A clock trace between two digital traces
" Use 0805 Resistors and Capacitors: Individual surface-mount (smt) res-
istors and capacitors come in different sizes. The most common ones used are
1206 and 0805, where 1206 is the larger one. I have been using 1206 sized com-
ponents on the analyzer board and 0805 on the image sensor board. I found
0805s just as easy (or hard) to solder on as 1206s and they take up significantly
less space. {1}
* Use Sockets: Especially for flash memory chips sockets are very useful as
they allow the user to switch between different programs and settings by simply
switching a chip. On my analyzer board, I used a socket only for the instruction
memory while soldering the data flash memory to the board. It would be
smarter to also place the data flash memory in a socket. However, for noise and
EMC reasons, [21 recommends not use sockets for clock chips. {1}
" 3W Rule: For clock traces (and other traces which have to remain glitch
free) 12] recommends the 3w rule: in addition to the usual spacing between
neighboring traces, the trace should have an additional space of at least the
width of the trace itself. In Figure C-1 - a clock signal with width 10mil
between two digital traces (A and B) with width 7mil each - the 3W rule shows
the minimum distance between the clock and either digital trace to be 17mil.
{2}
" Use Thermal Pads: When using power and ground planes and through-hole
components (vs. surface-mount) make sure to use thermal pads. Protel DXP
does this by default. A thermal pad connects with the via only at four places,
not all the way around. This means that current still flows well between the
plane and the via, but heat from the via is absorbed less by the plane. This
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is important when soldering a chin to the via. Withmut a thermal pad when
heating one pin, most of the soldering heat is absorbed by the power / ground
plane. With a thermal pad, less heat is absorbed, while electrical properties
remain the same. {2}
o Auto-router Rules: Use rules to guide the auto-router. This will save hours
of work cleaning up after the auto-router, when set up correctly. Appendix on
page 178 ("Rules") gives example rules used with Protel DXP when designing
the image sensor board. {2}
C.4.4 Soldering and Chip Handling
" Ground Yourself: Always wake sure you are connected to ground. The human
body only notices voltages of at least several hundred volts, but only a few volts
can already damage a chip. Always make sure to be connected to a ground line
and use anti-static bags and mats for electronic equipment. {3}
" Soldering: There are different methods to solder small surface-mount (smt)
components, except capacitors or resistors, onto a PCB:
- Loads of Solder: Place the component on the board together with loads
of flux and solder, do not mind solder bridges. Then remove excess solder
with solder-wick.
- No Additional Solder: Place the component with little flux on the pads,
hold it down with a tweezer, solder down one corner pin with a fine tip
soldering iron by simply heating the pin and pressing it on the pad - the
pad should have some solder on by default. Then adjust the component
carefully to fit the pads, taking care not to break off the one pin already
soldered on. Solder the opposite pin again by simply pushing the pin onto
the pad using the soldering iron. This fixes the componen. Now solder the
remaining pins in the same fashion. I found this to work best, but it does
require flux. {2}
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" Use no-clean Flux Pen: When soldering chips onto a circuit board, for most
surface mount components you will not need additional solder: the PCB usually
has a thin layer of solder on the pads. However, to make soldering simple, you
should put a little bit of no-clean flux on the pad before soldering. The no-clean
flux pen worked best for this purpose (see Newark shopping list: Table C.3 on
page 182). {2}
" Check Soldered Pins: Using a thin metal pin (e.g. tweezer, safety pin) and a
magnifying glass, check every pin by "wiggling" it carefully. It will move slightly
if the pin is not soldered properly to the pad or it will remain rock-solid if it is
soldered well. I usually find 2-3 pins per chip, which did not solder on well on
the first try. When re-soldering these pins add flux again. {3}
* Soldering Surface-Mount Capacitors and Resistors: The easiest way to
do this is to heat the pad and add extra solder. Then put the solder aside and
take the capacitors / resistor with a tweezer in one hand, and the soldering
iron in the other. Heat the same pad with the extra solder again until the
solder is liquid and place the component while keeping the pad hot. When the
part is placed and one side has connected well with the pad and the solder,
remove soldering iron while keeping the component in place. When cooled, the
component is fixed on one side. Take the solder and soldering iron and solder
the other side. {1}
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